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PREFACE
Before entering into the main text of the subject of
circular ring analysis, it is felt that one point should be
clarified. The analysis of this thesis as it stands is a
plastic~ analysiso That is, it is an analysis based on
,
the ultimate carrying capacity of the structure as a whole o
Plastic stress analysis is nothing comparatively newo
Various fields of engineering have been employing plastic
stress solutions for qUite a few yearso In fact, JoAo Van
den Broek published his well knmrn paper "Theory of Limit
Design" in 1939 0 Aircraft engineers have been taking
advantage of the plastic properties of the materials they
employ in their design for years o However, the manner in
which they determined their loads was derived from elastic
strength assumptionso
The criterion advanced in the text of this treatise is
based upon plastic load or strength assumptions in conjunction
with plastic stress assumptionso It is believed that this
pursuit is a much, much more ~ational approach to the
subject of the theory of strengtho
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ABSTRACT
Two plausible conditi9ns complement the theory of strengtho·
.The' first supposition, th\e condition of equilibrium, is primary,
. whereas true second supposition~ the condition of continuity,' is
subordinate 0 To supplement the assumption of equilibrium, two
theories are advanced, the theory of elasticity and the theory
of plastici tyo The former of these theori,es presumes an elas-
tic or linear stress distribution aIid compa'tibility of strains o
The latter of these theories presupposes a ductile or semi~
ductile stress distribution and compatibility of deformations o
Accordingly, the emphasis is shifted from permissable ~imiting
stresses in the cal;le of elasticity to permissable safe deform-
.~- ..
ations in the case of plasticityo
It has only been in recent years that the structural
analyst has given any really serious consideration to the ad-
vantages of designing ·structures consistent with an ultimate
collapse loado . Yet for a long time this same class of engineers
have been fully a,vare that continuous beams and rigid frames can
carry loads considerably in excess of those which just reach the
elastic limit of the materiaL Regardless of how rational elastic
methods may appear othervrise, an elastic design based on an
allowable stress value is incapable of predicting structural fail-
ure which means that the real margin of safety. is not defined or
computedo The purpose of plastic or, limit design, on the other
hand, is to proportion the structure in such a manner that it
will just fail when subjected to a limit load multiplied by some
. ~, .
.-1-
.:.'
','
arbitrary factor of safetyo Consequentlyp in a plastic design g
the term factor of safety assumes a definite meaning contrasted
to an elastic solution .rhere the analyst has no idea of whether
the structure is on the verge of collapse or if it is capable
of carrying considerable additional loadingo
Aircraft Engineers have attempted to compensate for this
,
"Reserve in strength Beyond the Elastic Limit" by first per-
forming a~ elastic analysis on a structure g and then design-,
I
.ing;:themaximum bending sections employing a plastic section
modulus 0 Moreoverg-under cer~ain conditions, they may even
attempt' to design to a negative margin of safety in order to
, ,
I I
account for simplifying assumptions and for the difference
between the elastic and plastic strength of the complex struc-
tureo ObviouslY9 this procedure is inconsistent and erroneouso
It is like shuffl~ng cards with elastic and plastic analyses
lvith no regard for compatible structural behavioro In order
to be consistent, the structural designer must seek a new method
of attacking the problem by means of simple plastic hypotheses,
and then follmv up his plastic analysis by designing the struc-
, , ,
tural components with a plastic section modulus o That is ex-
actly what is attempted in this dissertationo
It was while working in the aircraft industry that the
writer first became acquainted with the problem of designing
stiffening ringso In general, the methods of least work based
on elastic assumptions were employed in solving these ring
~ !
problemso Instead of further elucidating on the applications
of least work to ring analysis, ,the following dissertation was
,. '.
-2-
developed with the emphasis on limit analysis, suggested as a
/
more rational procedure for analyzing continuous stiffening ringso
More rational is the procedure because the objective of the theory
is to develop simple and general methods for predicting the actual
ultimate load-carrying capacity~ rather than to base (~esign on
attainment of an allowable extreme fiber stress as in an- elastic
solutiono
The subject of plastic analysis of rings is apprQached y first 9
by reviewing the basic assumptions of the simple plastic theory
and then by illustrating the applications with a few exampleso
EssentiallY9 the method contained in this treatise wa~ derived
from the, methods of plastic analysis and desig~ that have been
i
*used for' structural steel rigid frames o
*See Reference 5
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1.0.0 INTRODUCTION
1.0.1· Historical Review
Just because elastic stress analysis has been so closely
associated with the theory of strength for the past century and
a half that they are practically considered one and the same, does
not imply that it was the first contribution to the theory of
strength. On the contrary, Euler's paper on the·strength of
columns (1757)" was published even before the advent of stress
analysis. "It was pure limit design, as all earlier efforts had
been up to that time."* Indeed, theory of plasticity is not of
recent origin.
It seems that modern theories of simple plastic bending are
actually not a recent development, but date as far back as the
turn of the twentieth century. Perhap's.~ the first person to
advance the theory of plasticfty as applied to structural bendirig
behavior was Dr. Gabor Kazinczy. In 1913, Kazinczy performed.
a number of experiments with girders of a new type of roof struc-
ture. After he dis~overed that the actual ultimate load carrying
:::.:;~;/v%~~~:...,j.(:"",.~. capacity was considerably greater than was determined from his
calculations, Kazinczy concluded that an elastic theory was
not adaptable for the determination of the collapse load. He
observed that the beams were bent at the supports where, according
., ......• ,~ ••.•. i: ...
to his analysis, the stresses in the steel were suppose to be
below the yield point. He suggested that the points Of, maximum
moment could be imagined to be provided with "Yield Hinges."
From these observations he concluded that calculations should be
based on plastic deformations·and thus, he became the· originator
*See referenee 7, preface
-4-
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of limit (or plastic) designo
About the same time that Kazinczy published the results of
his girder experiments, there must have been other men investi-
gating the same phenomenon" Although Kazinczy did not mention his
method of proportioning beams publicly until 1928 9 in 1917 Pro-
fessor No Co Kist chose limit design for the theme of his inaUgu-
ral address at the Polytechnic Institute of Delf, Holland o
It was at an International Congress in Vienna, in 1928, that
Maier-Liebnitz of stuttgart disclosed the results of experiments
which he performed on the carrying capacity of continuous beams,
and proved that they disagreed with elastic theoryo This is
when Kazinczy first advanced his method of proportioning beams
in order to substantiate Maier-Liebnitz's declarations.
At first these new ideas were not received very gratifyinglyo
About the only place where KazinczyVs methods were accepted was in
Budapesto In the early twenties, that city incorporated his beam
proportioning method in their building code and made it a design
requirement for determining the collapse load of any structure.
Most of the skepticism of the new method apparently stemed from
the problems of variable repeated loading and the lack of tests
of large scale structural members and frames.
In the early~jiagea of ita development all of the ideaacon-
"'~-. '~
cerning plastic design were proposed by Europeans such as Girkmann
(Wi~h portal frames), Bleich (shake down), Gruning, Maier-Liebnitz,
Kist,· ,and of course Kazinczyo In 1936 J o F o Baker revived the
problem in Englando It 'lras Baker who initiated a research study v"','
on the subject of the ultimate strength behavior of structual
-5-
steel at Bristol University and later continued his experiments
at Cambridge University with Jo Wo Roderick, M. Ro Horne and
Bo Go Neal. As a result of these investigations England has
incorporated a pla~tic design specification(*) in its building
codes ..
It took until 1939 before anyone in this country publicly
recognized the worth of plastic design. At this time, J o Ao
Van Den Broek published his treatise entitled "Theory of Limit
Design"(**) which was the subject of much controversy.. Accord-
ing to Van Den Broek, the va,gueness and "1l"ishful thinl~ing" of
most elasticity reasoning is compensated for by the logic of
limit analysis. Yet design procedures did not radically
change as a result of Van Den Broek's premises. In fact very
few of his contemporaries have advocated Van Den Broek's ideas.
The more prominent of the investigations, carried out in this
country, have been by Wo Prager, P. S. Symonds and D. C. Drucker
at Brovm University. HOll"ever, their approach to plastic analysis
has been strictly from the mathematical viewpoint; in establishing
the mathematical lall"s and proofs governing plastic analysis.
Since 1946, an investigation toward the applicition of
plastic analysis to structural design has been under way at
Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Under the sponsor-
ship of the American Institute of Steel Construction, The
Welding Research Council, the American Iron and Steel Institute,
and the Navy Department, methods for the development of practical
*See reference 10
**See reference 7
.....1.,.
"
plastic design procedures have been established which now makes
it possible to extend these solutions to continuous ring analysis.
!
!
/
100 0 2 Foreword
Before delving into the basic concepts of plastic behavior~
this is an opportune time to point out the specific approach of
this treatiseo Although the ideas contained herein may be di-
rectly.applied to design techiniques 9 it is not the primary
.'/
purpose of this discourse to approa~h the problem from tbis
aspect o The purpose of the dissertation is to present a method
of analysis based on simple plastic theory for the solution of
continuous circular rings o However~ it should be evident from the
text that the methods are readily applicable to a design pursuito
1 0 0.3 Fundamental Concepts
To begin the study of plastic analysis, the reader should
focus his attention on the fundamental concepts of simple bend-
ing theoryo Since plastic analysis is a first order theory it
is based on the precepts of bending theory for a structure
stabilized against buckling (buckling being a second order
phenomenon) 0 Therefore, the theories of local or lateral buckling
are not to be construed as a portion of this studyo As uncon-
servative as this may appear at first, further consideration of the
practical applications of circular rings should make it apparent
that stiffening rings are inherently stable laterallyo We can
account for local buckling by determining the required rotation
capacity of the plastic hinges and then proportioning the width
to the thickness o·f uotstanding flanges accordinglyo Conse-
quentlY9 this whole 'presentation is founded on those bending
theories' pertainiIlgt·o the behavior of stabilized strlfctures bent
'>y"
beyond the elas~ic limito
-8-
Before discussing bending in the plastic range, first let
us recapitulate on the subject of elastic theoryo Primar~ly we
are concerned with the relationship between applied moment and
resulting curvature o Segregating a small segment of a bent
Section
t-b-j
T
---+----Ir d--,
,----,1
(Deformation in unit
length)
the followini Figure results.
I
Deformed Beam
FIGURE 1001 Segment of Deformed Beam
If it is assumed that plane sections remain plane and that
Hooke's Law defines the relationship between stress and strain,
it is apparent from Figure 1 0 01 that there is a linear variation
between the applied bending moment and the resulting curvattire e
The pa.rametric equations defining these quantities are
" 0 0 (I 0 0 0 00000 n (I .0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 ('l 0 (-1" 00)
00;) ('l 0 (l Q 0 Q CI • ,,(/ •• 000 l' CI. 0 (I ('I 0 (I til 01)
cP =fi= ~= EY
M =[O;;y ciA
-'d/2,
where +,p ,€ ,a , E~ M, and yare defined in section (V) page
In order to formulate the relationship between moment and
"
curvature in the plastic range,we must first stipulate our basic
assumptiO;l's" as we. presllluably did before deriving the elastic pro,-
positionQ
Assumptions and ConditioGs
10 Plane sections remain plane after bending, that }s, bend-
ing strains (but not necessarily stresses) are proportional to the
,distance from the neutral axiso
-9- .
2 0 Idealized stress-strain relationship as in Figure 1 0 02.
Plastic Range
b
: I
~ I,
...
(Q I
I
'I
IEst
I
I
I
E I·
I
I
I
Strain f:
FIGURE 10 02(b) "'~
ao) Properties in compression are th.e same as' those i·n tension.
b.) Behavior()f fibr¢s in bending ii.is.the same as in tensiono
3 0 Equilibrium eXists b~twee;n applied l;oads and moments
and .. the resulting stress dis.tribution pattern.
.' ;.
Normal Force: p=l a- dA
Moment M=j a ydA
A
4 0' Deformations are small such that
ta~ f ~ +
F.or a rectangular cr~ss section in bending 9 the following
curve is as Sh01VD in Figure 1003 0
. '~'.
'" '\, .';(:';~)·;:·1r.
. ® .::'5it~:\
" /;Y" - ~ ._~,
FIGURE 1003 Non-Dimensio~'alM-;. :Curve
non ..dimension~l M=:+
.Me
1.5 M
·1.0
M'
'. ,My
. ',.\
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Strain Distributions~
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(Assumption No.2)
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FIGURE L 04 (b)
Stress Strain Distributions for a Rectangular Cro'ss Section
Resulting Stress Distributionsg
c:r.
.' / .
Fl"om the yield distributions above and the M- 'ep curve of
figure 1003, it iS1noteworthy to observe tha,tt!le curvature
increases quite rapidly beyond the initial yield moment, My, and
quickly approal~l?-_~S the fIll plastic momen.: value, Mp , assymptot-
..." I
ically. 1he magnitude:~f the full pl~stic moment can be deter-
mined from Equation (1001) by performing the indicated integration.
M::::j y Y dA, o.: :.'.. : (l.Ol)
A'
Therefore, if we wish to express the moment at any point,
w~ first express the yield moment as
My~' cry S, ••••••••' •••••• ,••• 0••••••••• ~ •• 0 (1 003 )
Where S=elastic section modulus.
Then, the ·mlfilient at any other-' point between <D and @
on the. M~'+ curve is expressed as
M= tSy Se + cry' Zp
". -11-
Where Se = section modulus of elastic part of cross section,
~'-".
and Zp = section modulus of plastic part of cross~ection.
Hence, the moment of resistance is made up of an elastic part
a Se and a plastic part
y *
can be expressed as( )
a"y Zp. Then the full plastic moment
o () () e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • () () 0 0 0 ;) 0 • 0 0 0 • (1.05)
. t'
Now that the relation between moment and, curvature has
been established, it is possible to apply these'observations to
\
'a structure. Consider one of the simplest structures, l\. simply
supportedpeam with a concentrated load at mid-span as shown
in Figure 1005.
(a) Loading Condition
Hinge
Area
..........,.".
Mp
(b) Moment Di~gram
Lengtfu of plastic hinge =
L/3 for a rectangular cross
section.,
a.
"0
,8
...J
. "cSY De"flectiion A
(~) Load Deflection Curve
FIGURE I 0 05 ".
As indfcated there is d linear range of load versus deflect-
ion which corresponds to the linear range of the moment versus'
curvature relationship of Figure L03. Once the moment at mid-
span exceeds the initial yield moment, the assumptions of e;las[tic
/
-l2~
." ~ .
• I .'~
behavior are violated and the relative bending stiffness (the in-
creased moment associated with a unit increase in curvature) is
appreciably reduced. The member becomes relatively weak with.an
increase in applied load and the beam deflects progressively at
a faster and faster rateo As the load approaches its ultimate
value the beam reacts to increases in load as if a hinge,
(referred to as a "Plastic Hinge"), were formed at the point of
maxi~ummoment. That is, the mem~er continues to deform ~nder
. '.
constant moment •
L
.-.\
". ,.
FIGURE ±',~06';'Simple Beam
j.,
,~
Referring to Figure.L05, failure occurs with the development of
a kinematic mechanism: real hinges are present at the ends <D and
@and a "Plastic Hinge" forms at midpoint ® 0 The usefullness
~ i
of the structure is exhausted at this point~ If the structure
were."built-in", how~ver, (characteristic of statically redundant
structures), a redistribution of moment could take place at this
point ofIJlastic hinge formation, and;,the structure would be ca-
pable of sustaining additional load.
At this point, perhaps it would be best to define two
important fundamental~ of plasticity concepts.
,
1. Plastic Hinge Concept
Contrary to what first comes to mind concerning a hinge,
a pla~tj~ hinge is not a point of zero moment but rather the point
of maximum moment. The reaeon for the connotation of the term
-13-
hinge to this form of mechanism is the marked ability of the
,
struptural component to rotate at this pointe
\ .
20 Rotation Capacity
~he rotation capacity &f a member is its abit~ty to
. rotate at ne'ar maximum moment o The rotation capacity is of ulti=
mate importance because it is the characteristic of the structure
1vhich permits redistribution of momento After the plastic moment
is reached at a cri~-ical section~ the moment remaihs constant and
the s~ction begins to rotate alohg the length of the hinge.
Whereupon 9 mocient'is redistributed to other parts of the struG-ture,
thus permitting a gradual increase in applied load~
Now, that a plastic hinge concept has been establ~shed by
the "simply supported beam" illustrated, another observation might
be interjected that nothing is to be gained by analyzing structures
of this nature by plastic analysise
~ocusing attention on the ~ategory of statically redundant
structures, which comprise~ a multitude of practical applications,
cons,ider the structure sholm in Figure 1.070
",;
"0,o
-J
L-----.-e--.! . Pult·
Deflection ~ .. "
(e) Load Deflection ~lQt
.FIGURE'-li;-<h Statica.lly Indetermine Beam
(b)
A
3
(a) Loading Condition andD~~,
flection Curves
As the load on this redundant structure is gradually increased
from zero, the beam initially behaves elastically with the largest
moment of the solution always at the end
the applied load yielding will begin at
A .. At some value of
The beam most cer-
~ '.'
tainly is capable of carrying additional load beyond this point,
and as it is progressively further increased the beam responds as
if it "'I~ere a proped-cantilevered beam (see Figure 1.07(e» .. As
the load is further increased the beam yields under the applied
load and there is observed another transition in the deflection
curve (point e on Figure 1007)0 Additional moments are again
redistrib~{ed and another structure completely divorced in
similarity to the former beam virtually forms.. The load can be
amplified very little beyond this point because the segmentBC
is required to support further load increments by cantilever
action (Figure 1007(f»0 Eventually, the ultimate load carrying
capacity of the structure is reached when yielding occurs also
at C .. As the final plastic hinge appears, the deflection curve
becomes porizontal, or in other words a kinematic mechanism
"ABC" is realized o Beyond this point the load carrying capacity
is exhausted since small additional loads produce much 'larger
deflection increments o
1,. ~
Since further 'examples add very little additional; clarity,
the previous illustrations will be considered sufficiento
1004 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for a Plastic Analysis
Solution..
The purpose of stipulating necessary and sufficient plastic,..
ity conditions is two foldo The first reason is to establish the
-15-
conditions necessary to formulate plastic solutions o Secondly it
affords an opportunity to compare the basic requirement of elastic
and plastic analysis ..
.Referring to the previous examples; several observations will
assist in defining the necessary conditions to verify or satisfy
a complete plastic solutiono If the reader will take particular
note, in each of the cases discussed failure corresponded to the
development of a mechanismo Apother very important condition
which must be fulfilled is that nowhere can the maximum moment
in a member exceed its full plastic momento A third condition,
which obviously must also be attained, is equilibrium, since
structural static equilibrium is the primary basic consideration
of any "theory of strength." Therefore, summarizing these observ-
ations the conditions to be fulfilled for the attainment of a
plastic analysis solution are as follows:
10 The structure must be in equilibrium with the applied
loads o
2 0 A kinematic mechanism must be attained ..
3. 0 The maximum moment in any component can not exceed the
full plastic moment of the sectiono (For ring solutions, the
calculated moment anywhere in the ring can never exceed the cal-
culated ultimate plastic moment (Mp»o
In contrast to the plastic conditions, the following are the
conditions for an elastic solution:
1 0 The structure must be in equilibrium with the applied
loadso
2.. There must be compatibility or continuity wherever
applicable 0
":16-
3 0 Nowhere will the stress in a ~ember exceed the initial
yield stress o ( C1-.~ oy)
For purposes of comparison 9 table 1 0000 has been constructedo
TABLE 100.0 Necessary Conditinns( for
Plastic and Elastic Analysiso *)
ELASTIC ANALYSIS PLASTIC ANALYSIS
10 Equilibrium 10 Equilibrium
.
of') Continuity 2 0 Development a•• 0
Mechanism
30 -0;.~ cr~+c.y
3 0 -Mp E; M~+ Mp
100 0 5 Method ~f Solution.
Plastic analysis is by no means confined to the application
·of one method of solution o In fact 9 several procedures haye been ad-
vanced to suppl,Gll1e;t;lt the methods of solutiono The most prominent
of· the c'ontemporary procedures a.re (a) The "Equilibrium" Method
(b) The Mechanism Method (c) The Method of Inequalities and (d)
The Moment Balancing Methodo Rather than attempt to expound in
great detail on ~ach method individual1y~ each procedure will be
described briefly and the most appropriate method will be chosen
to develop solutions of r~ngso
(a) 'DEquilibrium Method"**
The "Equn i brhul1 Method" is essentially based on the lower
bound theorem whiell str"tcs:
iDA load corresponding to an equilibrium configuration
with arbitrarily nssumed values for the redundants is
smaller than or at best equal to the ultimate loading
provided all I M' ~ Mpo"
'*See reference 59 page 308 or reference 13, page 13
**For more detail of this method see reference (10)
·~·17~
The method is most adaptable to continuous beams for which the
procedure is straight forward. By constructing the composite
moment diagram of the determinant and redundant moments it is
possible to visualize the general pattern that the collapse
moment diagram must take. A plastic solution could be realized
by manipulating the magnitudes of redundant moments in the
composite moment diagram always keeping M:E Mp , and then checking
to determine if there are sufficient plastic hinges to reduce the
structure to a mechanism. Not only is the method adaptable to
continuous beams but it is also an effective tool in solving
simple frames where only one or two redundants or symmetrical load-
ing are involved. On tqe other hand, more complex problems make
this method quite inexpedient.
(b) Mechanism Method*
I
Conversely, just as the "Equilibrium Method" is'based on the
lower bound theorem, the Mechanism Method is based on the upper
bound theorem, which states:**
"A load computed on the basis of an assumed mechanism
will always be greater than or at best equal to the
ultimate load o "
If it is possible to visualize the different modes in which
the structure may fail, by investigating every possible combina-
tion of mechanisms, the systematic resolution of the corresponding
critical loads will eventually engender the lowest or correct
solution. Since this kind of proc~dure automatically presupposes
an upper bound solution, it is mandatory to determine the lower
bound in order to establish the correctness pf the assumed answer.
As mentioned before on page 16 this is accomplished by performing
the plasticity check, whereby each of the three necessary con-
*Reference 5, Page 3 0 6
**See Reference 12
-18-
ditions will have bt?en fulfilled.o Beca.use of its generality it
lends itself readily to the solution of the more complex struc-
tures, abd therefore it is the method selected in this text to
solve continuous ringso
(c) Method of Inequalities*
This is a systematic mathematical process based on the
premise that a member can sustain a moment at best equal to or
less than its full postive or negative plastic strength o The
procedure i.s to write a set of linear inequalities for each
possible hinge specifying the limitation just mentioned o By
manipulating these inequalities, such as combining and eliminating
unknowns in simultaneous inelIuaHties, eventually the process will
result in the determination of a single unknowl1o This solution
may be successively substituted into the previous simultaneous
'equations for a complete ~olution to the problemo Although this
process is characterized by refinement, it is certainly not
recommended for complex problems unless there is access to an
electronic computero Its elegance is offset by the necessity of
sol'v'lng tedious determinantso
. **(d) Moment Balancing
This method is a sequel to the elastic method of moment
distribution with the refinement of specifying the plasticity
conditiono Just as in the case of Crossus moment distributionp
_ a procedure of successive relaxations of moments results in a
moment diagram in equilibri.um wi.th the applied loads o The plastic
method of moment balancing permits the analyst a much greater
*See reference 12
**For more details of this method see reference 110
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degree of freedom of analysis than the elastic method. The
moment balancing method is adaptable to analysis of rectan-
gular frame-works having members intersecting at right angles.
othenvise, its use is limited.
Consequently, because of the restrictions of simplicity
'.':-
and exclusiveness placed on the methods of equilibrium, in-
equalities, and moment balancing, the mechanism method is
selected as the proposition for the soluti~n of continuous
circular rings.
Discussion of Mechanism Method and its Application to Rigid
Frame Analysis
The purpose of this section is to present the mechanism
method with all of, its characteristic refinements by applying it
to single span rigid frame analysis. Since the method of attack
of the mechanism method is to presuppose a possible failure con-
f4guration, the sec9nd necessary condition for a plasticitysolu-
tion is automatically fulfilled. The condition of equilibrium is
sufficed by using the principle of virtual work. Thus, the only.
. remaining condition is the one of a plasticity check. where the
calculated moments in a member are confined to values less than
or equal to the full plastic moment for their respective members.
Once the mechanism method has been applieti to rigid frame
analysis, it is only necessary to establish the same principles
with respect to ring solutions considering the appropriate.re-
visionso Hence, the single span fixed ended gable frame shown
below in Figure 1.08 was selected to illustrate the applications
of the mechanism methodo It will be assumed that each of the
members in the structure will deliver a certain resisting
:
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FiGURE 1~08 Single Span Fixdd-Ended Gable Frame
Before ~begi,nni.ng the analysi s, reconsider the ass~ptions
.;'1'
of simple pllLstic beI1d~ng theory,c,
lk The structure will not become unstable prior to the
attrdnment of the ul tima.te load.'1l
20 The influence of nor~al and shearing forces o~ the plastio
moment is neglectedo
3~ ,First ordep theory deformations are small such that the
equilibrium equations can be formulated for the underformed
strnctureso
4 0 Connections provide full continuity such that the full
plaBtic moment can be transmitted o
50 Loads are proportional such that they increase in fixed
proportion&g one with respect to th~ othero
The Procedure to Follow is as Stipulated
1 0 Determine all locations of possible plastic hinges
according to the~~~llowing ruleso
i
··2 I"!'
A hinge may possibly exist in a member at
I) A point of maximum moment (that is, zero shear)
II) A change in direction of a member (that is, at a joint)
2 0 Designate all possible mechanisms (elementary mechanisms
and combinations therefrom)
3 0 Apply the principle of virtual displacements for each of
the possible mechanisms by displaci~g the structure a virtual:
i .' I
amount and compute the 'corresponding internal and external *ork.
~:':>
4 0 Compute the critical load for each of these mechanisms
and choose the lowest value obtained o
'50 Perform a plasticity check. '.
Returning to the gable mechanism, according ~o the rules for
determining all possible plastic hinges, it is obvious that there
is no change in shear along the columns. Hence, plastic hi~ges
can occur only at the ends of these members. Two other possi-
bilities would be under the vertically applied loads. A seventh
possible point of plastic hinge formation would be at the peak of
the rafters, where the structure abruptly changes shape. These
seven possible plastic hinges are numbered <D through (1) in
Figure 10 08.
Any combination of these hinges resulting in the formation of
a mechanism may result in a failure configurationo Tq expedite
the determination of the number of failures modes, a simple rule
has to be deduced to determine the number of independent mech-
ansimso Since a statically determinate system requires but one
plastic hinge to transform it into a mechanism; this structure
will have as many independent mechanisms as there are plastic
-22-
hinge'~ocationso On the Qther hand, statical~y indeterminate
systems require an additional plastic hinge for each redundancy•
. Hence, ~o state the preceding in th~ form of a rule
If N =Number of possible plastic hinges
and X =Redundancies
N-X = Number of elementary mechanisms
The elementary mechanisms would correspond to\i~depen-
"
dent static equations of equilibrium.
Applying this rule to t~e problem at hand, there are 7
possible hinges and 3 redundantso' Hence, there should be (7-3)
or 4 independent mechanisms, as shown below.
L
as a beam mechanism
® - @- @could fail
ao) Obviously rafter
r
L
p
. ,
/
b o) Same as above for
r
L
."""\-
~,....-t-. r..a.fter@-.@-@
; ..'.:. ...'-.. ".
L
(b) 'Gable MechaIllism
FIGURE 1 0 09
~ .".
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Co) Likewise, the
total roof of the
frame could remain
rigid and the struc-
ture could sway as
a panelo Fig~~e I.09(q)
(e) . Panel Mechanism',
L
P
·.··{t~~~,i'$~\"'~J,;";·:;,,,·~ ,1;i~:r;'::
o(d) G~ble Me~~rrism "-.' ..',
FIG'URElo09
do) Rafter ® - <!>
and ®-@) could re-
L " main rigid i.o them-
\
:.. selves as point ®
moves to the right
point @would then
move d6WD. while point
<D remained fixedo
The mechanism in-
vestigation is by no means finished at thi~ point, because all
cbmbinations of these mechanisms must also be considered o
bined with the gable
-~':"
at the gable peako
If the beam mech-
having no "hinge"
m""e-chanism (d}, mecJ:,.-
anism:(e}' r~sults
anism (a) is com-Le
P
Combination Mechanism
(a) + (d)
(e)
i ,:
;.;-:'~;;;t:f:i.~'f~~tf'5;~~!~j;;:::~'"':t':e;;<~~:£:~i;<; ,.5~-:::::: ., ~,"
/-' .--_.:_:~~.- ..;.;:~:~:;;.-::-:-::~:;-:-:.~~-:';"':
P
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Combined Mechanism (b).+(d)';;'~
.' _',~.. OM ~•• ",. -
Beam mechll.nism (b)
+ gable mechanism
(d).
-.... ""
Beam mechanism (~)
..........-.~.....·1 {La + sidel:!way pane~
mechanism (c).
e
(g) Combined Mechanism (80)+(0)
o
Beam mechanism (b)
+ sideway panel
,mechanism (c).
..
(c) •
Gable mechanism (~)
+ panel mechanism
p
(b)+(c)
.. ,'- -~.:".
~'-:. ,
.;:.,.. '."""
~
p
",' . (h) COnlbi~ed M~ch:aIllism
.. ~ ..~..;;Z... =l.* ...
.~~;='~('ir'bombiDed Me9hani sm
""-:~~ ·•. (d)+(c)_ .c·"
The next step in the procedure is to determine that critioal
load Pcr corresponding to each assumed mechanismo The largest
value of Mcr for its corresponding value of P is the solution to
the problemo
The critical load is determined by applying the principle
of virtual displacementso Before the analyst can apply the
principle of virtual displacements, he must fully understand its
meaningo Therefore, the principle is stated belowo
Principle ~f Virtual DisplacementsJ _._~ '5""?'m"'tte:o::==::::a>
If a system of forces in equilibrium is subjected to a
virtual displacement, the total work done vanishes, that is, the
work done by the external forces equal the work done by the
interna'l' forceso
A virtual displacement is one which is geometrically possible,
and of small magnitude approaching zero o It must be piecewise
con~-inuous within the structure which infers that a "kink" may
exist at a hingeo
Beam Mechanism
As an ex-
ample, working
P
with beam mecha-
nism (a) of fig-
ure lo09~ assum~
that the plastic
·hinge at point
@r'otates
through a FIGURE L 11 Beam Mechanism (a)
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virtual angle 9 a Then the vertical load P will move vertically
,1 '.,
down through a distance 9 La The hinge at G> rotates through a
.~"
corresponding angle e a 'Since the link ®-@is the same length
as link @ -" ® 9 the point Q moves, to the right ~ 9L and dmm
9 La The total change in angle at' hinge ® is observed to be
twice theta (29) 0
Equating the external to the internal work associated
'r.~th this,~~sumed defo:r;:mation ,~onfiguration as shown in F~gure 10 11 0
External 'Work = Internal Work
+ Mp (9)
.. ,'.,
at T4at "'3
M (29)
.. p
:::
peL :::
0000000000000 0 000(1"007)
What this expression'states is that if the magnitude of Pever
approaches the load P ::: 4 Mp/L 9 the structi:lre will fail in the
assumed mannero Obviously beam mechanism (b) will give the
same resulto
Turning to the pan'el mechanism of Figure '(10 12) 9 displace
the columns by a virtual rotation of e a The corresponding
geometric re-
lationships are
as shmmo
--\ \-L9
~';':'~':~';'~~~~~;:'~~}':'~;::~';:~';::~~-~;;:::'~;~~ ~:;;-'i~:,,~;r~;,~,.,' :,:' -
'·~j~:f~~;iL2'3..FIGURE 1012 Panel Mechanism (c)
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External Work
PLe
Mp
Internal Work
M" e (1 + 1 + 1 + 1)
.!:"
PL ( )T ...... 0' (I 0 o·"'~~ 0 (.I 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 () 0 10 18
Since both the beam and panel mechanisms have produced the
sa,mt! end result ~ the interpretation of this coincidence is
obviollsly that 9 if the load ever reaches this value of P = 4Mp /L
boi,h the beam and gable mec.hanisms will form simu1taneouslyo
As 11illbe found later~ this is not the correct answer" '
From this point onjthe geometrical relationships between
the rotations at each of the plastic hinges will become much more
complexo However~ for the immediate solution of the gable mecha-
'. nis1l 9 the same method used 'in the prior examples will remain as
the manner in which this' mechanism wi 11 first be solved o Returri.~
ing to- the former procedure, c.onsider the gable mechanism shown
in Figure 10 13 0 If the right hand column is .given a virtua.l angle'
rota,tion e~ the ~rc-that point ® will describe is equal to aLo
;.
),
Noting compatibil-
ity of deflection
of the top rafters 9
hinge @rafter
j
at 1®'~@ rotat~s p
through the same
angl'e as rafter
@ = ® 9 becaus'~
they are of the
same length o
Then the hori.i.
··'\·':'~~:'~~:'i,t~~~:!?Y;;:;o:::s\.?l~;ij~~~;.;,;~;,,-._~.._~­
FIGURE lolS'Gable Mechanism (d)
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zontal movement of the rafter peak is exactly ,half that of point
® or ~ 9L o The vertical component of this point is 9LA> Conse-
quently to satisfy these .simultaneous displacements g both rafters
must rotate. through the same angle 9/20
Summarizing the total rotations at the various hinges
Hinge@
Hinge@
~inge®
OOOO~OOOOOOOOOOOooooOOOO
o 0 coo 0 0 0 0 0 0 O' 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0
o 0 0 • eo. 0 0 0 ••, 0 lID 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 • 0 0
~2
9/2 + 9/2 =9
9/2 +9 = 3 9/2
Hinge <Z> Cl •••••••••' ••••••••• 0 • • •• e
Applying the principle of virtual displacements
External Work
P (L 8/2) + P (L 9/2)
=
=
Internal Work
Mp ( 8/2 + 8 + 3 9/2 + 8 )
= PL
4 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 o' ~ (1009)
In order to simplify the definition of the geometry associ-
ated with any chosen virtual deformation p a "change" in the mecha-
nism method will be interjected at this pointo Actuallyp the use
of the instantaneous center does not imply another extraneous
methodo It truly is only a modification and expedient to the mecha-
nism method g but it is of great consequence in this dissertation
because it will be the means employed in solving ring problemso
The principle of the inBtantaneous center is b~~ed on a premise
of kinematics which states:
"The instantaneous center of a rigid body haVing any
plane motion is the center about which rotation'is
taking place at the instant consid.redo"
Reconsider the same mechanism (gable mechanism) as a whole
rather than each individual parto Just as beforep the left column
will remain verticaL Rafter ®.-. @ is constrained to rotate
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about point @a,s its.centero
ha.nd column is
2L
II.c.
2L--------~
4
~. 9
~= 2' + 2' =e 6
9 39 /
6,= 2 +9 = -2-
r------'-. 2L -:----...........1----
L
-=---~~~~-l
:, :~jf;~~:-'1·~~,;;;;~~'6~,-I-:-
FIGURE 1 0 14 Gable Mechanism (d)
solved by the Instantaneous Center
Method
p
in.-
same
lines of these
If the center-
tended~ -they
tersect at a
compelled to ro-
point previ-
members are ex-
By the
tate about":\,i.ts
base, point (1).
token, the right
ously defined as the instantaneous centero This is the point
about which rafter '€}-: @will rotate 1 since point @must
move practically horizontal and since the end ~of the rafter
. must rotate in a dire'ction perpendicular to member ®- @
Asa reference, the member ®- ® is again subjected to a
virtual r.otation 9, then the amount point @moves to the right
is aLo To be consistent member @) - @must translate to the
right by the same amount, which necessitates a virtual rotation
of rafter @)- ® equal to aL/2L = 9/2 about its instantaneous
center o In order for point
displacement of rafter @)-
@)to move in conjunction with the
\® 9 it must shift to the right 9 L/2 .
and vertically d01m 9L o These components are equivalent to the
product of the virtual angle 9/2 times the distance from @)to
"1 0 C "o 0 The rafter ® - @must move through an identical
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amount e/2 by virtue of~ the fact it is the same length as the.
dimension 0= 1 0 Co 0 Hence 9 summing angles at points @)and
® and comparing rotations at points ® and ® 9 it is observed
that all of the angles are the same as previously ascertainedo
Furthermore 9 the resulting solution of this mechanism is also
identicaL
In as much as the adoption of the instantaneous center
procedure (in preference to complexities of geometry) was es~
tablishedo It i.s hereby employed to solve the remaining
mechanisms o
Seeing
that mechanism
(e) of Figure
U5 is made up
of the beam
mechanism (a)
and.the gable
mode (d)9 the
geometry.of
the mechanism
wi 11 be very,
L
2
~--- 2L ---.-1-004,..----
I
'"
FIGURE '10 15 Combination Me,chanism (e)
L
similar to the gable mechanism just solvedo The location of the
1 0 Co can be established by the same deductions used before o
" .
COlUillIl <D = ® is fixed 9 making it necessary for' li~k® = ®
to rotate about point ® 9 column ® = ® must rotate about
point (Vwhich in trun locates the instantaneous center of the
link@ = @a distance 2~ vertically above hinges @and(1) 0
=31·~
Now that the geometry is established, let bar(§) - CD rotate
through a virtual angle e making it necessary for link ® - ®
to rotate through eL/2L = 9/2 correspondinglyo Link (1) - ®
. ". 3e L 9 L = 39
conforms by rotating through a proport10nal angle --2-- / 2 2 2:'
since the dimension from the I. Co to point ~iS three times
the length of link ® -® 0 Hence ,the total hinge rotations are
summed up in Figure -10150
Again applying the principle of virtual work
Wint = Wext
P (3 e/2)L + P (9 /2)L
@3 @ 5
-1.-------
~L
3
P
L-l
P
FIGURE 10,16 Combined!
Mecbanism (h)
Continuing the same
procedure as before,
the location of
of the instan-
taneous center of
mechanism (h) is
found to exist at
a position 2L/3 "
vertically above
point ®. Aasum-
ing a virtual rotation of e at ® the corresponding rotations that
the other hinges und~go are presented in Figure 1016. Iiaving
the releva~t geometry sdlved, it is only necessary to apply
virtual work.
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Mp (9/2 + 9/2 + 3 9/2 + 3 9/2 + 9 +9= PL 9/2 + PL (3 9 /2)
L ,J_~L J..,. - J '-w-'
at v2 . at 5 at. 6 at 7
I"C"
From the geometry
of Figure 1017 the
mechanism (g) is
solved in the following
manner o The instan-
taneous cen~er of
link(]).. @i.s
located 5L above @
From the principle of
'virtual work"
FIGURE 1017 Combined Mechanism (gl
W'int
39
+ -- +5
o •••• 00' 0 (10·12)
For mechanism (f)
the loCo is Labove
hinge ®"
FIGTJRE 1 0 18
==
p (~ L)9
5
14 :PL 00-(>('00000000(1013)
2L---"-r
~.
',' ..." ." .
. FIGURE " ;1. ..19 ,",'" •
,Co~l.)JIle.4 Mechitnism (~)
2L~ :F'OT Figure 1019
9 e 9 9'
Mp ( 3' + 3' + "3 + 9 + 3 + 9 )
::: PL e +PL e +PL 93 3. 3
3L 1Q Me"'_ 3:PL9
3 P - 3
3Mp ::: io PL .; 0 0 • 0
str\,(;ture shown in Fi.gure
,
Now that all anticipated, possible me'chanisms have been
ana1.yzed v in order 1;,0 ascert,n-:l.n w:hether or not iihe correct so-
In.-Vi nn has been deri.ved? fl, l}lasticity check must be performed o
Aec;,·'r'd.i~g to the previou,9 linf, o,f ref!.son.ing~. equation 10 12, on
Pa..f~(C:: 33 must be the correct solutiono If this is the case j th.e
Dexl step 1.s to construct ;1. moment diagram o For the deformed.
10 r;(}~'
,I
,I
Isolating column BD as a/free body (Figure L20b) and
tald,ng moments about Do
B ~ ... ME ,... , Mp . ~ 2M£.
.".,:t;-',: L
-34.,.,
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18 Mp ~ =18 Mp r member DBP=TLJ --" 7 L isolated" ~". G
" .
".//\~ L: DvF
M
p+P MpC p ~.
L
L BhAh .~
Bv
4L Bv
FIGURE 1020 FIGURE lo20(b)
Failure Mechanism Disjoin~d
Then summing horizont~l forces
P = A h + Bh
A;.~d8Mp _ 2~'=' 4 Mp . q •
'li7L L 7L
Considering the complete structure .as a free body and
taking moments about (A)~
2Mp ~P(L + L + 3L) + 4LB v = 0
B
-2M + 90 Mp ,7 p
4L
M
= 2 0 7,1 --2.
L
The vertical re-
,1 .. 00 Mp 1000 Mp
Note: moments plotted on tension side
acti0I1,at (A) is
obtained,bY"summing
vertical forces.
A:v =2P - By
=~p _ 19 Mp
7 L 7 L
M
= 2.43LP
'/
FIGURE 1 .. 21 Final Moment Diagram
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As a final conclusion, reviewing the necessary conditions
for a plastic solution, a mechanism is formed and the structure
is automatically in equilibriumo The plasticity condition was
satisfied by the check just performedo Hence, this is the
correct solution o
1007 Conclusions to Introduction
One of the most important premises in this thesis has
been established previously on page 240 Although it wasnVt
emphasized at t~at point, it is felt that it is necessary to
resubstantiate thisfactnowo As was implied then, statically
indeterminate systems require an additional plastic hinge for
each redundancy in order to create a general kinematic mechansimo
In the case of the single span gable frame.where the structure
was three times redundant, ·i t always took four plastic hinges
to generate a general failure- conditiono Not only is a cion~
tinllous ring similar in shape to a rigid frame, but its modes of
collapse are of comparable nature, since they botll are three
times redundant and require exactly four hinges for a general
failure mechanismo As will be seen later on, the continuous
ring problem can be solved by'a sidesway or gable type of
mechanismo .Hence, the previous illustration with the gable frame
should be of extreme value in establishing the methods of analysis
for circular ringso
Just as the similarities of the tWQ types of structures
have been discussed so their diversities should also be con-
sidered o The real distinction between a single span frame and
a continuous ring is the nature of their redundancies o Even though
they are both inherently redundant three times, the rigid frame is
-36;"
redundant externally whereas the ring is redundant internallyo
That is to say, the external redundancies which are part of the
solution of the frame are the reactions to the applied loadso
On the other hand, for example, the external reactions in the
case of the ring may be shears in the skins 1vhich are more like
an applied load than a reaction, and are by no means internally
imparted to the ringo Because of this discrimination, the approach
,
to the ring solution is somewhat differento S~nce, the locations
of the hinges were knoirn in the frame solution, a mechanism was
assumed and then checkedo
The exact locations of the plastic hinges are seldom known
for a ring problemo The hinges are located by assuming a hinge
pattern dependent upon unknoirn angles, and by ascertaining the
expression for plastic moment in terms of the unknown angleso
The moment expression is maximized with respect to these angles,
and then the result is substituted into the expression for the
final solution to the problemo Consequently, in ring analysis it
is not mandatory to go through a tedious process of seeking a
solution from a multitude of mechanismso
1 0 08 Modifying Factors
Some of the more significant.modifying factors in analyzing
rigid frames and rings are apparent from consi~ering the assumptions
made prior to developing the simple piliastic theories for rigid
frameso
Recapitulating, it was assumed
10 Normal forces do not influence the ultimate bending
capacity of a membero
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2 0 The influence of shear on the full plastic moment is
negligibleo
30 No instability occurs prior to the development"of a
mechanismo
4 0 The loads are increased proportionallyo
50 Failure will not occur due to brittle fracture
When the first two assumptions were considered for rigid
frame analysis it was best to make these suppositions, obtain a
solution and then take axial load and shear into account by
modifying the moment carrying capacity at any sectiono* However,
this is a typical procedure used in accounting for axial load
and shear in rigid frame analysiso The effect of axial load and
shear is a more significant problem in ring analysis. Later on
in the text 9 a method lvill be derived to account for this effecto
Local and lateral stability has already been mentioned and
the only addition to be advanced at this time is to mention th~
restrictions to be imposed on the structure in order to eliminate
these possibilitieso Local instability can be avoided by pro-
portioning the width to thickness of outstanding flanges. In
practically all applications that come to mind, rings, fortunately
are stabilized laterally because the surrounding skin would have
to collapse before the ring could buckle outward 0
One of the more uncompromising problems of plastic analys~s
is the possibility of progressive deformations under varying
loadso This phenomenon is commonly known as shakedown (as defined
below)c If a structure is subjected to several loads, each of
*See reference 59pag~ 9 0 1
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which may vary between prescribed maximum and minimum limits
regardless of the magnitude of the other loads at the same
instant~ it should be proportioned in such a way that no possi-
ble combination of the loads will cause collapseo ConsequentlY9
this structure mllst stabilize itself by a state of residual stress
such that further var~ations of load are supported in a purely·
elastic manner o In other ,vords~ it is important that each of
the modes of failure due to varying loads be consideredo B"Go
*Neal suggests that the problem of shakedo,m is not as serious
as would be anticipatedo Many times the shakedo,m load de-
termined for structures and loadings encountered in practice
is only slightly smaller than the load predicted by a simple
plastic analysis" However, shakedo,m is a note,rorthy problem for
any type of structure9and will be discussed in more detail later"
Concerning the possibility of brittle facture much can be
saido Actually~ the real problem here lies in the properties
of the materials used o All the premises of the simple plastic
theory are based on the presumption of ductility" Probably,
this section of the text best belongs at the beginning of the
thenis, because even before a plastic hinge type of deformation
can be assumed it must be established that the materials employed
are capable of producing such a distortiono Once before on page
14 9 the definition of rotation capacity was defined, and it is
upon this characteristic of a material that all the theories of
planticity relyo Thus, if a material possesses this property of
plalJ"ticitYll which is a term commonly used in the same sense as
**See references 6 and 8.
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we use ductilitY9 it is acceptable for consideration of plastic
analysiso In reality, many structural materials fall into this
categoryo A .few typical tensile stress·~strain diagrams of a
select group of structural materials are shown in Figure 1 0 22 on
page 40"
As remote as the possibility may seem 9 even some pre-stressed
concrete structures might possibly be designed bya plasticity
methodo The thought that comes to mind is the consideration
of a pre~stressed concrete slab o If this type of structure
were considered in a bending configuration beyond its cracking
load, small cracks form running diagonally across the slabo
Thus, if a plastic hinge is imagined to form along this crack
a mechanism will have been createdo
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\CIRCULAR RINGS
2.0.0 Approach to Solution of Continuous Circular Rings
Justificati.on of the Evolution of Plastic Analysis for Circular
Rings
The sole intention of this thesis is to present a syste~-
atic procedure for the plastic analysis of continuous circular
rings, by mean~ of illustrating the mechanism method for several
different examples.; The clear-cut distinction between continuous
riJ.lgs and discontinuous ring segments is emphasized to differ-
entiate between ring analysis and arch analysis. \ There again,·
_. \
arch ana:lysis :ls, much like ,rigid frame analysis where the
"
ex~ernal'reactidns of thrusts and moments must be foun4, and will
therefore 'constitute no portion of this treatis~',Ea.~h example
\ \ .
was selected with the objective in mind to emph~size some I par-
! ..
ticular peculiarity encountered in simple:p,lastic rin~"analYSes.
T1;i.e, elastic solution is presented in the form of graphs and
tables with each final general solution pre's~nted for purposes of
,
comparison.
....,
The very fact that struct~res incorporating the use o~
circular rings are substantially effective is sufficient proof
'-that Tlastic design methods are adequate enough to produce
useful structures. Nevertheless, this same fact does not insinuate
that ;the designer understands the actual working behavior ot '.such
, : - .
structures nor that he has made the ~st,use of the materials
included. In other words, because a structure is sufficient,
does not imply th~t it is efficient or an optimum design.
The following pages unfold a method sincerely believed to
-42-
be more reasonable and straight f~rward than elastic methods
previously developed for ring analysis. Therefore, without
further explanation, the mechanism method of simple plastic
analysis in conjunction ,vith the expedient - instantaneous
center of rotation - is disclosed o
-43-
2 0001 Loading Condition-Ring I-Radial Force P on a Tangentially
Supported Circular Ring
One of the simplest loadings that comes to mind is of the
nature Sh01Vll below in Figure 2 0 0 0 1
:: R~ ~
~---:- T
P
FIGURE 2.0.1-Radial Force P
StriQ.gers
assumed uni-
formlydis-
tributed around
shell
Since it is not a part of this thesis to determine the
manner in which external loads are to be applied, an assumption
as to the manner in which the loads are to be carried is of
prime necessityo Furthermore, in order to compare the final
plastic analysis of a ring to its elastic analysis it is manda-
tory to'be consistent lvith the same assumptions for transferring
loads presumed in the elastic solution o Consequently, if the
reader shall imagine this ring contained in a portion of a structure
segregated as Sh01Vll below in Figure 200 02.
-44-
'"
FIGURE 2,,0,,2
Determination of Shear Load Distribution by
Simple Beam Theory
It is apparent from Figure 2,,0 0 2 that the load P is trans-
ferred to the structure's shell by bending~ Before the analyst
can proceed to solve the problem, he must make some simplifying
assumptionso First, it will be assumed that the stiffening
members running longitudianlly along the shell are distributed
uniformly around the circumference of t~e semi-monocoque type
structure, so that they might be replaced by an effective skin
thickness teo Upon this simplifying assumption the moment of
inertia of the shell may be presumed to be
3I = n R t e 0 ••••••••• 0 ••• 0 •••• (2 0 001)
where teis small compared with the radius R.
Also, it must be realized that a ring of this nature is
I
not required to carry any loads or moments out/of the plane of
the ring. .Thus, any loads normal to the plane of the ring must
be carried by the ~tringer longerons and external skins as axial
forces in these members.
Segregating that portion of the shell a differential amount
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just to the left and right of the ring~ results in Figure 2 0 003 (a)
v
FIGURE 2 0 0 0 3 (a) / FIGURE 2 0 0 0 3 (b)
Section of Shell Including
-Ring in Question
.,
Bend ing, Stress in Shell Due to
Applied P Load
Cutting an element out of the shell a distance tty" above
the bending neutral axis of the structure and placing it in
\ equilibrium~ -(Figure" 20004)
t---<?i-1
Where \" =
Shearing
FIGURE 2 0 0.4
Isolation of a Small Element
Above "yn Distance From NoA o
"Stress.
It is evident that the shearing force Tt "-' q is equal to
q =
dl.l
dx
-46-
O.9 ••• ~ ••• ':'O(l(200o2)
or
q = i!y d,I. = ¥- (2.0.3)
'I
'¥here ~ = moment witb respect to the neutral axis of the
shaded portion above "y"o. Therefore, returning to the ring cross
section of Figure 2.0 0 4
",.\
Solving the
integral
'1iC y dA
For a circular
~ing1R Cos ~ Rte -dp
o
= R2 t e sin ' •• •~2.0.4)
/
FIGURE 20005
Substitutuing the values for I (equation 2.001) and
~ (equation 20004) into equation 2~0.3
p
q =
q =
p
-'TTR s in'" • 000••••••••••••••• (2.0. 5)
This result (200.5) is obtained from an elastic interpre-
tation and violates every statement made previously about
*See reference 14 page 483 Niles and Newell
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mixing plastic with elastic analysiso However 9 if the same
external loading as used in the elastic analysis is not employed
at this point~ it will be impossible to compare both final analyses,
which is one of the purposes of this thesiso Hence 9 content
with this argument and the fact that a determination of applied
and reacted external ring loads is not a part of this text, it
follows that all external loads are now defined.
Reiterating thp. concepts asserted on page 36, four plastic
hinges reduce the ring in question to a kinematic mechanism.
Observing that the ring geometry is symmetrical and the ring
",
'I",
j
is symmetrical1y loaded,
assumed to be valid o
.'
_.~-------C
pattern in figure 200.6 is.·
.:..:-,
FIGURE 2 0 0 0 6
Assumed Hinge Pattern for a Radially
Loaded Ring
200 0 2 Determination of Hinge Patterns,
Without altuding to any pretenses of. simplicity, th.e whole
crux of the application of plastic theory to ring analyses lies
in the ability of the analyst to ascertain the locations of the
plastic hinges. Recapitulating, the analyst should recall that
there are several conventions which he may resort to in order to
define these points. The most important rule to consider is the
relationship of shear to moment. That is" by definition maximum
moment always occurs at the points of zero shear and vice versa.
However, many times the points of zero shear are not quite so
apparent, and thus, it may be wise to review the pertinent rules
asserted on page 22.
A hinge may form
a.) At the point of a concentrated 10ad.(This is not
necessarily a point of zero shear, but is the place where the
shear passes from a positive to a negative valueo'}
b~) At equal angles to a loading axis of symmetry by
virtue of geometrical symmetry and symmetry of loading.
c.) At an abrupt change of direction of a member. (This
condition could conceiveably be imposed by geometrical re-
strictions wherein the inner mold line is fixed and a hinge
would be compelled to form at an abrupt change of stiffness;
similar to a geometrical fixity.)
Once these ideas are instilled in the analyst's mind, he
is prepared to apply the rules to individual particular ring
problems. In consideration of t~e ring in question, the hinge
pattern (Figure 2.0.6) was ascertained from the following
conclusions. The established position of hinge ® is attributed
to rule (a.). According to rule (b.) hinge Q;)must form 1800
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directly opposite hinge QDo This can better be visualized by
cutting the ring in half and equilibrating this semi-ring. If
each half of the ring is assumed to carry one half the applied
load P/2, then the vertical external shear flow Vy =
l~'p sin' sin, dp = P exactly equals the apP,lied load., WR 2 .o
ConverselY9 the horizontal component of the shear flow must equal
1'1T" 'zero, that is'Vx =, ";R sin'cosf/d!p = 0 0 Hence,Ht = H2o
.0 _-
The second and fourth hinges ®and @must form at eq~al angles
~ from the 'vertical axis of sYmmetry, because of rule (b.) also o
/ .'
Considering the overall
.,
FIGURE
P
the only unkn01Vll
parameter is the
value of et, which
can eventually be
solved for by maxi-
mizing the maximum
moment with respect
to its value.
Reconstructing
th¢ geometry of Figure
:2.0.6 in Figure 2 0 0.8
and consi~ering only
one half the frame
because of sYmmetry,
all of the geometry can be resolved from trigonometric relations.
Hence 9 the proportions of the deminsions A, B, and C may all be
deterptined as funct'io'~s of the radius of the ring and half and
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whole trigonometric relations of 'the unknown a.ngle cx.o
Although no light has been shed on the subject befor~ at
this point the analyst must use a little inherent inge~uity
or discretion. It is entirely without illusion to point out'
that a lot of time can be avoided by a wise desicision conerning
the selection of the point to fix the ring in spaceo Henceforth,
if the analyst is not able to make a wise choice at first, the
geometry becomes so complex that he is compelled to abandon this
approach and start allover by fixing another hinge poi~t or a
section of the ring. Perhaps it is not quite so evident, but it"
is reasonable to suspect that either point <D or @would be a
much better choice than point ® 0
'f\,
\
R
...'Z
I 0 Co~------"';---=
c-------'-'
point Q) selected
to ,fix frame in
R
R
FIGURE 2';0~7 Geometry
From'FIGURE 2.0.6
, sin ( 1800 - ex )
A
-»I.!
(~
= sin 2
R
·-
Since point (j) is assumed to be fixed in space and link CD":- ®
must rotate about poi~t Q), ' its instantaneous center is point <D.
Also, if point ® is restricted to move vertically down due to
geometrical symmetry tb.en, the link ® - @must rotate about
·a point along a horizontal line passing through point ~
Link Qt· ® must rotate about a line passing through points Q)
and QD. Where these two line~ intersect is the instantaneous
, center. of rotation of segment QD -® or@ - @)of the str~cture.
Thus, the instantaneous center.of rotation is located as shown in
Also
[
sin 1800 cos ex ':,I cos 1800 sina 'j--A = ,R --"'-=-~~~..;;;.;;;....:::..=.--=~
(d)sin 2
.' C = 2R tan (~)= 2 CR
C = 2R tan (c:-)
. (CX2,)·· (d,2) js1.n, cos _
sin (~)
0 •.••••••••••••••• 0 ••••• ( 20007)
LL)::: '21.i
or
or
tan
= 2R cos
From Figure 2.0.8 it is evident that
cos (i) = A2~ B
Rearranging
A + B = ..:..-.=.2;:;;R_
(J:!.)c·os 2
or B = 2R _ A
cos (~)
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- 2R cos (~)2
. Substituting the term A of equation (2 0 006) into the expression
2RB = ---:::.:.::..-
cos ({!-)
= 2R [.1 -00827)] = 2R ISin2(T)]
. cos (2) cos (~,)
B = 2R sin (7-) tan <C:> ··0 ••••••••••••• :~(20008)
Subsequently, in order to apply the pri~ciple of virtual
displacements, the re,lationships between the' virtual rotations
of each component must be investigated, assuming point <D to
be fixed and revolving link <D -® through 8;<virtual counter-
~
clockwise rotation • The 'results are then as follows
, '
Summarizing,
"
9,=e •............. (2,0 0 0 9 )
2R cos (~)
9= ----=---
s.c. do
2R sin(~)tan (1f)
9= 1
.,. tan2(~) o ~ • Q ••••••• 0 • $ Ii •• 00 & 0 (2 0 O~&13)
2 00 03 Exp'edient Method for Resolving Ring Shears
At this time, in order to simplify computing the external
.. 'Worl!.: done by the. "q" shear flow forces 9 replace the q forces by
their equivalent horizontal and vertical forces and moment acting
about tbe center of the ring (Figure 200010)0
y~~-3
,
R I
~/
/
....../'
~
---,
........
'" \
\
, \
\
I
dQ= qdS =: q,Rd '9
~­/'
./
/
I
/
I
I
\
\
®
. .':. ,:,? }'~!1i\
dfic;J dY;dfisin!P '"
dX= dQ,c 0 s 9'
2oDo 10 Resolution of Forces
J
, I
"" ' "~/,
,', Y",.
,/
....
--
FIGURE
--
The Equivalent System is Therefore: '
X J R fd fA PR. tIJ d= q cos T = ii'R s~n T cos fIfI ::
y = Jq R sin'dCl = wi R sin fI sinC, d¥ ::;;'
=
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Which results in
X =i :[sin, cos CI d'l =.! fSi2n2e, ].. u
l
' pper limit
"1f . TT"1_ ower limit
J
. [t);. 2c.'~,..] upper limit
y =: ~in2td. =; .. f'~ :'Si:
lower limit
, ..PR J 1ft' . PRJ ] uppe. r limitM =- sin.dT =-- cos.'1T , 'II" lower limit
000(2 00015)
Eva;luating tlile integrals' between, hing~s CD and ® (ot tolT) .
"
Xl - 2
1-2Y
P (sin2,r- sin2cxl P r ,sin2~1 . ()
=iT [. 2 j ='iT r 2. ] •.•••.•.••••• 2 ~,O 017
-1: frr._ sin 2et..g sin2~1_~ fu_ ~ sin 2~ ('2. 0 18)
- lr [2. 4 . 2 + 4 J- 'Tr [2 '. 2 + . 4 ]... 0 0
=~ [- co sl"'+ cos~ =~ II + cos exJ 0•.•. <2 00 019 )
;~.
Evaluating the integr~l~j between hinges ® and ® (0 to Ct)
X2-3 =x[ sin2CX _ sin2Q.l
1i 2! 2 J
i
P [ s'in2 CX] ()=IT" 2 • •••••••• 0 • • •• 2 00 020
y2:-;3 =.![d _sin2 -.':.'0 _ sin 0] =!.r.~_ sin2CX]00(200e21)
; IT" 2 4 .,: 4 1TL2 4 J\! . .... . .
M2-3 =~ [- coscx+ los oJ :::':; [1- cos~] 0...... 0(200022)
The sign convention :holds as follow"s with all forces and
moments shown positive
+M
For summarizing the results ofequa~ions 2 00017 through
2.0 022 and computing the external work done by the applied
radial load P, consider the ring geometry presented in Figure
2 .. 0011. The work done by the radia.l load ~ is equal to its
magnitude times the vertical distance through which it is
displaced, or
-55":.
~ ••••••••••••• (200o23)
I
I
I
/
/
""I.C....- ..;: - /
2Rtan(~)i-®
ICASE C\
PR
-,r(l+cosCl) J
.' /
/
I
/
"
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. .,.
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\
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\
\
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\
"
,
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.......
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/'
/
/
I
/
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I
(a) and (b) Summary of Resolved Forces
R
I
I
/~ et."""1 II":
. ~ /
'P' ",,/-~~::::::::==~:t<"2--~2Rtan2(~) [. I ]
, 2 tan ~ (J!.. )
. . 2
FIGURE. 2 0 0011 (c) Computation of External Work
Done by t~e Radial Load P
\
The last step of the procedure is equating internal to
external worko
The internal work is then evaluated by an elementary
summation of the internal virtual rotations at eacfu hingeo
Note: The internal work done by tbe individual virtual rota-
tions always~p regardless of the direction of the rotation~o
Tberef9rep tli~ sign of tbe work performed by the binge
rotations taautomatic~llydefinedo
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The internal work is simply (see
Figure 200012)
FIGURE
The external work is derived by computing the work done
by each individual component (ioeo X,Y,M) about its individual
instantaneous centero The instantaneous center of vinculum CD-
® is point <D and the instantaneous center of bar ®- @is
the point I~Co as aefined.
Hence:
Case A
P r._.. sin
2
2
OC ] Re PR
-"'iT' [ - '"iT [1 + coscx]e 00 •• 0<2 ( 0 025)'
Case B
P . 2 1
-"iT (sln ex ) R e ( )
2 tan2 ~)
................•... 0(2 0 0026)
Ca.se C
~ ~2R tan (T) ) S( 1 )] 0•••••••••••• 0.(2<>0027) ~l tan2 (C:) ]
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PRtin%c 1·· _. sin2a· . I_
ll" - - -cos.....- -,--
2 2tan2(i)
EJience 9 .
j
.~fSi:~-1-cosa-2cos4 ( ~.) _. a( Of)+ Sin:2(:: .).+~(ex )1+ 1-COSClf }.
. . tan"2 2tan 2" _~~n(T~tani2( ~)
SimplifYin~9 I J....
M . 2 ~
. p Sin2 (C:>
.PR{Sin~ (. ~ ·1· ( sin2a .. (Sin20(\. (oe)}
- - l+COSClf/+ .. 1-cosa)- 2. - 0(- ' lIan,- ..
,.- 2.tan(-] ). . 2 2
,
M ~"2Of ('Sin2OC .. ) "ex ex
.=.p= S1n (-) -- -l-cosex +lI's1n(-) cos(-)PR 2 ·2 2 . 2. 2
. 2tClf )( . . . sin%c l Sin2CC)· (.a.i
+C08 '"2 . 1 - cosa -~ -.,a- ·2. tan 2 ~
.. { Sin2 (..9. ) . .... .
, M 1 2 . 'Trsina· oc
.. ~ 1=2Tr -2 (cos2e:t.+2.cOSd.+1) + . 2 +cos2(~) (I-cos CI.)
_ 2(CS:·) sinc2cx_ 2(0l )·t (.,g§)(__' sin20l)1
,cos. ~ 2 cos 2 .an 2 - 2 J
. 2 "2 1 + Sin
2
2CX)Expanding cos (<:X
Z
)tan(~2 ) oc- S1n ec =- (sin - ...;.;..;;;.;;;;-~2 2.
"2( ex) .
" 2~ S 1n '"'2:
S1: -j~ 2 (1+coso)2+cos2(~ )(ldco~
" 2(~) \ 2(a ..) }
s"n2c( .s1n ""2 2 cos "'2.. 2
12 .. ) - 2 .( l+coso) + 2 (I-cosec)·
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= .l.:r~'~nex (1l.. ' - ex)' + cos a sin2Cf-~os ~ + cos ex cos~al
41T",l -' . 1
=.;n.{sina(ir-CX) + cosC1.(sin20(+ cos2 a) - cosa}
~ll =~ ~ in ce (11" - CIt)} •........................... 00 • 0 (2 00029)
Thus, the dimension less moment coefficient ~ reduces
to the simple expression of equation 200 029 0 The onlY,unknown
in the expression is the angle ~. In order to obtain the appro-
priate angle oc which yields the max:imum value of M , thep
function 4~ {sine( (TT - ex) } must be maximized with respect to
a 0 This result is acheiv~d by differentiating the function Mp
1vith respect to ~ and setting the end product equal to 0 0
Since the shear is essentially the first derivative of the moment 9
this performance is equivalent to the determination of the
location of zero shear.
~M [ ~daE= 4;' d~ (si~a) (rr-ce)J
:: ~Tr ["ITcos a - 0( cosO( - sina::] = 0
Thus transposing,
( -rr- a ) (cosO') =sina..
rrancx = (,r -a) • •••••••••• 0. (200030)
The exact angle ex which fulfills this expression is found
by a process kno1m as Newton's iteration methodo This method is
. very simply outlined as follows.
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.1,
If a function is expressed by
F = f (x) = 0 o ~ 0 •••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 • (200031)
To obtain successive approxi~ations to roots of algebraic
and transcendental equations~ a first approximation to the
roots of equation 2 00031 must be obtained o Then denoting the
first approximation of the roots by ~tand h by the difference
between the first approximation and its next approximation,
expand f ( xo+h ) in a taylor's series ••••
h
2
"f (xo+h) =;f ( xo ) + h f' (xo) + i f (x ) -+o o e 0 0
Neglecting higher powers of h
h o = - ; 0 ~ ~:~ H 0 0 0 0 0 co .0 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 • (200032)
Applying this method to equation 2 0 0 0 30 and noting the
graphical representation of the two functions tan a and
(v -ex) from Figure' 200013, it appears that the value ex =1.00
rad.is a close first approximation.
Tr.
3.0
lJ
I
1=
~2.0
~.
~
tJ) 1.0 ~~':±'-~~
~
t
-5"
l.\.'
FIGURE 2~Ool3
and \no-cx
" .0
ANGLE a IN RADIANS
ex = (In radians) vs.Function tana
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h _ (3.141596-1) - tan 1.00
o -- Tan2 l~OO + 2
2.1416 - 1.5577 .5839
= (1.5577)~ +.2 = 4.4261
h o = .132
As a next approximation try ex = 1 + 0132 = 1.132 rad.
Proceeding,
h =
o
(3.141596 - 1.132)-tan 1.132 =
Tan2 1.132 + 2
2.0096 - 2.1315
(2.1315)2 + 2
.ho = -.0186
cx= 1.132 - 00186 = 1.1134 radions or
Use ex= 63 0 45' o 0 0 0 l,l) 0 ••• It •••••• ~ •• coo 0 0 I» 0 ( 2 0 0 0 3.3)
Substi tuting this value of ex into the expression for
moment
Mp = 014480 PR
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ooooooooooooooooo(~oOo34)
The resulting failure
=..!:..sin(f configuration is as
lTR
shown in Figure 2.0.140
The next step is to
determine the various
values of the internal
forces all of the way
around the ring.
Nnte: The direction
of tJiJe maximum moments
Mp is always such as
to restore the deform=
ed structure to its
Check. original ~hape or posi-
tion.
3-8.X
7If---i-+ ~
PH3~;r
boo,) Segretating 1ihe Portion
of the ring betvree;n 2 and 3
Internal Forces
-- ......
........
"-,
\.
y1-:-a _.!.oft _\ sin 2 cp]
-lr[2 \ 4
\
\
l+cos cp)
I
I
-,
/
/
/Mp /
.... "":'p
......---J........-
P
2
FIGURE 2 00015 Determination of
Considering th:e geometry of the -ring above ~ the expressions
o ••••••••••••• (2'~_O'l>35) -
for moment 9 shear? and axial load are
!fa =Mp .r: ~ air>" - (1-eoa" ) +( !<Jeo .Ip)_( ~ _ • i:2,~ in"", a~n2.,co."]
Ma= .0~448 PR~' ~ Gin ~.(~ -; ~
[ P. P sin2~1 fIJ ..!. ...t Krt(!l.. _ sin 29'») 0 1ft- Na = tr - "IT" 2 1cos T + 2 1r L' 2 4 S 1. nT
: N.a = ~ [cos 9> + ,sin,.Cf (~ ~ ~ )10.0.0 •• ~o 0 0.. o~ 0.000 (200 036)
. .
,:...
P '[ sinPSa :- - -+TT' -2
- .", I"
Segregating the portion of the structure between hinges G)
..
and, ® ,. results in the same equations as between hinges @ and
@ 0 Therefore" in setting up the expressions for moment,? shear
and axial load in tabular form, only 9ne expression for ~ach is
necessary all the way around the ringo
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RADlALFORCEP ON A TANGNT!ALLY SUPPORTED CIRCULAR RING
Comparison of Plastic to Elastic Mome.nt, Sbear and:AxialLoad Coefficients
Angle tp ,Plastic Elastic Plastic * Plastic *Elastic Elastic
"F,rom Moment Moment Shear Shear Axial Load 'Axial Load
Vertical Coeff. ,Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff.
0 -.144800 -.2387 .500000 .5000 ' .318310 .239
5 - .102431 .470386 . .359466
"
10 -.~62799 .437407 .39'5476
15-
,',
-.026174 - .1174 .401489 .422 .426091 .350
20 +.007209 .363205 .451122
25 '+~037161 .322955 .470449 '
30 +.063532 +.0197 .281267 .321 .483999 .415
35 +.086244 .238655 .491788
40 +.105172 .195597 .493810
45 +.120366 +.0497 .152626 .209 .490246 .434
50 +.131825 .110199 .481231
'j
55 +.139627 .068947 .467003
60 +.143875 +.0897 .028831 .097 .447830 .408
63.45 1 .+.144814 .0 .430399
\
65 +~144716 .009240 .424040
70 +.142324 w·.045053 .395993
75 +.136930 +~ 1020 -.078243 0' .364115 ~343
-, ao +.128750 -.108500 .328832
i
85 +.11:8084 - .135548 .290628
\
90 +.105198 ,+.0908 -.159155 .0796 .249998 .250
*For elastic coefficients see reference 4, Graph 2
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RADIAL FORCE P ON A TANGENT.IALLY.SUl'roRTED CIRCULAR .RING
Comparison of Plastic to Elastic Moment, Shear and Axial Load .Coefficients
Angle ., Plastic . Elastic P1asHc Elastic Plastic Elastic
From Moment .. Moment Shear Shear Axial Load .Axia1 toad
Vt<r·tical Caef!.• Coeff, Coeff. Coeff. Coeff. Coeff,
95 ".
.090412 '- .179128 .. 207468
100 .074046 =,195325 .163572
105 ,056.589 ,.• 0627 -.207695 =.1310 .1.19004 .1395
11-0 .037916 -,216061 .073848
US .018840 -.220550 ,029306
120 -.000465 -.0250 -.221167 ,1523 =.014821 .0250
125 =.019652 -.21.8002 ., .057428
130 "".038406 -.21.1195 =.098213
135 -.056411 -0014.5 - .200929 =.1445 -.136691 =.0803
140 =.073270 =.187419 -.172308
145 -.089035 - .170928 -.204979
150 =.103135 - .0486 -.151744 -.l08? ,:".23400l -.160
155 ~.1l5633 -.130200 -.259321
·160 .
- .125799 --.106638 ., .280H2
165 -.134016
-.
=.0715 ,- .081436 ., .0608 .,.296681 -,220
170 -.139977 =0054993 -.308652
~...
175 -.143589 -.027708 -.315887
180 -.144800 -.0796 0 0 - -,318310 -.239
--
*For elastic coefficient. see reference 4, Graph 2
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Values of ~ for every 50 were substituted into the expreis-.
ions, and tables 2.0.1 and 2 0 0.2 were developed to compare the
elastic solutipn with the plastic solution. The plot of the
functions of ~ for moment, axial load, and shear are presented
on pages 65, 66, 67 respectively. The maximum and minimums are
noted on all graphs in order to be able to visualize the difference
bet1veen the two solutionso It may be argued that even though the
moment curves emphasize the fact that the moment is distributed
much more evenly for the plastic solution, the combination of
axial load and moment may suggest that nothing is gained by
analyzing plastically. This is a very important consideration 9
since it is the combination of moment and axial load which pro-
motes either the endorsement or the undoing of plastic analysiso
A means of including the effect of axial load on the ultimate
bending capacity of the beam will be discussed in a later por-
tion of this thesis.
200 05 Conclusions and Discussion of Ring I
It may be of interest to conclude the discussion of this
~articular ring loading by observing certain features of this
cate~ory of loading~ One ,of the more significant observations?
which is immediately suggested from Figure 2016, is the influ-
ence of concentrated load upon the location of maximum moment o
It will be noted that the point of maximum moment~at about 700
from the vertical for the elast~c solution, appears to shift
'ward the location of the concentrated load above the elastic
to-
,
~
limit 9 (yielding of hinge QD)o The cause of this consequence
is not quite so evident. However, it will be further noted that
the axial load also peaks about 50 0 to the vertical, and also
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shifts toward the concentrated load beyond the yielding of hinge
CD 0 What may be concluded from these t.vo observations is that
the hinge CD rotates permitting redistribution of momento This
action is manifested,by a distinct increase of axial load with
the maximum value shifting to.vard the point of application of
the load o
Another suggested point of interest is the apparent pro-
portional increase of all three internal forceso Not only do
the moment and axial load diagrams indicate a pronounced in-
crease, but the shear plot also suggests a proportional rise
in magnitudeo However, even though all three funptions show a
marked inc~ease in amplitude the basic shape of each curve sho.vs
no radical digression from the original, but remains very nearly
the same.
Another quandary that may mislead ~he reader at first is
the seemingly reduced magnitude of moment (at 7 the concentrated
load) bet,veen the elastic and the plastic solution o Further
comprehension of the above quandary may be attained by reviewing
the cycle of loading from the elastic range up to the collapse
load o As the circular frame is loaded, the ring first sustains
the load in a manner .vhereby the maximum moment occurs'at the
point of the applied load (see Figure 200.19)0 Throughout the
elastic range the shape of the moment diagram remains the same,
proportional to the magnitude of the load. At- a certain load,
however, the structure yields at hinge GDunder the applied loa~
At this point the structure may be designed by the elastic methodo
Beyond this point the elasticity condition is violated and
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consequently the moment curve changes shape. When the first
hinge (at QD) forms, the structure has not reached its ultimate
portionally between
points ® and @ to
. ,
partia~ly by hoop ten-
er loads. Further in-
forces increases :pro·-
ively increased 9 the
at points ® and
crease in applied radi-
those two pointso As
the load i~ progress-
sion (see Figure 200020)))0
assume sort of a "cate-
sustaining nmch great-
the loads are sustained
carrying capacitY9 but
nary effect" whereby
This could be one reason
al load causes the por-
why the internal axial
tion of the ring between
actually fs capable of
p~.
. 00796 Py R
_ 01448 P~R
00796 P?,
..• ~
hing;e is
beginning
to form
FIGURE 2 .. 0 .. 20
Elastic-Plastic Configuration
FIGURE 2 0 0 0 19 Elastic Configuration
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@come closer and closer to the comput.ed Mp moment o At a
certa.in value of the applied load the structure strains to y:i.eld
at po~nts @and (!)simultaneouslyo The ring 9 however~ can still
carry addition load because the structure above hinges ® and @
load Pcr is much larger tha.n
yielding at point ® Thus~
the load which first caused.
yields at point Q) 9 It 4:ine-
results in markedly increased
lower portion of the frame \,
increased until the structure
This 9 then~ is tru.ly the
rotations and deflections o
further application of load
ultim~te load of the structureo
sustaining further load o The
matie mechanism is formed
of· loado If the load is agato.
merely acta as a transmitter
elasticity capacity (see Figure
rigid and is still capa.ble of
is still strained within its
(Figure 2 0 0022) and the
.structure collap"es pecaiXse
. :£he magnitude o.f t.he ult:imate
. portion remains· comparatively
3 ,.
P
F::tG'URE .2 00021 Ela.stic::.Plastic
Configura~ion-
.
01448 PuR
FIGURE 2 0 0 0 22 Collapse Con.figura~
tion
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the moment at point ® is no smaller for the plastic solution
than it is for the elastic solution. If one were required to
design the structure, however, the plastic solution would require
the smaller moment value.
The reader may be confused because the two moment diagrams
are plotted on the same axis, but if it is kept in mind that the
value of P is actually a variable instead of a constant (as assumed
for either an elastic or a plastic solution), the pictur~ is much
clearer o
As was asserted previously, each particular loading was
chosen to emphasize a special phase of ring analysis. The radial
loading was chosen because ~f its simplicity and its generality •
.f.
, The elastic solution was readily available for purposes of
compari~on, and the effect of concentrated; load on the moment,
shear, and axial load variables was of interest.
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2 0 1 0 0 Loading Condition-Ring II-Tangential Force P on a
Tangentially Supported-Circular Ring
Another simple loading, which is brought to mind, is the
loading configuration of a circular ring laden by a single
tangential load o
FIGURE 2 0 100 External Loading Condition
Recalling from the previous exall'tple,' the first :::tep in the
procedure of solution is to determine the relative positions of
the hinges which characterize the formation of a kinematic mechanism
for thiS loading o Suppose, for simplicity that the ring loading
is divided into two separate loadingso An equivalent loading would
be composed of It shear load (Figure 20102) and a t'ir1st (Figure 2 0 103)
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with their respective equilibrating shearso Referring to Figur'e
2 00 0 6, it was seen that the hinge pattern was symnletrical about
the vertical center line. As it turns out for this case the hinge
pattern will again be symDletrical about this axiso It can be
concluded that there is no internal moment at the point of tan-
gentinl load, since.the internal axial load and shear are a max-
I'" imum at this point. It will also be deduced that another point
of zero moment is directly opposite (180 0 a,vay) the external tan-
gential loading because of symDletrical ring geometryo Therefore,
it is reasonable to conclude that the other two points of z~ro
moment are located symDletrically about the vertical axis o Con~
versely, j~st as the points of zero moment were established, so
also may the points of maximum moments be determined. As a
result, the hinge pattern is deduced to be arranged in the
symmetrical manner delineated in Figure 2 01010
In order to simplify the task of deriving the virtual
worl. expressions, the frame ~.oading may be imagined to be com-
posed of three cases lvhich shall later be added togethero
2 0 1.iBreakup of Tang~ntial Loading
Case I
Case I (Figure 20101) is
the geometry of the ring
for the applied load o
Case II (Figure 201 02)
represents the shear flow
due to just the horizontal
shear, and Case III
,
.I
FIGURE 2ol.l-Hinge Pattern for Tangential Loading
, .
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(Figure 2'01. 3) represents the shear flow due to the twi st.
p,
dY ==~
PdY == - -'cos 'I det21T
For Assumed Plus ,Directions
~y+M+X
PdF =ffi Rdlf
-i"-----
PdX =-2iTsin t(J d"
PR""
,dM == IF sinff det •••• (2;1.1)
dX = ~, s in2 cP d ce> •••• (2 .. L 2 )
P . (ft1Tir S1n y
q
FIGURE 2.103 Torque Component
FIGURE 2.1.2 Shear Component
Case II
Just as before, the next logical st~p is to determine the point
or section of the ring which is to be fixed in space. Since it
was emphasized on page 51 that even though the analyst may not
make a prudent choice of ring fiXity at first, complicated geo-
metry almost compels him to make another choice. Perhaps this
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example can shed some light on what constitutes a wise selection.
Suppose that the analyst elects to fix the ring section between
CD and @. Then the geometrical relations of this collapse
m~chanism is shown in Figure 2.1.4. It is evident that, if the
Fix Segment <D -® frame is given a virtual angl e
-" Rsin
tan(~;a)
FIGURE 2.1. 4
Failure Configuration for
e about the instantaneous
center, the virtual displace-
wents and relations between
the angular rotations are
trigonometric functions of
angles 0: and ~ and their
half angles. By the time the
external worl\: i s equated to
the internal work, the ex-
pressions become so complicated
and confused that the analyst
is completely discouraged from
attempting the final general
solution e
Accordingly, the next
logical step to take is to
fix some other portion of the
ring, and determine the geom-
etry based" on this choice e
Careful study of the hinge pattern confirms the fact that, if
either the portion between hinges CDand @)- or @and @is
fixed in space, both wechanisms yield the same result. The ad-
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vantageous conclusion of this option is that the top portion
(between hinges <D and ®) must rotate about point <D (or ®)
and its instantaneous radius of rotati on is through points Q)-
GD 0 Verily, the same line of reasoning implies that the lower
portion of the ring (between hinges ® and @) must rot~te about
@ (or ®) 0 It is obvious that the a.xis of rotation do not
intersect o Therefore, the instantaneous center of rotation:IDust
be located at infinityo If this is the case this configuration
is exactly identical to the action of a sidesway mechanism for an
unequal legged rectangular rigid frame (see Figure 20105)0 The
relationships of the angles relative to ea.ch other are found by
giving link ® - @ a virtual rota.tion e~'
deformation must be
from the observation
00' •• (2oL6)
.0 ... (2 0 107)
2R 9 E;.1nO( = sind 9
2R13in p sin ~
.v~ ••• o(201o4)
9, is concluded from
9=6s
9=e4
6=,
'Sl.',nOCee=e=~ , slnp.
sways~ the vertical
that when the frame
Therr 9
,2R sinGe
2R sinQ(e
2R sin~----...-1
1-:- -~
t--2R sin
, 1 ~
I
FIGUH1~, ..2 01 05 Fai lure ~collfiguration equal for both the
top and bottom portio~ of the ringo Hence 9' they both ,scribe an
arc length of (2R since)9 0 The part of the structure between
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0and ® just translates vertically (it does not rotate) and,
, 2 3
thus, only the vertieal compon~nt of the shear flow (Y - ) does
any work o
20102 Internal and EXternal'Work
From Figure 20105, the internal work may be derived by
summing the product of the resisting plastic moments and rotations ....
a~ each of these hingeso
i
l
'.
"'P [81+ 8 2+ 8 3+ 8 4] =Mp 8 r+l+:~:r + sina]sin p
W•.t~n = 2Mp 8[1+ :~:~] •••• : ••••• (2.1.8)
From Case II, Figure 2 0 102
P fi
=~ : Rsin2qJ dCP
Integrating to' determine' the equivalent force system
pi Pr Sin
4
2Cf]' upper limit
X = - sin~dC9 = 'i 19. -
1l' . 2 . lower limit
Y =: JSin Cf cos t(1 dec> =; rSin2cp ] upper limit
[2 ' lower limit
PRJ PR [ c.. ] upper limitM·= T sin~dCP = "'it -cosCP
":_ ., lower limit
As before, rather than deal directly with the shear flow,
it.is broken up into three components shown aboveo
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Commencing wi tht Case II, between hinges <D and ® 9
Xl - 2 =..fl!e,_ cos til sin C9 ] ~+~
J[ lf L2 ··2 f-'
= .E [11' +~ _ .1cos(..!! + ~) sin(TC + Po) _1!. +~ + lcos(:!!:' - ~ ) sin(~ - A )1
. It' 42 2 2 2 ,.. 4 2 2 2, i:: ...
. .
Yi- 2 = 0 (From observation)
I
.
M1 ... 2 PR [ ]~-t~ PR [. . If, ~I, 2PR .
-X = T p -cos 'P I-f.! =- T cos( ~ +~?-cos(2<ii;;·:~r= -=jf sin ~
Between hinges .@ and (]r9'- i
, p[cq I .' ~~-~., This component does no work dur-X2- 3 -- ---cos~ s:mCPIt - 11' 2 12 . . -(1-
01
) ing the virtual displacemento
1I-~ Jyi-3 ="i1f[ Si;2 'P,]~=~ Gin2(~ ~ ~) -sin2 ( ~-~ )] = t" ~os2~-cos2C:-J
. ~-l ..
M?~3 _ PR r. 'f]JI-~ .There is. no rotation of link ® ~® 9 hence
'"1I - -11" leos clt-lf ;this component does no worko\
Between hinges @ and @) 9
oc-ll4-4 =~[~ - t coa cP sin~ = i [QC+sinCX C08~
" . ..:, -('i-t0() ,," ",
'Yi~4.. == 1> \;~' '~'."'"
. 0(_11
Mi-4 =;"R[_C6S~. 2. =-~l cos( a_~)_cos(_%_,~]=. .,2~R since
_~~~ I
Considering Case III next 9 and resolving the shear flow into
ita components 9
:xm:=. ~R sin{f d ((1 =2Plf R fR sin ~ d<t = - 2:' [-cos cpJ upper limitJ l II lower limit
Yr [qR cos <t d CP = 2:'R fR cos ~ d'l = _~ [sin tf' ] upper limit
=.J \ .. J lower limit
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"f"
Itlm= ~R2d' =~ ft2 dCP = - :~ [ Cf ] upper limitpJ lower limit
Commencing with\ the shear flow between hinges <D and (2),
yl-2 = 0
m (From previous considerations)
B\etween hinges' ® and ®
Xiio.3 P [ . lIJ:r\ -~ As stated .. previously this component=.. - -cos T2,.. <1-<ll) does no work o •
. 'ILfi .-]y~-3 = _..E.. fsin ~12 = .. 1:. rsin(.:!L _ ~ )-sin( oc-JL0 =_!...~os~ +cosoc
-m:; 21t' ~ ~<\-OI) 211'1.:. 2 2 ~ 211 [ .
l1_~
M2-3 __ PR[tA)! '2. Th' t~ -21T T.' ) -'1.S componen does no work o-(~-~
Between hd.ng"es ® and @ 9
I
~ -~.4= -2~[~cOS cpJ«-;Z:~ 2~ Eos(oc-t)-cos(-f-Ot~ =fsina
, / . -(\+~). "
~-4 = 0
Summarizing th~ pr~vious expressions 9 figures 20107, 2 0108 9
2 0109 are constr~cted9 and,the extefnliLwor.k.is comp~t_ed:,";iiimiedia.te·ly
..a4jaoeri,t.to:·.·tb!e sketch to the sketcho
. .' '~.', -Co.-'"
In oonsecutive order 9 adding th\e components for Cases I and
IIp the net result between hinges (j) and ® are shown in
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Figure 201070
Note: Positive moment
figurationo
FIGURE 201.7 Shear Flow Componen~s
p~(~ . 8 A • pf-)~inacos~1(2 . p, A ) [SinCX]--'
= -"'iT [.r +Sl.n r cos,- -SlI~.~ ~ sin~ t Sl.n i - i [sin~
tual d-ispl&-cement.
in Figure 2.1.8 with
Cases II and III, the
hinges ([)- ® fs shown
itacorresp~ndingvir-
Adding components of
= _PR e rein ex cos ~ +sinex sin!!. cos2p-sin exsin!cosp-2sinetsinp+
'iT l -:' Sl.n p
Note: Compoments X and M do no/work
//'-/--f~................,®
2 3 P, '!l?-'.-..--L..-
Y - =2if\CO~2P'::cos~-c~ ~,,.....---r-
I -cosec) 2Rsinoce
I net result between
I
\
\
\
,.
.. ", ~/~-
...... ~-''-T--
........ -- - --@ 2Rs inoc.e
FIGURE 2 0 1 0 8 Shear F~9W Components
Tfue external work is evaluated very simply.
J
w2- 3 = y2-32R alnae
e
!=.= i'll' (cos2 ~ cos2cx -cosp -cos ex) 9 sin OC 2R
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. = ~Re [cos2 ~ since-cos2 a sinor -cos~ sinor -sinor cosa]••• (2e1.1·3)
B!etween fuing.es @ and @),
external work is as
link ® - @ ,the re-
suIts are summarized
shmm below.
is carried out for the
If the same procedure
in Figure 2.1.9. The
-.......
"'-
"'\
y3-4=0 \
'. \
M3-4 PR r_ . ';'1= :;r C2s1ncx- cxJI .
. I. :t
S1n OCOSCX +s1n~
I
.,1/ .. '
/
--,/'"
/
/
I
/
I
/
3
Rsina
FIGURE 2.1.9 Shear Flow Components
\,X3- 4=.;
Rcosa \
\ ,
"
'W3- 4 = ;;. [a+Sin ~ cos 0 +sina]RcoSd9+ ~[-2sina-ale
load,
temporarily in order
to derive the external
PR(l-cosex) ••• (2.1.15)
w -e -
work of the applied
R(l-cosoc )
= ~Iacos oc+sin acos2cx +sin aco~sinot- ~~i .... (2.1.14)
Returning to Case I
I ,
.FIGURE 2•.1.10 External Work of
tli'e Applied Tangential Loading
If~tfue expressions for all the separate links are added to-
gether (i.e.,equations 2.1.12+2.1.13+2.1.14+2.1.15) and equated
. .-.
to expression 2.1.8, then the resultant is the execution of the
principle of virtual displacement. Thus, evolves
2 Mp [1 + s~,n~= PR(l-cos ex)S1n ~ I
. , v
2.1,.15
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PRe ,sin ctco8~+sinocsin
-r \
, ~.-.
PRe[ 2+".. LCos.
-2 sinClt:!i
sinO( -cos2cx sinet -cos 0 sinO( -sinOc,cos~
2 01"'0 13
,
.+ ~eft~oBex+sinoc cos2cx +sinCX cosO( -2sincx,-~
2~L14
00 •••• (201016)
Rearranging,
."
2Mp~in ~ +si~~1 = PR(l-c,os or) since
- ~~ sinexcosp+~~-~-~~+~sin~
+ ~R ~s~i4 -~sZb8ina snP.,.~ slfiliCiInp-~~sin,cosc3
+ ;:-~~2cx+Efiia:sin~-~ -O(sin~
Collecting the remaining terms,
.~(lT~in (l-cos09+ ot.singcos«-asinfi - " sinet cos p- ~ sincd
2Mp = sin' +sinet
which reduces to the fairly simple expression,
M ' 1 . (; ~'pi =21T (sin'~ +sin ex) ~Tr' -oc) sin P(I-cos cx)- ~ sino(l+co~.21 0 •• (2010.17)
In real~~y, t~is is a fairly simple' expression since the maximum
moment is a fUDlction of two unknown a~gles ex and f& 0
\
2 0 103 Maximizing for a Complete Solution
In iordei:, to solve for the angles wh·ich satisfy this express-
ion, the equation must be maximized with respect to e~ch angle
individuallyo TBis process yields two equations, which must be
solved simultaneously for the complete solution to the problemo
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: \,
~Mp = 0dO(
21T +sino){rr sin sinOC-Qsin
2TT(cosex) (n-c:x)sin f1-(l-co~)-~sinO( (l+cos'),
(si~~ +sinoc)2 = 0
=(l-cosoc) (1r- Of- sin P-sinOC) +(v-a) (sinCl{.<;inp) _pcoSCl(l+co~P)= •• (201,,18)
~p = 0d~
2n-(sin~+sina) ('If-ex) sinp(l-cos~-sinctt~siIXXSin@ -since cos@.
(sinCl+sin ~ )2
+ 211'cos~ (1r .. Q)sin'(l-co~psin«(l+cosU = 0
. (sin f?a +sinc:x)2 '
=(P-sJn ~ -sin O() (l+cos~) +(1I"-oc.) cos~(l-cos a )+,p s,inoc.sin ~ =0·
••••••• ~ •••• (201019)
Ratber than attempt a simultaneous solution of the two
equations 201 0 18 and 2.1019,the author decided to refer to the
elastic solution as found in any of the references 1, 2 ~
3 ,and 4 listed in section VIo A"ch'e·c1t7"i7:fT'V~""8/i.~(f:,::t:Ifa:1if~8~,,:::p:~1~8-of
maximum moment for an elastic solution tell around 350 from the
vertical axis for an approximation to a and 50 0 from the vertical
for the angle P 0 Recapitulating, it will berecalle'd that'
the points of maxim~ moment for the solution to t?e radially
loaded ring shifted toward the appliedloado Thus, an atte~pt
tf
was made to satisfy the expressions 201018 and 2.1 019 one at a
timeo First of all several different values of ~ were assumed
while holding P fixed. If ~ were assumed to be 520 and ex
were given the different values of 250 , 300 , 350 , a graph of
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I
expression 2 01 018 could be plotted versus the angle ~ 0 ~his
plot would peak at some value of ex (it turned but to.be approx-
imately 310 30')0 With this value of 0( as a first approximati~n,
several different values of ~~509 500 9 550 , were substituted
into expression 2 01.19 0 Again! a plot of this function was
sketched and the curve culminated around an angle of 530 50'0
Further manipulation led to the final interpolationo
00 00 0000000000(201020)
0000000000000.{201021)
These angles satisfy the two expressions simultaneously,
and thus were in turn substituted into the expression for max-
imwn . moment 2 01017 0
Reflecting:
!P..- (,r-cx)sin~ (l-coso)-~ sinex(l+cos~ (2117)
PR - 2Tr(sin~+sin()l,,) 0.••••.••• 0••• ,00
~ = 3 01416- 0 54774
PR 2 o
Thus,
Y = 0
Mp = 005653 PR 2.l22
!
I
to
=0 o947PR
:.. 30361P
~L-
o 1463R
,P ---r-'
(b) Segregation of Portion
of Ring Between Hinges ® & ®
X=~o 15131P__--I',
FIGURE 2 01 011
2 01 04 Plasticity Check
\./
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From Figure 201.11(a)and(b), it may be perceived that the ring
is in equilibrium witfu the prescribed loads o Thence, the complete-
.....::.
.,.,..- - ..........
,.- ... ,
" "-/ "
/ y =~~-c~s~-cos~
'r: sin2lf1 . '~ \
X =2ii'~+~+sln"JJ =P:rrR J:. i n 'P1+!!2!J~ r I LJ-
N M I
a I
/
/
M=-O// R(l-coscp)-t~-;...'""..-P~
FIGURE 201012 V =.2246 P
ness of the plasticity check
is substantiated by a plot
i . .-,..-,
of the internal moment\4ia-
! ;
gram. Observing that the
moment is zero at the point
of loading~ this'is a good
i
starting place for plotting
Ithe moment curveo Resolving
tlie components of mo~ent,
i
axial load, and shear of the shear flow between 00 and some arbi-
traryangle "1(> (as shown in Figure 2 0 1012), the moment~ axial load
. ,aDd smear at some section ,0 from the vertical are determineafrom'
the following expressionso
Moment,
Ma = i(l;-COS' )R+~[et+Sincpcoset +Sinft]RCPSe, +~2-cos2tr-~OBCP RSiD~
PR r '" III
- 1T~iD"'+~
Axial,Loll.d,
Na=:r E2~04491tr ) sin cr -(11' .-fp) cos~ •••••••••.•••••••••• (201 024)
,Sliiear,
. '
Sa =~+sinCfcosff+siIll~ SinCf-f sine, -~-cos2q.-coB~COS"+~2910Pcostt
:86-
Sa::: 2~Err.=.f(J) s i u <f +( 0449llT ~1) cos cp +~ .00 q 0 0 0 " 0 " :':~' ~ 0 " " 0 (2 01'025)
Values of ~ for every 50 were substituted into expressions
2 01023 9 201 024 9 and 2 01025 9 and the coefficients ,were tabulated
in Ta.bles 2 0101 and 20 1 0 20 These coefficients are plotted on
, ,/
Curiously enougb for this loading, the concurrence of the
applied load Ims th\e same effect on internal axial load and.
moment as it did in the, preceding example 9 even though it is
not quite so pronouncedo It is discernible from the l:ilOment .
curve (Figure 2 01013) tliatthe peaks of moment shift from about
v . 9
350 and 1300 for the elastic solution to 310 23 and 1260 13 for
the plastic solutionp,respectivelyo All of'thedistinctions of
the structural 'behavior of this loading seem to be conforming with
the former case 9 except that they are not quite so conspicuous
. ,~:, . ;~,.,~,
.~ ;
tbi~ timeo The crmvn of the axial load and shear curves seem to heighten
"
very little\> WhereasI' there is a. ·marked redistribution and increase
of momento
Althoug~ a direct comparison is impossible because the yield
• .. . ..;J
load is mucfu different from the ultimate collapse 10ad 9 this part-
"
icular case affords an opportu~ity to advance a brief discrimination
between an elastic and a plastic interpretation of a loadingo If'
the axial load and shear coefficients for a loading are very nearly
the same and if. a design were based on moment adequacy alone 9 it
is plawsible to presume that-the plasticity solution would yield
a more adequate distribution of bending stiffnesso
In order to elucidate the previous statementI' suppose that the
acheivement of the mechanism just developed is outlined in more
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TANGENTUL':FotroE P,()NA TANGENTIALLy,SUPPoR!.r!IJ,CIRCULARRING
. . .. ' .. ' . i '." - . . .~. .; . . .
"
.'Fo11lparisonof ,Plast1.c·
,
to Eias tic Moment ~' Shear and.Axial ·'LoadCoefficients
'Angle cq }t-lastic Elastic it Jr1astic Elastic! '. Plastic . Elastic *
;Ftom Moment Moment ,Shear Shear Axial.,Load ~~alLoad
Vertical ,Coeff. , Coeff. Coeff. Coef'foi .. Coeff. Ceeff.
"
..
0 0 0 .224545 .239 =.50000, ' '';';.50000
: ..
5 .017720 .181895 -.• 47608,~
10 .031820' .141551 -.448768
15 .042465 .04538 .103686 .1175 -.418414 -.423
20 .049995 .068.593
.
-.385572 , .
25 .054559 .036458 ... 350592
..
30 .056452 .06354 .007452 .002 -.314818 -.321
I:
31 23 I .056538 0 ' -.303603
, "
,
35 .056014 -.018311 ' -~276165
40 .053352 =.040725 -?237634
45 .048944 .05898 -.0.59773 -.0498 -.198868 -.2085
50 .043018 ' -.075438 =.160295
55 .0358-74 -.087766 =.122356
60 .027796 .04008 -.096827 =.0903 -.085468 - .0979
.65 .019067 =.102726 -.050028
,
70 .009954 =.105608
"
-.016401
75 .000718 .01442 =.105650 - .1015 .015016 0
80 -.008407 =.103049 .044100 -
85 =.017199 -.098029 .070402
90 ...025455 - .01127 -.090845 -.0908 .093760 .0796
" .
*For Elastic coefficient~ see reference 4 pGraph 3
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, .
TANGENTIAL ,FORCEP ON A TANGENTIALLY SUPPORTED CIRC1.J1,AR R.ING
"
!Compa:risop of Plastic to Elastic Moment~ Sltlear and Axial Load 'Co~ffict1!nt8
., ,-
..
; £last"4~Angle ff Plastic Elastic* Plastic Plastic Elastic*
',PrOIa Moment Moment Shear Shear Axialt,oad Axial Load
Verti~al Coeff. Coeff. .Coeff .. ,Coeff. , Coeff. Coe.ff.
,.
,\
I
,95 -.033001 -.081756 , ,113982
100 -.039617 .. =.071047 .130925
105 - ,045596 -.03166 - .059.159 - .0628' , .144528 .131
110, "-.049946 -.045928 ,154609
ns' - ~053548 -.032120 161282
120 ' ,' ... 0,055537 -.04325 =,017879 -.0248 .164532 .152
, ,
"
, ,.. 125
- .056472 =,003500 .164434
- "'126 13' - .056508 0 .1.63915 .,
"..
;
130,
-.056155 ,010728 .161101
, '
135 -.054610 -,04458 ,024528 .002 .154687 ,1445
,
140 - .051891 .037642 ,145384
l45 -.048067 ,049826 .133418
1SO '"? .043230 " 00.03614 .060858' , .0486 ,,119049 ,112
\
;
: 155 ·'~.037486 .070542 .102563
,160 ...... 030963 .078707 .084273
165 " -.023794 -.02092 .085213. .0716 .0645H .0608
110 -.016141 .089934 .043631
115 -.008154 .092$03 .022009
180 0 0 .093765 .0796 0 0
*For Elastic coefficients see reference 4~ Graph 3
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detailo Reviewing the procedure of Ring Loading Iv the first
hdnges form simultaneously at points ® and @) 0 This is con-
eluded from the observation of the maximum moments of the elastic
solution o Once a certain value10f P is acheived which causes
yielding at ® and @? the stfucture yields at these locations
while true portion of the ring above ® and @ remains intact
and strained well within the limits of yieldingo As the load
is progressively increased, the shape of the moment diagram
changes concurrently until it attains its final plastic co~fig-
uration (201013, t~e solid line)o At this point the applied load
I
has reached its ultimate intensity and collapse ,viII pr~vailo
The bending stiffness of the ring for the plastic solution
conforms to. the shape of the plastic moment curve~ On the other
hand? since the bending stiffness was assumed to be constant for
the elastic solution, it is dependent on the maximum moment at
hinge s ® and @) (dotted curve of Figure 201013) 0 Thus, when
the two solutions (elastic and plasti9) are compared ,vith each
other, it is reasonable to conclude that a design bas~d on the
plastic solution will surpass the comparable elastic designo
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2 02 00 Loading Condition Ring III-~vistingMoment FRsin ~ on
a Tangentially Supported Circular Ring
The third loading which is to be considered in this thesis
is a general case consisting of a torque. applied to a circular
ring 9 applied by two P forces acting at some constant angle •
measured from the vertical axiso (See Figure 20201)0
res~lting shear flow is
If the P forces are located
and the
Psin~,
1rR
; ._,.... ,
=
T
q = 2A
= p( 2Rsin lS )
2 TrR2
ing mo~ent, T, imposed on
the vertical, then the twist-
the ring is 2PRsin ~
at some ~rbitrary angle from
'r--RsinCf RSin,rj.
FIGURE 2 0 201 General Loading Case
Ring III-Twisting Moment 2PRsin 0'
q
Considering the previous examples, it is recalled that the
most significant part of the procedure is the designation of the
relative hinge locations o There is a certain range of lS wherein
two of the hinges will always form at the point of concentrated
loads, and there is an upper range' of lS where there is a tran-
sition from this general case o There is a lower range of 6
when the frame no longer fails in bending, but instead it fails
in shearo The upper range or bound could be found by assuming
-94-·
, ....-
the hinges do fall between the concentrated loads P, and
maximizing the solution of Mp with respect to two unknown
variable angles as done in the precedirig example, loading 201 000
The lower range or bound could be determined by letting the angle
~ approach a very small angle 0 At some value of 'd' , the
magQitude of the shear at the location of the concentrated loads
becomes so intense that the section will fail i~shear rather
than in bendingo The range where the lower hinges' form exactly
at the applied loads constitute the larger percentage of the
practical cases 9 and only this scope of loading will be considered
firsto The other two cases will be discussed later ono
Two of the hinges are located immediately ai the applied
loads, and hence, it is only necessary to figure out the loca-
tions of the two remaining hinges necessary to tenerate a mecha-
nismo The position of the remaining hinge locations may be
ascertained from rule b 9 page 49 0 By virtue of geometrical
symmetry arid symmetry of loading the other two hinges wi'll form
at some unkno1rn angle ~ wit~respect to the vertical axis of
symmetry (as, shown in Figure 20202)0 Summarizing the preceding
conclusions, 'two hingees from at the predetermined angles, lS
defined by the location 'of the app11ed loads; and the other
two hinges form at an arbitrary angle '~ 9 which is to be obtained
for a, complete solution o
,
After the arrangement of t'he hinges has been ascertained,
it is only necessary to pick the segment or point on the ring
which is to be, fixed in space, before applying the principle of
virtual'-displacemento The condition of hinge pattern symme,try
-95-
r---2Rsin~ ~
FIGURE 2 0203 Relationships of
the Various Virtual Rotations
- ,
and Deflection
lends itself to the use
of a sidesway or panel
type mechanism o Therefore1
it is logical to fix the
segment of the structure
w~ich permits a sidesway
mode of failure, because
this procedure always
simplifies the geometry
and, consequHntlY9 the
external work expressionso
It was decided to hold
the segment between
hinges (!)and @fast s
. and give the structure
a virtual rotation 6
about the point€) 0
From compatjbility of
structural deformation, it
is evident from Figure
2 0 2 0 3 that the vertical'
deflection of segment
Q)- @must he identical
to the ~ertical deflection
of section ® - @ 0 It is perceivable that the hinge pa>tt.ern for
this loading is equivalent to the hinge pattern of the preceding
cases loading 201 00 0 The only exception is the substitution of
the angle ~ for the angle OC 0 As a result the trigonometric
relationships between the virtual rotations of the various parts
of the struc~ure remain the same as the expressions on page 77,
or
:::
o •• e~oo~.ooo(J00(lOOQ;oooo(202o5)
• $ • eo (l 0 oJ " ¢ 0 v 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 • (20204)
•.••• '.• e o(2 0 2o3)
9
9
sin ~
sin f>81 2RSain ~_. 2Rsin ~
9 2 91
sin ~
.-
_.
sin ~
9 3
_. e
94 = e
20201 Resolution of Shear Flow into Equivalent Components
The expedient for replacing the shear flow with its
equivalent by resolving it into vertical~ horizontal and
moment components at the center of the ring is inserted into
dY
1
dF:::..PRsin ~ Rd ~
:tt
s in ~ •.• (2 02 0 7 )Peos
1f
PR2 .dM ::: R~ Sln ~ OG •• (2 0208)
dY =
the procedure nowo
.FIGURE 2 0 2.4 Resolution of
Shear Flow into Components
Referring to Figure 20204~ the equivalent components may
be obtained by integrating equ~tions 20206, 2 02 07 and 20208~
II I )-+l{ x=1qRBin 'td'l= P::i:~J RB i~ lpd '"
/ Ps'in~ [ ~upper limit
+M X::: =cosC(J - -, 0••• 0000000.(202/0;6)
-FeV 'TTR. lower l~mit
y ::: f ReoB 'f'd lp = p.;/:lfReOB <fd~ =;. Binll r.in ePfpper limi: •• (2,2·,7)r:J J - is ~ower limit,
Commencing with the shear flow between hinges <D and (g)
X1-2= PB;' II teos CflJ:::= PB~n ~ fcos (~ + P)+e 0 B('; - pl 2PBits in,~
yl-2::: 0
M1- 2=PR~n~ ['"f; PR~nlS[~ .. ~ - (~ - ~ TI _ 2P~n ~ ~
"1-'"
Between hinges ® and ®
. ' v~X2~3_ Psin~ [~ ~lf· This component does no work because segment
- 11" cos ~ ~.;.® = ® just translates vertically ,
'~+P' , ,
2-3 PsinlS[. IDll-~· PBinllG. (IT A) . (3TT x J) Psin lSE A ;l1:: ,:;" 7 "IT L1n "'I"J ::: TT S1n 2 = Y -S1n 2" + v j ir' cosr+COSj
~"'"¥
M2- 3_ PRsin6 r(("\-" The moment does no work because segment
- 'Tr ~:.1%." ®- ® does not rotate
, ~-+u
2PR 'If • 1IC
= - v 81nU
Tr
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2 0 2 0 3 Evaluation of Internal and External Work
All of the shear components which do work have been determined~
and now the analyst is ready to ascertain the internal and exter-
nal worko
The internal work is obtai~ed by adding together the mag~-
itude of the moment at the individual hinges multiplied by their
virtual internal rotations~ or
l-sin. +Sin~]Wint :2Mp9 S1n oooooooo~oooooo(202o9)
is that moment which
of the failure con-
assists the rotation
virtual rotationso
figuration.
Note: Positive moment
the shear components
(2Rsin~)9.
~,~ on each segment and
~~~~~~~::~~ their respective
The external work is obtained by summing the products of
i
Fix
<D-®
FIGURE 2 0 2 0 5
External Work Done on SegmentQ)=®
For segment
W;=2 = 2PSi;: sin~ RCOS~~~~~]9-2 PRs-:rn2S ~(:~:; )9000(2 0 2010)
-99=
\
segment @ - @ ia i11uatr-
The external wor.k done on
The principle of virtual
2lS 'W3- 4 _ 2Psin (R ~ ) e
e -- 1T - cos
_pa~~ (coa ~ +oos 11 )2Rsin ~ 9
t
.--
........
"
"moment "
\
\
\
\ ,
-M3-4;;'2P~in~~__\ The work done by the applied
, I '
I load can be ascertained
, i
/
l,
/
\
I
Fix
G) - @)~®~....~_~~S:f---;-( 2--R-s1--:-·nT:it'~)9
FIGURE 202 0 6 \.
External Work, on Segment ® -@
e
w'ork ia executed by summing equations 202 010, 202011 9 2 02012 9
Noteg X a.nd M components Since segment ® -®
do no work o
/- - ---....... ,'( . A)\ just translatesvertioallY9
" 2Rnn,.. 9, ,
9 fJ" ®-L the external i1Vork done
f on segment ®:.. ® ia
W2 •• 3=
e
2 0 2013 and'e,quating the result to equation 202,090 Perf0ryting
t~i8'addi~ibn leads to
~PSi~U"in~RCOS~ (:~:~ )8_2PRS~nd P(:~:~ )8_ps.:rnll (cos~+cosU)2R.in1l8
\ 2.2.10-10 ()... ::r~ J - ~ 2111 ' rI
=
2M 9~in~ -:sin\
p L sln~
2PRsin {. II Asinll . X 'II. ." " ." "" _l f\ sm~l1f slni cos;sin15 -SIn r COSr =Slnv COSU +Slnu cosu - u + "<~~r sin 'f
Mp='S~:pi:sinlS Sinp cosfl sin'~ - "Sin~ =sin~ COsp -s'in lj cos~ sinp
+sintS cos'lS sin~ - (5 sinp +1TSin~}
Collecting terms
The maximization of this expression should not be very
difficult since there is only one unknown vari~ble p~ ~ being
a constant o In order to obtain the maximum value of Mp ? equation
2 0 2 0 14 must be maximized with respect to
dMdJP =
PR 0 ~JSsin~+sinlS)SIn l
0 ••••••• 0 •••••••••• (202 0 15)
Setting equation 2 0 2 0 15 equal to zero results in
+ ~ sin ~ cos Pfos P)(1f - ~+P) -sin~ -sinlS = 0
si~t5 +sinf! =_~ x + P ( )A "U oOO ••••••••••••••• "OQ •• O. 2 0 2 0 16
. cos,
Therefore~ once a certain value of ~ is selecteq the cor-
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responding value of ~ may be deduced by using Newton~s Iteration
MetThod outlined on page 600 From expression 2 00032
• 0 • I:) " •• 0 ~ " 0 0 0 •• e • 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 Cl •• 0 • " •• (200 e 32)
since ~ appears to be an unknown variable, the analyst must
assign some value to it for a complete particular solution~ If
~ is arbitrarily alloted the value of 30 0 9 then the solution to
the general equation becomes
f(xo) ~ (1J'-lS -~ )-sin~ -sin~ ()A( A) R 00'0.0 •• 00 •••• 0002 0 2 0 17f9 (x
o
) -sin,.. 1T- +,- -cos i
The expression does not appear to be simplifying enough to
obtain an exact solutiono AccordinglY9 the next best thing to
do is to guess some value of pand substitute it into equation
2 0 2 0 18 to find out if it satisfies this limitationo After
several unsuccessfull attempts were made, it was eventually
odiscovered that the angle 68 very nearly satisfied expression
Thus~
p= _ 037461
104272 - 1 04253
.9272(1~4312)-037461
p= -0000524
Try (d::< 10 18692- 0 0005237 = 10 186768 or p = 67 0 58 u
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...:.•...:.3...;.7..;:;5..;:;2~~.;:;..::~.=::~;..:;;.;:~_-..,;:0;.,;;9...:;2;;..;7....;0;..~..,;:0'-'5'-'0;.,,;0:;...;..0 = negIigib Ie amount'
-037515
Use ~ ::: 67 0 58 Q,
Substituting this evaluated angle of ta· land the assigned
value of a into expression 2 0 2 0 14 0
PRsin l5 "
=
M ::: 020452PR I
P oooo.oooooooooooooooooooooo~oe.(202cil~)
Consequently the collapse mechanism for ~ = 30° assumes
P
bo)Segrega~ion of Segment~
the
FIGURE
~
shown in ··Figure 202 08 0 ,
P 0 In
=lrR S1D:T
x
Y ::: 0
=01667PR
Note~ The direction of Mp is always imposed on the structure
opposite to··the rotation of the deformed structure o
attempts to,. restore it to its origina,l shapeo
That iS 9 it
The completeness of the plasticity ch~ck is verified only after
all of ·the· internal forces and moments have been evaluated 9 and
-103~
It;
after the condition Ma Mp has been satisfied o Figures 2 0 2 0 9 (a)
and (b) were constructed to verify the plasticity condition~Ma~Mp
I.
\
\
\
x
fi3~ \
Rcos'CC' \
___.....~ t \'
p, ' iJ
= - sin is sOn CI
11' /
Y Pox . tn /::: 1\s~nv sin...... /
/
,/
./
-- --_/
Since the concentrated applied loads haye a pronoupced
effect on internal shear 9 axial loid and moment 9 the equations
for these internal forces and moments must be de,rived within
two separate sectorso
Referring to Figure 2 0 2 0 9(a) and commencing with the
internal forces and moments in the sector (00 to 300 )
PRs in cs C'J J' '.' ., ,(' )
Ma ::: "IT eo6172s 1 n «> = ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 •••• <> ••••••••••••••• 0 2 0 2 0 20
N Psin [:"416511" (1' M J) . {I\ P 0 lit ( 0 tn') UJa::: T " [ sin~ + =cos T.1 Slny +If Slnu Sln,.. COS'T'
" Psin~ ( .)Na=v 306172s~n<P • '" tt •• '(t 10 0. e ••••• ct ••••' •••••• CI ,() (?o2 0 21)
Psin lS G41651TSa= Xlr sinu +(l=cos ,j]coscp -~ sinlS (sin'9)sinC,
=104=
, ,
011'. l'J •• () 0'. ~ o. G •• (). 0 0 CO •• eo. (2o~o22)
<.'t'"
From Fig;ure 2020~(b) 9' the expressions for internal forces be c-
tween ~ and 180 0 become
,
Ma ='02651 (Rsin Cp' ) +";;'sin ~ (s~n cp )RCOS+~ sin ~ (l=cos((1) sinCl-P:sin ~ (<t)
•
Na= ~ si.n"O (2'0666sin~)
(I
(l --cos (.J) (() fEsinCS i •. ;:1 . If)"j cos ""r' -[ 1\ S1.Di:J S1.n."
PSa=-=rr siru~ (20666cos«) ~l) o GOO 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 • G ••• 0 0 Co •• 0 • 0 • (202025)
Values of fP from 00 to 30 0 must be substituted into 2.2 0 20,
202.21, 2 02 022 and values of ep from 00 to 1500 must be substi-
tuted into equations 2 02 023, 202~249 2 02025 0 This is evident
since the equations for the, inter~al forces and moments within
the range 180 0 > <.p .::> ~ = 30 0 initiate at the very top of
the ring and proce,ed around the ring counterclockwise 9 wherea.s
, ,
the equations for the lower p~rtion of the' ring begin at '0 0 and
advance clocIDvise o
The equations for the intern~l forces and moments have
I
been ascertained, and all that remains is to give'~ definite
i~crementa1 angles of 5° ,and substitute them into equations
2 02 020 through 2.2 0250 As a consequence of this operation,
Tables 202 01, and 2 02 02' were composed and Figures 202010,
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TWISTING MOMENT 2PR sin lS ON A TANGEt'IJTIALLY SUPPORTED CIRCULAR RING
)(' '0Where tI = 30
Comparison of Plastic to Elastic Moment, Shear and Axial Load Co
i
Angle ~
From
lV~rtical
Plastic Elastic*· Plastic
Moment Moment Shear
Coeffo Coeff o Coeff o
Elastic'* Plastic Elastic *
Shear Axial Load Axial Load
Coeff o Coeffo Coeffo
o o o 041655 052884 o
,
·0:
5
10
15
20
003629
.07219
010734
.14022
.04637
009300
013834
018232
041435
040780
0'39693
.38183
052618 -.05178 -.06062
051827 ~.09997 -012077
050514 -014900 -.18001
048689 -019690 -.23787
25 017386 022449 036261 046367 -024330 -029393
30 020452 026442 033942 043566: -028785 -034775
30 020452 .26442 -052661 -.42286 .21215 .15225
35 015941 022813 -050672 -040859 024337 017466
40 .11615' .19316 -.48418 -039241 027274 019573
45 007497 015969 -045918 7.037447 030003 021531
...
50 .03608 012785 ~043189 -035488 .32503 023326
55 -000343 009779 -040252 -033381 034756 024943
60 -003412 006963 -037130 -031141 036746 026371
65 -006510 004347 -03385 -.28784 038455 027597
70 -.09315 001942 -030427 -026330 039871 028613
75 -.11818 -.00246 -026897 ·023797 040984 020413
80 -014008 -002210 =.23283 -02~203 041785 029987
85 -015879 -.03945 -019614 -018570 042268 030334
90 -017430 -.05450 -.15915 -015916 042430 030450
*See reference 2 9 Table IV, Case No o X for Elastic Equations
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TWISTING MOMENT 2PRsin~ ON A T_~GENTIALLY SUPPORTED RING
Where, ~ ,= 30 0
Comparison of Plastic to Elastic Moment 9 Shear and'Axial Load
Coefficient
Angle Plastic Elasti c-ll Plastic Elasti<f Plastic Elastic*
From· Mom~nt M;oment Shear Shear Axial Load Axial Load
Vertical Coefr"o Coeffo Coeff o Coeffo Coeff 0 . Coeff o
.-
95 -018657 -.06551 -012217 1- 0 13262 042268 030334
100 -019563 -007765 ~008548 "'"010633 041785 029987
!
105 -020151 -008563 -004934 -008034 ~40984 029413
110 -~20427 -.09169 -.01404 ~005501 039871 028613
112 0 2 Q -.20452 0 039331
1150 -020399 -:.0954 002016 -003047 038455 027597
120 -020079 -.09704 005299 -000691 036746 026371
1250 -19479 -.09665 008421 001550 034756 024943
1300 -018614 -.09437 011358 003657 032503 023326
135 -017503 -009031 014087 005616 030003 021532
140 -016162 -008462 016588 007410 027274 019573
r
145 -014615 -007743 018841 009028 024337 017466
150 -.12882 -.06892 020830 010455 021215 015225
155 -010987 .;:..05924 022539 011682 017932 012869
160 -.08956 -004860 023955 012698 014512 010414
165 -006815 -003714 025069 013497 .10982 007881
170 -004590 -.02510 025870 014072 007368 005288
175 -.02309 -001265 .26353 014418 003698 002654
-
180 0 0 .26514 014535 0 0
*See reference 2~ Tab-Ie IV, Case No o X for Elastic Equations
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FIGURE 2.2.12 SHEAR CURVES
202011, and 2 02 012 were constructed o Since the plot of the
moment never exceeded the ma~imum plastic moment, Mp :: o20452PR~
this is the exact solution to the problemo
A noteworthy observation comes from Figures 202010, 20201l~
and 2 02 012 0 In the other cases when the moment was redistributed
after the yield point was reached, the axial load always seem to
redistribute in a similar manner, with its crests shifting in
the same direction as the peak moments o However, this is not
true for this loading. There is a definite redistribution of
moment with the crests shifting from 1200 and 2400 (for the
elastic solution) to 1120 and 2480 (for the plastic solution)
respectively, but the crests of the axial load curve remain
stationary at 90 0 and 2700 0 Als0 9 of noteworthy mention is the
fact that the elastic and plastic shear curves intersect at
o 0these same angles of 90 and 270. The explanation for these
pecularities may be clarified by segregating a quarter sector
of the ringo
:FIGlJRE 2.,02013
Elastic and Plastic Explanation
Nib=03045Pe
Mb=00545Pe R
Sb = 0 1:$~2P
"
Elastically Plastically
Referring to
Figure 202.13, it
can be seen that
the shear flow and
the shear at 6 is
a linear function
J.66Pu
dependent only on
Po That is, the
external shear flow
and internal shear at
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90 0 increase in the same linear proportions as the applied
loado Also, the elastic and plastic axial loads and moments do
not change at A~ but remain zero o Thus~ as P is increased above
the yield load, the shea~ at A decreases necessitating an increase
in the axial load at B for equilibrium of vertical forceso . If
moments are equilibrated about point B, it may be discerned
that the moment must increase at B: for the plastic case since
the shear decreases and since the only other equilibrating force
is the shear flow which increases in same proportion as the
load o This explains the shifting of moment cresto
The justification of the assertion that the axial load
does not redistribute' stems from the observation that the only
horizontal forces which might influence the magnitude of the
axial load at any point are the shear at the point and the
external she~r flow o Since these loads both increase linearlY9
they just balance out each otlier, and hence the axial load at
B is always a maximum at this point being dependent on the
vertical forces onlyo
2 0 2 0 4 Lower Bound of Loading 2 0 2 0 0 (Shear Influence)
As mentioned on page 95, there is some lower bound of this
loading where the hinges form at the location of the concentrated
loads, but the shears produced by the large loads are so intense
that the ring fails in combined shear distortion and bending.
In solving this problem, it will be assumed that the bending
stresses and deflections are of such small proportions relative
to the shear stresses and deflections that the bending moment
can be neglected o Referring to 2.2 0 15, the problem can be
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FIGURE 2 0 2 0 15 Lower Bound
reduced from a com-
plex situation to one
of relative simplicity
by making a few assump-
tions o It is notice-
able from Figure 202015
that~since the angle
is comparatively smal1 9
the vertical component
of the axial loads are
insignificant as contrasted with the vertical component of the
shears o Hence, if moments are taken about hinge 0, the only
unknmvn is 4Vv (if 4Hy is neglected)o
Summing moments about hinge @ ~
Collecting terms 9
@)Vv =P-Mpsin(S _..!:-~+}(5sin(5 cos'l5
. 1T
@)Vv ~ fE-':~~ll -ll +ll sinll cos~ ••••••••••••• (2.2.26)
According to equat~on 2 02 014, for small values of ~9 Mp
approa~hes zero, and consequently it may be eliminated from
'. • 'I •
2 02 0250 Expression 202 025 reduces to
GO. e • 0 • 0 0 G • f) f.l GO. e •• ·0 (202027)
Assuming that the section fails in combined shear and axial
stress due to @~ or @HH' According to Stimoshenko,
"Strength of Materials, Part II", Do Van Nostrand Company,
Page 454, combined axial tension and shear stresses result in
the principal stresseso
0;* _SE. J62 21 -. 2 + 4 +1"
and the condition of yielding becomes
2
= c:Ii'.Po 0 •• 000 •••••• 0 •• $00.0 •• ".0.(202 0 29)
where t:S and "(' denote axial stress and shear stress 9 and CTYoPo
, ',';tme yield stress im tension 9 respectivelyo
Assum'ing that each horizontal component is half of X in Figure
P . 22 0 2 0 15, tEnen @)H~ s~ the expression for @)VV9 and axial load
@H are substituted into 2 0 2 028 0
where A = cross sectional area at critical sectiono
(Fs iAn2lSj2It can be seen that the axial stress [
is insignificant
is a very small
compared with the shearing
Psin21S .
angle, "lr wJ.ll even be
stress o Since
smaller by the
square, the influence of the. axial stress is even smaller yet
when the bracket is squaredo However, the shear stress is
exactly equal to r if the rest of the parenthesis, -lS + a sin~
cos ~ " is neglectedo Hence, expression 2 0 2" 29 could very
readily be reduced to
.~ (1\'-lj+6sinOcoslS~ =j;A 0 0000(202 0 31)
*See Section V for exact definition of terms
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The exact value of ~ which corresponds to a shear dis-
tortion failure depends on the yield stress of the material
~mployed and the size of the cross section. Since it is felt
that selecting a material and solving for ~ extends very little
additional clarity to the problem, it shall be left up to the
. analyst to employ the preceding method to his own particular
analysis o
Upper Bound of Ring Loading 2 0 2 0 0
Just as there is a lower bound, there is an upper bound of
the problem, wherein there is a transition of the lower hinges
® and @away from the concentrated loads o In order to find
this angle 9 a hinge pattern as suggested in Figure 2 0 2.16 is
employed. The procedure applied is outlined as followed o
First assume that the hinges form at an angle ex (less
than ~ ), solve the problem using the resulting hinge pattern
(see Figure 202016), and then maximize the maximum moment 9 Mpv
obtained 9 with respect to ex and P
FIGURE 202 0 16
~inge Pattern for Upper Bnnnd
"",.,,,,,,,,, -,115:"
"
o The exact point at which
the lower hinge locations
t ( ® and ® ) diverge
from the position of the
concentrated loads may
be ascertained by per-·
mi ting, 11 to approach 0(.
~~.'
To begin this pro=
cedure, the structure
may be held ~gain between
hinges G) and @ to permit a sidesway or "panel" type
mechanism. If segment ® - @ is given a virtual rotation of e,
then the basic geometry assumes the disposition shown in Figure
2 0 2017. The only real diversity between the geometry of Figure
A 2 02.3 and that of
2Rsin i 81.~~§~~~~~~~$~~f$~~,=:i= 'Figure 2.2 0 17 is the re~
placement of angle (S
of the former case
'~'
wi th., ~ in the latter
case. Hence, all of
the trigonometric re-
lations pertaining to
the virtual rotations
FIGURE 2 02.17 Virtual
Rotations and Deflections
tution of ot for is
and deflections hold
true with the substi-
_ (sin <l:X )
91 - (sinp) .. 00(2.2.32)
..... (202.33)
93 = 9 •••• (See eq. 2.204)
94 = 9 .•.• (See eqo 202~5) .~.~ ••••••••• (202.35)
Referring to Figure 2.2.4 and equati0I!s 2,,2.6, 202.7, and
2.2.8, the resolution of the shear flows must again be evaluated
, ,
in order to obtain a solution to this new problem~
Between hinges G) and @ the equivalent ~hear; components
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" -:.
".
remain the same o (See page 98)
2P " )( . P..
= -=tf Sln u Sln I"
:: 0
Between hinge ~and the applied load the equivalent shear
components are identical to the :evaluation between hinges ® -
® of Figure 2 0 2 0 3.
- X2- P :: This moment does no work
2-PY Psin_. 1r [cos p + cos3
M2~P _ This moment does no work
'13<rlweeii"'the'aplfliedlol1d and hinge @
-P-3 __~ This component does no work
Psin
1t'
yP-3 ::
I
[sin ~J:;~~litin(2f+lS)-sin(~+«J= _P_S-rr_i n_CS(cos,*cos~)
MP-3 _ This moment does no .work
Between hinges ® and@ "
l1t -~Ps inli[ :;;J ....« Ps in [ ( 3n ) ( 31f
'lr [COs~~_; -rr -cos "2 + 0( +cos 2"-~ ::
y3-4:: 0 ; (From observation)
2P . 2 ......
- --S1n .......1t
3-4M ::
. 1Jr1;":PRsin~[Cf>J2. ::~Rsin~r3lt+Q(..(31f_0(~ :: ~O(sin~
i( 3'11'.1T" [ 2 2 '.1 "Tf .
"""f;-ce
The evaluation of. the "internal work is exactly the Same as
before (see equation 2o~o9)o
W'l."n't = 2Mp~rsinP"+s~ncxl 000000000 •••••••• 0•• 0(2 02 0 36),
, t: Sl.n 1- :j
The external work isascertained in a similar manner as used
before by performing the addition of the products of external
,
forces and moments and their corresponding virtual movements o
Referring to Figures 2 0205 through 202 0 7 9
W~-2= ~l'ain~ain~ Reoa ~ (:~:;)9. 2l'R~n II (:~: ;) 9 ••• (2.2.37)
w~-l'= -l'~n ~ Goap +eoa ~ 2Ra~nO(9~2l'aino(R9 ••••••••• (2.2.38)
o 0 ••• 0 •• 0 ••••• 00 0 (2 0 2 0 39)
W~-4= -2P;;n~ sincx(-Rcos<xe)- ~RSin~(e)cx •••••••••• • (2 02'040)
>"t,
The principle of virtual displacements is employed by
equating equation 2 02036 to the sum of 2 02 037 through 2 02 040 0
2 M er;in~ +sinocl =
p ,L slnp . j
~ " )( (SinOC)e~
..... Sl.nv "A
,. sl.n,_
.J
_2~;inlSGin~('C'RcoS 0)- ~sin<S,9C:X
202":40
\ ,
2PRsin~f" P. B sin'" ",since .. ' A" sin<:X
'1t' rIn r cos r Sin~- f" sin p.. SItl.OC .cos r -SlnOCcos 0(+ 1T si11(5
-118- '
-sin O:cosCX+sinOCcos'a;- «+sinoccoa~}
M FRain lS t( sinO( ) ..... "'f> f . .} (2 2 41)P = ( . A . ) If---;---x - ex SIn ...<0. SIn1=( 0 •••••••• 0 0 01T SIn r +Slnex SIn'll' ! ,
Note the similarity of expression 2 0 2 0 41 to 2 0 2 0 14 0
In order to obtain a solution to the problem at hand
expreasion 2 0 2 0 39 must be maximized with respect to both angles
cxand~o If the exact angle at which the lower hinges translate
away from the concentrated loads is deaired,~ must approach the
angle 0; for this to transpire 0
Equation 2 0 2 041 becomes
o •••••••••••••• (202 0 42)
To maximize the solution ~ = 0
=FRsin~r~ +sin a ) (-sin'" - ~ cosCX)-cosCX(W- ot)sinU Sin~
l (ain~+sinc:x)2 J
= -Sin~ - ~cos<x-sin<X.- l\"COS<X+ CXCOSCX
, ,
:i-cos(w + ~- «) -sin ~-sin<x o • 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 •• ~ • 0 (2 0 2 0 43 )
OM
and ~~p = 0
PRSinl{<Sin P+sina:) (1T -oc).cos~ - Sin~-cosp1il1' -oc) sin
(si~P+sin Cl()
= -sinp +(11" -oc)cosp -sinO(+ ~'"cos~
= cos ~ (It" +~- ex) -sin ~ -sin <.X • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • •••• 0 G 0 (2 0 2 0 44)
Subtracting expression 202 0 43 from 2 02044
cosex(Tf+~-<x)+cosP(1\"+P-<X)=0
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Therefore,
cos cx= -cos ~ o ~ 0 0 • • • 0 •• 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 0 • • • 0 0 0 (2 0 2 0 45 )
Observation of equations 202 041,2 02042 and 2 02 045 reveals
that ex aD!d~ must be equal in order to satisfy the equations. From
the solution of the limiting case, loading 7 0100, this fact is
borne out as specifiedo The solution to this problem was
a = ~ = 50 0 27'
,
Using Newtons iteration process on page 102
h _-~ (1T-<M- ~ );'sin~-sinC(
0- -sin~6r-«+~)-cos~ o0 • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0; 00(2 02 046 )
For ho to vanish the top part of equation 2 02 046 must equal
zero, or if ex =p
Trcos P = 2sin~
% = tan~
~ =0( = 57 0 30' 0 •••••• 0 ••• 00.0000(202047)
Thus as the angle ~ approaches the value 570 31', the lower
hinges form immediately at the position of the concentrated load,
and ~ is always larger than ~ but is getting smaller o When (S
reaches the value 57 0 30', the lower hinges form at the loca-
tio~s of the concentrated loads and ~ =~ =0( 0 Once ~ has pro-
gressed beyond the magnitude 57 0 31' 9 ex equals ~ but both are less
than ~ 0
The conclusion that <X must equal ~ may also be determined
in another manner to substantiate this deductiono Returning to
equation 202 041, suppose that the analyst does not eliminate ~
by letting it equal <Xand ~ as before o
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aMp ~ (sin~ +sina) ElT~'-l)Sin~ -pco~::-COS~1l:~~c; -<X) sinp-psi~
oot - "(sin~c;x+sin f3)2
This'reduces to
, \
Also OM
opP = 0 "
'( "~ A • )U sind ) ~"'. ~ Ak,. sino -) ·~A A • ~s1n,., +s1nCX lI")If -' ex- COS..,S1noc -cos t' n -.-Jt- - .... S1ut'-l"'sIn
=', SInu S1nv
(sin ~ +sin oc) 2
This reduces'to
sin C(* , A
cos P(If sin ~ - 0:+ ~ )-sinC( -sin i = 0 0•••• 0(2 0 2 0 49)
I
The only difference between 2 02 049 and 2 02 045 is the term
s' ot*' , sinS *~n lS a and likewise between 2 02 048 and 2 02 044 is the term ~ce 0SIn' ' s1n
\,
If ex approaches is both of these * terms must drop out of the
expressiono
or sin ~ ~sinOC =sinp
000000 ••••• 00(202050)
for a solution o Bence the ~olution to the upper bound or upper
range problem was very simpleo
This particular loading was chosen not only for its ~en-
erality of loading, but also to study the influence of the poa-
,
ition of the concentrated load within different sectors of the
lower half of the ringo It was interesting to investigate the
upper bounds or the position of the applied load at which the
lower hinges translate away from this loado Of equal interest;
is the revelation that the lower bound was dependent on tp,e
-121-
_.-~ .
strength. of the material and the area of the cross sectiono
R
GE
FIGURE 02 0 18
Representation o'f· Upper and Lower Ranges of i.~. Which Determine'
the Upper and the Lower Bound for Loading. 2.0000
In order to visualize the picture better,·F~gure 2 0 2 0 18
was constructedo Notegno applied loads aresho1Vll; just the
boundarieso
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20300.Loading condition=Ring IV-Equal Vertical Loads at
Equal Angles to the Vertical Axis
The last loading condition of section IV is another general
loading case. The problem at hand is a circular ring laden with
/
itwo equal vertical down loads imposed at equal angles to the
vertical axis of symmetry as sh01Vll in Figure 2.3 0 1.
This loading is
similar in nature to
the precedi~g loading
also has an upper and
lower bound or range.
The lower bound is
very readily obtained
since it depends upon
~ approaching zero 0
When ~ exactly equals
zero y Loading 2.3.0
FIGURE 2.3.1 General Loading
CQndition=Ring IV reduces to loading
condition 2 00 0 0
(see Figure 2.001). The upper range is not so easily perceivable.
It is proposed' to first determine the range of loading which
constitutes the greater percentage of practical loading cases.
The proposed p;9cedure Js to leave the angle, ~ in a general
form and then later assign a value to it to obtain a specific
answer to the problem.
The first step in the procedure is·to ascertain the arrange-
ment of the maximum moments around the ring, or the hinge pattern.
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Actually the hinge pattern for this particular loading is not
as easily conceivable as it may appearo From previous consider-
ations 9 the concept that four plastic hinges reduce the ring to
a kinematic mechanism was confirmed by the three example loadings
preceding this caseo Up to this case, four plastic hinges always
created a mechanism failure. However, this problem is an
exception to this general ruleo Pro~eeding on the pretense that
Case I~Fix
2
it is not knotrn that
four hinges do not
induce fail~re~ an
attempt will be made
to determine the hinge
patterno According
to the rules employed
around the
ringo The analyst is
FIGURE 203~2 Asswned
Hinge Pattern Trial 1 almost certain that
two of the hinges
will fall at the position of the concentrated loads o The
other two hinge locations may be deduced from rule b on page
49. If i5 is not a larg~ angle (less than 50 0 say), then from
the rule of symmetry it might be suspected that the hiqge~ form
at some unknOirn angle (3 o (See Figure ~o302) If for the first
trial it is asswned that segment <D - ® is fixed in space , it
is soon disc'overed the frame can!t move verticallyo With this
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fixity no vertical movement ia possibleo Since only vertical
loads are applied and no vertical deflection is possible, this
failure configuration is not possiqleo The next resort to a
solution is to fix some other point in.spacea It is obvious that
Fi.x Segment <D .~, @
2 2
FIGURE 20303 Assumed Hinge
Pattern Trial 2
the same dilemma as
before exists (f
segment @ ~ @is
fixed o Since the
only other two
possibilities yield
~Slnfp
lfR the same result,
assume segment G) - @
is fixed and let the
frame sway as sho'nl
in Figure 2 03 03 0
This possibilit~
implies that segment <D= @ translates vertically with respect
to ® = ® , but this is not physi cally possible because segment
@-@ just translat'es vertically and does not rotateo All
failure possibilities have been eliminated and now the analyst
is completely perplexedo
At this point the analyst will possibly realize that be~
cause of the symmetry of the applied load, it is conceivable
that two of the hinges comprising the failure configuration will
develop simultaneouslyo It may therefore be required that
five hinges develop in order that the structure be reduced to
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a mechanismo As will be demonstrated in the following, this is
actually what happenso
Suppose that Figure 2 0 3 0 2 is ammended by inducing one more
hinge at the upper most point of the ring (on the vertical
axis)o The next hinge pattern is as shown in Figure 2 0 3 0 4 0
By assuming hinge <D fixed in space, the failure assimilates
B
Fix point <D in
space
that of Loading 2 0000 (Figure 2 0 006)0
FIGURE 2 0 3 0 4 Assumed Hinge Pattern
The geometry of the failure configuration is resolved
from noting Figure 2 0 3 0 4
R( l+cos ~ ) = sin P.
A+B r"
A+B = R( l+cos (5 )
sin oo •••• oo ••.•• e •••••• (203o1}
A:B = cos~ or C =(A+B)cos{J
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C = R(l+cos ~ )
tan (3
From th,e law of sines 9
" 0(20302)
A = 2Rsinp ••••••••••••••• e •• o •••••• (2 0 303)
Dimen~ion R may now be determined from equations 20301
. . \,
B R( l+cos lS ) -2RSin~= sin [!>
or
B =
R ~l+CO. II )_2.in2~
0.0 •• 000 •••••• 00(2 0 3 0 4}
Sln f3 .
and D = C-Rsin ~
D = (l+cos~ ) -sin(S
tan (3 o•••••• ~ ••••••• o(203o5)
Fix
FIGURE 2 0 3 0 5 Vi
101----_..1I 0 Co
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If a segment@-@is given a virtual rotation of 8
about the Io~o of segment ® ~® of the mechanism, the result=
ing virtual rotations of the other segments are ascertained as
follows:
R Rl+co~ ~ ) =2sin2~]'L sIn#, ~
2Rsin ~ .-
or summarizing,
B'efore resolviJ?g the shear' flows into their respective com-
ponents as formerly proposed in the other examples, it was de-
cided to amend the procedure for this problemo It is suggested
to compute the internal work at this time,instead of resolving
sh:ear flows 0
M 1:8 8 e el - M ~l+COS iJ) 1 (l+cos lS) jp~l+ 2+ 3+ jJ - P - + +
2Sin2 (d 2sin2 "
o • G ... 0 •• 0. II • it l) • $ •• GOO (20307)
In order to illustrate the external work a littl~ better
and eliminate the process of integraiing for shear co.ponents
with a summary afterwards, it was decided to illustrate the
external ,vork as the components are progressively integratedo
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Since' Case I,
same as shown on
pages 44 and 45 0
loading, the expressions
limiting case of this
Loading 2 0000 is the
for the equivalent
~
/6R ll+coszs-l force system of the
/ [t{LD.p:J
/ shear flows is the
/
_/
--
\
\
\
\
\.
"-
"
,...,
,,-
/
/
/
/
/
I
Note: The yl-2component does no
work since its centerline passes
th1rough the instantaneous center
of segment
FIGURE 203 0 6 External Work Done
on Segment <D -®
Referring to Figure
2 00 00 and equations
J'p. P f'in2~upper limitX = If sin'PcosC4'd<f= lr 2 .- lower limit
J B ~ upper limitY·.- P. in • ,IJ d ilJ P!£. sin2C1= ll" S1n,. S1D!'"'f ,. ="if 2 - 4 lower limit 0000.(2 0 0015)
M =!lTPRSinCfdc.p= PlTRf_cos;Iupper limit oooe ...... oe(200
0
16)L ~ lower limit
N'ote: The integration of Case 2-00 0 0 was performed by com-
mencing at the bottom of the ring and pr,ogressing cloclaviseo
The integration of this case will be acheived by beginning at
the top of the ring and progressing clocl~viseo
Integrating between hinges <D and ®
This component does not need to be deter-
mined since it passes through th~ instant-
aneous center of segment <D.~® 0
1-2 P r :-;;J
M =If L:.cos~ pr 71, PR~ . til= 1T'[COS2! +cos (O~·= L:.-COS2~
See Figure 203 0 6 fpr a summary of these integrals.
Integrating between hinges ® - ®
y2-3= ~ IT£ _ sin2Cfl'tr~=..E. ~1T - b") _(~) _ sin2 ('1\" - i5J
IT [2 4 Jt~ It" ~ 2 2 4 ,.
y2-3=kE'-l5 -2p+sin~ coslS +(sin2p )(COS2P~
Sin2(2~+ .4 .
trated in Figure
to point out that
was®-@
Perhaps it
<D -® are illus-
placement of segment
segment
shear flow components
and the virtual dis-
/ x may be more obvious
/ R (l+COSu)e
w tana to the dv r rea er, now ~
= ~tCOS(1t- 2S )+COS2~ = ~ EOS2 P+COS~
The summary of the
.. ,"
i
FIGURE 2 0 3.7 External Work
Done on Segment ® - ®
given a virtual
rotation of Q in-
stead of segment <D-
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~9 because only two components enter into the external work of
segment <D ~@whereas all three enter into the work expression
for segment @-@o Also, the expressions of ®~@ are more
involved than the equations of Q)=@o Thus, it was feasible to
make the vfrtual rotaion of ®=® as simple as possibleo
Integrating between ® and @
This component does no work since segment ® =@
just translates vertically and does not rotateo
Th'e moment does no work because segment @ ~@
does not rotateo
now easily ascertained since three of
3· lates vertically and does
=Sin~)ej- not rotateo
The summary of the
equivalent components and
their virtual rotations
may be perceived in Fig~
the X component and moment,
M9 do no work since seg=
ment ® = @ just trans=
ure 2 0 3 0 8 0 It is note~
worthy to point out thatI
does no I
work
/
/
P /
2 /
P
2
does no-JR~3=t=
work
I
lJ 6' \
,The external
FIGURE 2 0 3 0 8 Work Done on
Segment~@_
-- ' ........../' .........
,/ , "'"
/ "/ \
/ \
/ Y3=t_P r; Sin2tSJ
'-:-1t ~~ 4 \
r \
/\1•.""
the nine components vanish from the work expressiono Therefore,
the :~xterna1 work becomes
/
=131=
We ~K:···'· 2)( . 22 P. ) J ITR(' x 2 A 0 x x . 2 Q 2QJl+cos(S\Ia =L:1T. ~~n U-Sln t' COSj-l..:1l' :lr- u - j+ SlnV cosu +Sln ~cos r\ tan~]
~R(-".' ~ 2P,)l-')R;'~ = Sin2~)(~+Cos(S _ 0 )(\1 f1>R/l+cos6 _ 0 ~
+ [!r_.:os U +cos r~ f..g1T:~.~ 2 tanp Slnfj +~ tanJ3 slnu.!J
!le_ .PR{(I+eOB~)sin2(2p) _ Sin2(2pJ _(I-eOS2e)¥+eos~)+I-~+~
e 1T 4sin2p 2 2sin f3 ~.
_ coslSSin2(2~:rr~+~~~+ ~(l+cos(j~_ ~~o-s~)
. 2 ~2't~_ ~a tan ~ _
. ;
~(cOS2~) (l+cosa) x~~(l+cos~) 6"sina- sin2~(l+cos~)
- +coSU+C ~ + -- + A
, 2tan p. .2tan ~ 2 4tan I
_ sin2a"(sin ~) IT (l+cos ~):.. Tt" • ~
4 + 2 tan p 2 Slnj
By manipulating the remaining terms, the expression reduces
to
IVe - ~~!,8 (I+eos"')- Si~lJ (1f -ll~ 8 00 •••••• 0;1 •• " •• .(20309)
Equating expression 2 0 3 0 9 to 2 0 3 0 7 results in the execution
of the principle of virtual displacementso
M.ef}.+cosl)'D =~8~ (l+cos lS)_ sin~ (If- ~~~
P [Sin2~ 1T ~an 2 j
PR t;, . ()) a SiEi2~(sin3" ( xiM~= 1riS1n r cos r =l+cosls -2- lr- U j .0 " •• I) \) • 0 •••• Cl (l (2 03 0 10)
For a specific problem, the angle ~ is a constant~ and hence
equation 2 0 3 0 10 is maximized by differentiating with respect to
p onlyo
.2Mp = 0dp
Psin2~ + ~ cos 2~ +sin ~ cos~ - Si~!c~~SCSin~(1f_l5)
o =p(cos 2P-sin2p)+sin~ cos~ ~- l+~~:g (Tf-~
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. sin lS (If is -:)1
1+c085 - j
0" <) ... '0 ••• 0.0 •• 0." (2030 ill
In order to obtain a value of ~ which satisfies equation
203010 9 the angle ~ must be chosen o Just to be consistent with
tlte selection of the previous eX~~Ple9 choose 'is :.= 30 0 for this
illustrationo
Equation 2 03 0 11 reduces to
If the function tan2 ~ is plotted against the angle ~
as shown in Figure 2 0 3 0 9 9 it is seen that an. angle of ~pprox-
I
imately p::= 088 rad o or 50 0 is the solution to the' problemo
~ ~ 0 ~!O 30 ~ fto A O! 60..; "0
1 0 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
QQ., ..
C\J
Z 4 0 0 ' .
«
I-
5 00
6 00 '"JIf" -po iV
81l 90 1 0 n "".~.'''' ",?,'"
tan2 rf- L...,..-I"..o-'
I /
01 70 24 t~d: ai s or
J
1
1/
FIGURE 2 0 3 0 9 Function tan2 p-vso Angle ~
, I
Using N~wton s Iteration Method as outlined om page 60
with P=50 o
f(x o ) =
f y(x
o
)
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o' • e 0 <> • 0 • • • • (I 0 0,\. • a • 0 .< 2 0 0 0 32 )
or
h _ ~ tan2 ~ +6 070
0- 2sec2~+6070
h :: ~
o
As 'a next approximation try
:: 0873- 00024 :: 08703 rad o or # = 49 0 52~
h :: - (-5083)+6070(08703)_ (negligible amount)
o 2(1055)2+6070 -
It appears that f3:: o "49 52 satisfies the expression within
the nearest minute of angleo Substituting these values of ~ and
~ into the function for Mp9
M :: 007127PRp
2 03 01 Plasticity
Z
FIGURE 2030;1.0 Failure
Configuration
Note: The hinge
~~momentsare induced
,'" ~\1\. to oppose the rota-
'~'\~ P 0 cp~ttl'tS'1n tion of the frame,
\ so as to reBtore
the deformed struc-
ture to its initial
undeformed $hapeo
From th.e
assumed hinge
pattern, the plastic
hinges are clustered
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around the ring as shmm in Figure 2 03010 0 To substantiate the
solution, the equations for internal moments, shears and thrusts
must be derived o Referring to Figure 2 03010, it may be discerned
that one expression is not sufficient to designate each of these
internal variables around the ring, because of the influence of
30 0 to the vertical axisothe
FIGURE 2 0 3 0 11 Plasticity
Check
a
Figure 2 03 011
was drawn to assist
in deriving the
following equations o
The expressions had
to be deduced within
two intervals. The
first sector was be-
tween hinge <D and
hinge ® 0
Commencing
with the interval
sin2cpl . Itt
4 Js~n""
between <D and ® at any cross section a,
( ') ( " PR r; ;1 P Thin1'"l PR r'P sin2~ .Ma = Mp - 02~67 I-cos ep) +n [-cos~ ... TT[ 2 J"cos<ll- rrfg - 4 "']s~n C(J
. ' '
Ma= PR ~5746-03508cos((1-«'Si~~
[
P(8in~)\1 (IJ lP 'iNIa = 02067-- 2 ~ cos..,. - [2'-
o •• e Cl 0 0 0 • 0 ••• 0 () ••• G •• Q 0 •• (2 0 3 0 15)
:E P 8in2~ . (IJ pDp Sin2(f')\1 InSa= 02067-;r 2 _ s~n,..,. + if[2" - 4 ~ cos ....
Sa:: E1492sin<f +~cosl(1 - Si~~ 00 ••• 0 ••••••• 0 •• 0.0 0(2~30l6)
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VERTICAL FORCES f AT A RANDOM ANGLE
"
TABLE 2 0 3 0 1
Comparison of Plastic to Elastic Moment, Shear and Axial Load Co.
Angle Plastic Elastic ,Plastic 'Elastic Plastic :Elastic
From Moment Moment Shear Shear Axial Load Axial Load
Vertical Coeffo Coeffo Coeffo Coeffo Coeffo Coeff o
-
0 '004457 0 020666
5 004536 .01798 011992
10 004771 003560 003467
15 005156 005254 -004842
20 005677 006824 ~012882
25 006347 008302 ~020597
30 007128 00959 ~, 027936
30 007129 =033709 .38731
35 004336 -030269 040031
40 001848 -026737 040828
45 =000329
-023158 041130
50 -002193
-019573 040946
55 -.03746
-016025 .40296
60 -.04993
-012553 039201
65 -005441
-.09151 037685
70 -006602
-005987 035781
75 -006991
-.02960 033522
80 -007125
-000145 030945
80016~
-007126 0 030799
85 -007024 002432 028090
90 -006708 .04751 025000
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VERTICAL FORCES ; AT A &L~DOM ANGLE
Comparison of Plastic to Elastic Moment, Shear and Axial Load Coo
Angle Plastic Elastic Plastic Elastic Plastic Elastic
From Moment Moment Shear Shear Axial Load Axial Load
. \
CoeffoVerticaj Coeff o Coeff o Coeffo Coeff o Coeff o
I
95 -006203 006790 .21720
100 -.05532 .08537 018296
105 -.04722 009981 .14775
110 -.03799 .11114 011204
,
115 -002792 ,,11936 007630
120 -.01728 .12447 004101
125 -000681 .12654 000661
130 000475 012567
-.02644
135 001557 012198
-.05774
140 002596 011566 ~ 008689
145 003568 010688
-.11352
150 004455 009592
-013731
155 005;237 008302
-015795
160 00:')899 006845
-017520
165 006427 005254
-.18883
170 0'06813 003561
-.19870
I
175 007047 001797
-.20466
180 007127 0
-020666
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cos(Q
. 0 00 •• «) ••• (I 0 0 Cl ••• ~ G (2 0 3019)
/'
Either starting from the bottom of the ring or including
the influence of tbe vertical P load in the expressions above re-
suIts in the same or equivalent internal force equationso
PR r, (I) if) sin<Pl PR ( 0 x 0 )Ma.= 1rL5746-03508cos't' -T 2:::1-2 S1nv -slnq1
Ma = ~E02108-03508Coscq+sin(~ -~] 00 •••• 0.00(203017}
Na = ; E6492COS <R -isinlf' ~ ; 8in~
N'a= ; E6492costf-sinq>(~ -;~ 0.00'.0 •• 00.00 •• 0.0 ••• 0 (203018)
Pt ' "In C(J ,n sin cp9 PS ::: - 149281n'T - -COS'1" + +-a 7T' 0 2 2 2
Sa= P~492sinC(1+cos<f(~-tTI
Since equations 2 03 014 through 2 03019 represent the internal
forces in the ring, all that remains to do is to substitute values
of ~ every 50 into these formulaso The results of these
calculations may be seen in Figures 203012, 203013, and 2 03 0140
The tabulation of the results are shown in tables 2 03 01 and 2 03 02 0
There is one point of interest which will be pointed out at this
time o Observing the moment diagram, Figure 203012, one may notice
that the moment did riot change its sign at the centerline from
that at either hinges ® or ® Q The reason for this will be
explained presentlyo
Since nowhere did the moment curve exceed the maximum
moment val'ue, Mp = o07127PR, this is the true or correct solution
to theproblemo
2.3 02 Lower Limiting Case
Just as in the previous example, the boundaries for this
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problem will be discussed o Beginning with the lower limit it
is obvious after careful study of the elastic moment diagram
(Figure 203.12) that, as ~ is decreased~ the hinges will keep
forming at the point of concentrated load and ~ ,viII become
larger and larger o Further, it is obvious from symmetry of
loading that hinge (j) must always form at the vertical axis
at the top of the ring regardless of where the load, P/2 is
appliedo Returning to the former, as ~ is progressively de-
creased the lower hinges (® and @) form closer and closer
to the vertical and the angle 2 ~ approaches the value (180 0
630 45'). (63 0 45' comes from Loading condition 2 0 0.0 where
ex = 63 0 45'). As the two concentrated loads converge on the
centerline, loading condition 2.0 0 0 is realizedoThe cusp on
;
the moment diagram (see Figure 203012) begins to flatten out
as this condition is approached, and thus the moment at the
centerline (refer to discussion on page 136) does not c4ange to
a sign opposite from the moment at hinge @ or @ 0
Returning to equa~ion 203010, as the lower bound is ap-
proached the angle (180 0 ..;.2 ~) may be 'replaced by « 'Case 1)'0
The angleC(now locates the lower hinges@-@o Hingea@ and
,® disappear with:>, a hinge forming at the centerline (or the
lowest point OID the ring)o
A o'If 2 r is replaced by 180 -0(gexpression 203 010 reduces to
M =~sin
p lrl 2 ~ cos2Z$ ~~ ,'. ,I'(11'''; <:,,) 2 - - 2 0 •••••••••••• 0 (203022)l+cos lS
As ~ approaches zero, 2 0 3 0 26 reduces further to
Mp= ~R ESincx (t('-OC:~
. -142
wn.\ich is identical to equation 2 00029(Case 2 0000) 0
I
2 0 3 0 4 Upper Limit of Loading Condition 2.3.0
If different values of ~ are selected and their correspond-
ing moment curves are dr~vn, lit will be seen that as ~ is in-
creased the moment at the botto~ of the ring becomes smaller and
smaller until it assumes a sign opposite to that of hinges ®
I
and' ® 0 The angle ~ ~ becomes smaller and smaller until, for
a given :value of 2 ~ , the ~referred hinge system changes, a
hinge developing at the base of the ringo This is the upper
limit of the solution given for ,equation 2 0 3 0210 Its hinge
pattern and assumed failure configuration are shown in Figure
2 03.150 Figure 2 0 30l5'is identical in form to Figure 200014
page 61. I~ will be noticed that the only difference in the
solution to the upper bound problem and loading 2 00 00 is the
determinatio'n of
the external work
of the applied
loads o Reviewing
equations 200025,
and,. s'ubsti tuting
~ for ex 0
; 3-
FIGURE 2.3.15 Failure
Configuration of Upper Bound,
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P fs in2~1, PR r. Kl
.- ift~lR9- 1f"L!.+cos~9
- -rJ sin2lS~RCl 1 ~ _ Xt~ _ Sin2a\o( 1 )2Rtan(lS) (2 3 23)11"\ 2 1 l:'\tan2(!) 1f\ 2 4 If:! tan2 (!') 2 00 0.0
. 2 2
P
and finding the work done by the 2 force
~_ (e)R sin~ o • e •• 0 ~ • 0 0 • " •••••••••••••••• e (2 (l 3 0 24)
Equating the summation of equations 203 0 22,203 023,and 2~-3024
to the internal work equation (which is the same as 200024)
this eventually r~duces to'
I-cos 318 -+If
tan2 ("2)
M PR.)( ( ., 025 )()p :=; \r S1n U 1t' ~nIll2-u o 0 0 • 0 Il •• 0 \:I 0 coo ••• &) •• Q • &) 0 (2030.25.)
In order to ascertain the upper bound 9 the maximum moment,Mp '
\vhich satisfies both equations 2 0 3 0 25 and 2 0 3 0 10 simultaneously,
must be found o This situation will occur for some specific angles
of l$ a.lld (J 0 These are the two unknowns of the problemo An. ob..;
vious method for determining this condition is to equilibrate
the tl'l'0 equations 9 2 0 3 0 25 and 2 0 3 010 9 and solve for lJ in terms of
po The solution would be acheived by finding the angle ~ of equa-
tion 2 0 3 0 10 which gives the identically same solution for Mp
(witro its corresponding.value of P) as the same value of
yields for equation 2 0 3 0 250 This process becomes tediously
involved however o
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Therefo.re another meth'od of attack will be proposed insteado
It is observed from equation 2 0 3 0 11 that the expression ~~p2P is
some function of' the angle is 0 If the analyst sets up a table' hl,-
volving all of the variables of equation 2030ll ythen he is able
to plot the angle Pwhich\ suffices the function tap2ft against
the angle ij which satisfies the right hand side of 2 03011 (cor-
responding to equivalent values of the'p function) aliI', shown iIi
Figure 2 0 3 0 16 0 As long as the curve is smooth and there are no
abrupt changes in the curve (discontinuities)9 this method of,
solution i.s permissibleo
Witfu the relationship between the angle Pand 7J now 8.vail-
,
able y the function for Mpy as specified by equation 2 0 3 010 may
be plotted versus the angle a 0 If the same angles for ~ are
employed in solving equation 2 0 3025 9 the two functions Of~P
may be plotted against their respective'angles ~ta8 shown in
Figure 2 0 3 0 17 0 Where the two curves intersect i's na.turally the
solution to the pro'blemo From Figure 2 0 3 0 17 9 it is beheld that
th t t f 0'e wo curves intersect a ' an approximate angle 0 3606 0
This approach to the problem is accurate enough for the
u
analyst 8 purposes o The upper bound for this loading condition
may be very useful to true analyst since he is interested in know-
ing where the problem diverges from a. five hinge solution to a
,
four hinge solutiono He must know this in order to educe the
,
arrangement of the pla.stic hinges (or hinge pattern around the
ring) for a specific angle of~ 0
-145~
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FIGURE 203~16 Relation of Angle f3 to Angle l5
This loading condition was chosen for avery special purposeo
B'esides its genera.lity of loa.ding, it was a.n .excellent example of
an exception to the general rule that it takeso'iil:r four plastic
hinges to create a k1nema.ti~ mechanism of fa.ilureo ,Prior to tbis
I
loading conditions it 1ras established tha.t four hinges a.re necess-
I
ary to propagate a collapse mode o I~ the analyst had encountered'
I
, .
a problem,similar in nature to th1~ case, he would be baffled by
the fact that there is no evident solutionp when considering only
four plastic }i'inges o Thus 9 tll:is ca.se was submitted'"for consider-
ation to establish the fact that it may take more than four hinges
to.acheive a failure mechanismo
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SECTION 3.0.0
.,.--... ; .....-..
,::: , .. '
'-t' ......
.. '.'
,'!!"
Lower Limit
('t n. \op ot r1ng)
~~ED~T~\~~ f\'JE
FIGURE 2 0 3 0 18
Representation of Upper and Lower Ranges of 7f Which: Determi.n~
the m;pper and Lower Bounds for Loadi.ng 2 0 3 0 0
Fig,ure 2 0 3 0 18 was drawn to illustrate the summary of the
limiting bou.udaries just discussed o N'ote: N.o applied loads
are shown;, just the boundarieso
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III SOME MODIFYING FACTORS
3 0 0 0 0 Derivation of Expressions for the Combination of
Axial Load and Momen't
It was stated on page 38 that it was ass'umed axial load
did not affect the ultimate bending c~pacity of any secti6n in
the ring for a simple plastic solution o It was decided at
that time to make this supposition, achieve a solution and then
modify the cross section in order to account for this factoro
It is the specific purpose of section 300 0 0 and 301 00 of this
dissertation to develo'pe a general method for combining axial
. ,
load and moment, and to derive a foolproof, systematic procedure
for determining ring bending stiffnesso
3 0 0 0 1 Expression for Combining Axial Load with Bending Moment
at AnY Cross Section around the Ri~g
Before proceding with the derivation, it will be necessary
to make a ~ew assumptions concerning the shape of the cross
section of the ring. Since a multitude of cross sectional shapes
would impart a multitude of answers to the problem, a constant
width rectangular cross; section is, surmised to be the simplest
choiceo Because of the easiness of working with such an
elementary section, the "interaction" expressions will be
rendered' in much simpler terms o
Ce~tain nomenclature will be defined at this time in order,
to facilitate the development of the expressions, rather than tq
refer the reader to the section containing the nomenclatureo
I
It is handier to do this since these definitions are specifically
related to this section o~ the papero
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Let
Moriginal = Moment determined from "simple plastic theory l1
neglecting thrust and size of cross section,
NoriginaL = Thrust or axial load determined from the "simple
iplastic theory" study,
finalM '= Moment of section after considering the effe~t of
axial load
Nyfinal = Axial yield load of the section
To abridge, the terminology only the first letter of the
script? will De retained throughout the following derivation o
To begin; the discussion, there is interaction relation=
ship between the moment and axial load at a cross section and
their corresponding full plastic moment and yield load capacities 9
for a rectangular cross sectiono
If a stress distribution for a fully plastic rectangul~r
cross section (including the effect of an axial thrust) is
assumed as shown in Figure 300 ol(a), the equivalent stress
\,
f·
.-;,d p:} Axia'l
,} : Loadci>}MomentContribution
'. c) Plastric
,Stress Distribo
be represen,ted by dividing it into twq parts)•.
-',--1 c7y Ie-
ao) CrosliJ
Section
FIGURE 3~Ool FUlly Plastic Bending Section
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The moment resistance of the section may be obtained in
te.rms of the distance from 300 01(c)
0~.000000(300.l)
and the axial load may be Tepresented by
••••••• ~0(ao002)
- I
The full plastic moment is readily available
0•• 000000(300 03)
and the stabilized maximum thrust resistance is evaluated from
0•••••••• (30004}
An interaction of the moment and axial load may be '
obtained from the ratios of moment to full plastic moment and
axial load to yield load.
= 4 ~i)2 -.~U
d 2
•••. ~ •••• 0(30005}
2~
d 0••••••••• (30006}
Thus, if
ariseso
is substituted into 300 05 ever~vhere 'JA--'.-Ii
=
4 A 2
=1--
d 2
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• (') e ~ •• 0 •• 0 0 0 0 <? 0 0 '. ( q 0 0 0 7)
For the special case at hand,
M'o No2
'= I 1 .-zo ,_) 0 Q 0' • 0 • I) ••••• 0 •• 0 0 •• ., () (3 0 0 ~ 8 )
f \NfMp Y
and
Mf
' hd2
p=T<SY
000 •• 0.0 .••• '. ~ 0::,. •••• 0".0(3 0 0 0 9)
By manipulating equations 300 09 and 300010, the subsequent
equation arises o
00 ••• 0 ••• 0.0.0" 0." 0 •••• (3000 11)
Replacing M~ in equation 300 08 with the expression 3 00011,
o 2
= 1- (~)
NfY
o 0 0 • " • 0 (l 0 Cl 0 0 • 0 • Q 0 q " ••• 0 • 0 0 • 4J (3 0 0 0 12)
Cross multiplying 9
~earranging the terms 9
Equation 30'0013 is recognized as a homogeneous quadratic
equation, which possesses the roots
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Only t~e pos~tive root will be investigated because the neg=
ative root has no physical significanceo Furthermore~if the dimen=
sionless moduli of .the moment and axial .load expressions which
have been determined from previous analysis (ioeo,the tables
and graphs at the end of each loadi.ng condition) are desig=
nated by variable coefficients~ then
,Mo MQ PR
'PR= qm = qm
or 0000 •••• 000(300 6 15)
NOI NO= q Pp=i qn n
where qm denotes the moment coefficient and qn the thrust
coeffici~nt at any cross s~ction in the ringo These coefficients
may be obtained from any of the plasticity checks at t4e end of
the loading, cases 0
lVhen equations 3 0 0 015 are substituted into 300014;
= 2(qn{R{1 +(:)2(qn )2 + ~
4 qm J
or
Nf 2 ~
p y =", d
. R [ J 1 d 21 + 1 + '4( R)
3 0 0 0 16 is not'as involved as a quick glance might Buggesto
Regarding tllJe expression closely, it is noticed that t4e only
\
. ,
unknown parameter in the expression for a given practical prob-
lem is ~o
..... R· The coefficients qm and qn may be obtained from the
plots of moment and thrust previously obtained for a particular
loadingo Any of the six tables of coefficients succeeding the
solution of the individual cases would be good exampleso
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The radius of the ring is normally circumscribed by structural
limitations. Since everything is known except the depth of the
section in question, this can be evaluated by a systematic pro-
cess around the" entire frame.
Prior to educing this methnd of solving the problem,
equation 3.0.12 may be further refined by taking into consider-
ation the depth of the cross section.
3.1 0 0 Evaluation of Bending Stiffness in a Methodical Manner
Considering the ring to have depth and constant breadth,
the moment and axial load may be translated to the center line
, I
of the cross s~ctiono This course ~faction presupposes th~t
the structural yield properties of the material being used are
the same in compression as in tension. This is not an erratic
presumption, since it was assumed from the very beginning that
the structure was stabilized against crippling or buckling
phenomena and most ductile materials do display almost equal
yield properties. It also presumes that the stress distribution
is as shown in Figure 3 0 0o1(a)o
Alth~ugh it was not definitely asserted in the text, the
ring was considered to be a line (the thickness sh.O'im in the
Figur~s lvas employed to ,give the illustrations girth) prior
to this discussi~n.
An elastic analysis demands some assumption concerni~g the
distribution of structural stiffness in order to even obtain a
solutiono In each of the elastic solutions preViously cited it
was assumed that the ring was of constant cross section. To
avoid any further confusion concerning the assumptions of
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bending stiffness for a plastic solution" it is hereby specified
that the method employed in this thesis does not presume any
structural stiffness for a solution. It does presume 9 however~
that the section will deliver (in the presence of any thrust,
etc.) at the final points of hinge formation a magnitude of moment
Mpo Therefore, the, moment may be adjusted to the centerline of
the cross section and the section determined will be that capable
(~)=M~orr
~ ~Io-ofj~..._ No
bo)Any Random Cross Section
RPOSit~Sign Convention:
of'delivering this moment value o
o At any random cross section,0< .
Ty
in the out,.er fiber o Positive thrust is
moment is that moment producing, tension
,that axial load which, produces tensiono
co) Moment Transfered
FIGURE· 3 01 01 Adjusted Moment
From Figu're 30101, the adjusted moment is
Moriginal
correct
Moriginal + Noriginal (d)
= 2
Reviewing expressions 3 00011,
or rearranging,
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j
= qiorreq'ted
True sign between the two terms depends on the sign of the
mom~nt and true axial thrust o However t the sign is automatically
satisfied by establishing a sign conventiono As sho1vn in Figure
30101, positive moment presumes tension in the outer fiber w and
positive thrust is ,that load which produces aXT~l tension o
If equation 301 02 i~ substituted in equation 300016 9
'~pf, ~,,2dqm/R'{1 + ,21 (.!!.R~ qn '~l +
, "', ,qm
" ,I ' "
Equatio?,_ 30~03 holds for
'iI' ~
'I;
I--+-q':;""~n_q-n-~~";'")-12J
" ......
"'.'
all points of the interaction re-
lation~ but 3 0104 does not hold for the condition of zero moment
a,nd some magnitud~ of ~xia11oado
Just as~ st~ted on page 153 concerning 300012 9 the only
unknmvn in expre'ssions 3 0103 or 3 0104 is the depth do With
a particular problem in mind, ali the analyst need do for a
, " ,I d
solution is ~o as/?ume varioul:1 ratios of iR and then plot the'
resulting curveso This was done for cases, Ring I, Loading
2 00 00 for values o'f d/R of 005, 010,' 015, 020, 025 using
\ in conjunction with these computationso These curves appe~r
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INTERACTION CURVES - LOADING CONDITION 2 0 0 00
TABLE 3.1.1
,
i Tabulation of Ordinates for Interaction Curves
I
:
!Ang1e fp ;d d d' 'd d d,From R = 0100 R = .125 i= .15 R :::; 0200 R = .25 R = .300Vertical
0 -5.175 -3.256 -2.304 -10739 -1.369
10 -10808 -1. 035 -.691 _.517 -1.550
20 1.641 - 1.244 1.202
.850 .750
30 3.575 2.747 2.339 2.096 1.936
40 5.241 3.855 3.168 2.759 2.488
50 6.272 4.529 3.662 30145 2.803
60 6.681 4.774 3'.826 3.259 2.884
63°45' 6 0 680 4.785 3.806 3 0235 2.856
70 6.509 4.621 3.681 3.119 2.747
i
80 5.826 4.117 3.266 2.757 2.419
90 4.732 3.324 2.628 2.211 1.935
100 3-.297 2.313 1.823 1.529 1.334
110 1.668 10163 .912 . .762 .661
120 -.052 -.047 -.044 -0042 -0049
130 -1.738 -1.228 -.974 -.871 -.721
140 -3.289 -2.316 -1.831 -10541 -1.349
150 -4.605'
-3.235 -2.553 -2.144 -1.872
160 -5.606 -3.935 -3.102 -2.603 -2.272
170 -6.232 -4.372 -3.445 -2 0890 -2.521
180 -6.443 -4.521 -3.561 -2.988 -2.606
I
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INTERACTION EQUATION 3 0 1 0 3
VS o
ANGLE IN RADIANS
for
Loading Condition 2 0 0 0 0
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FIGURE 3 0 1 0 2 Interaction Curves for
Loading Condition 20000
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INTEllACTION CURVES'/;':;"'LO:A:IHNG CONDITION 2~,1o 0
TABLE 3 0102
,
Tabulation of Ordinates for Interaction Curves i
i
Angle qJ
,
d d d d d dFrom R = 005 R = 006 R = 008 R = 0100 R = 0150 R = ~200
Vertical
0 10207 10207 1 0207 10207 10207 10207
10 -1. 762 -1:0371 ' -0914 -0674 0473 0598
20 -30274 -2 0619 -10 737 -1 0340 -0758 ~0517
30 -3 0912 -30165, -2 0237 -10687 -0977 -0652
31°23' -3.939 -3 0191 -2 0261 -10708 -0993 -0663
40 -3.808 -3 0100 -2,,218 -10'692 -10004 -0675
50 -3 0129 -2 0557 -1.844 -10408 -0857 -0584
;
60 -2,,056 -10685 -10225 -"'0949 : -0583 -0403
70 -0764 -0631 -0465 -0366 -0234 -0168
80 ,,588 ,,477 0388 .256 0149 ~100
90 1.880 1,,516 1 0094 .841 0509 ,,347
100 2 0918 2 0391' 10732 1.338 0817 0562
110 3 0 693 3 0029 2 0,199 10703 10046 .723
120 4 0 121 3 0382 2 0459 1.907 1'0175 0815
126°13' 40199 3 0447 2 0508 10946 1.2014 0835
" ,
130 4 0177 3.429 20496 10938 10197 0832
140 3 0870 3 0175 2 0313 10800 10112 0775
150 3 0225 2 0649 1.931 10501 0930 0648
160 2 0311 ... 10899 1.385 10076 0-668 0466
170 10.205 "0989 i 0722 0562 0349 0243
,
180' 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Interaction Curves for Loading Condition 2 0 100
INTERACTION EQUATION 3 0103
VS o
ANGLE IN RADIANS
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INTERACTION CURVES ~ LOADING CONDITION 2 02.0
TABJ.JE 3 0 1 0 3
\
Tabulation of Ordinates for Interaction Curves
Angle d 010 d .125 d .15 d 0200 d 025 d 030From ~= R = R = R = R ::: R =
Vertica
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 2 0 691 2 0115 10732 10251 0965 0776
20 50222 4 0103 3 0357 2 0427 10870 1 0502
30 7 0616 5 0983 4 0895 30538 2 0727 2 0189
30 8.610 6 0976 5 0886 4 0525 3 0709 3 0166
40 5 0206 4 0 280 3 0663 2 0894 2 0434 2 0116
50 2 0143 1 0853 10675 10445 L308 1 0218
60 -0634 -0587 ~o0465 -0394 0047 0053
:
70 -2 0982 -2 0254 -10776 -1.198 -0901 ~0679
80 -40800 -3 0675' -2 0959 -2 0051 -10 520 -10 180
90
- 60153 -40767 -3 0846 -2 0704 ~20029 -10589
100 -70010 -5 0457 -40421 -3.133 -2 0368 -10866
110 -7395 -5 0767 -40684 -3 0336 -2 0534 -2 0005
112 0 2.
-7 0415 -5 0 785 -4 0701 -3 0351 -2.546 -2 0017
7
120 -7 0315 -5 0714 -4 0649 -3 0322 -2 0528 -2 0009
130 I -6 0811 -50326 ~40338 -3 0107 -2 0356 -10888
140 -5 0932 -40643 -3 0784 -2 0714 -2 0076 -10655
150 \ -3.710 -3 0004 -2 0173 -1 0664 -10327-40738
160 -3 0298 -2 0584 -2 0108 -10 515 -1.161 -0927
..-
170 -10692 -10 326 -10082 -0778 - 0596'
-0476
180 0 0 0 0 0 0
,
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FIGURE 3 0 10 4 Interaction'Curves for Loading Conditiotn 2 0 2 0 0
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to simulate the moment curves with their crests and troughs
shifted by the influence of axial load o
Some interesting observations concerning the interaction
curves may be made o First of all in the imtance of loading
20100, Figure 3_010 3, as the ratio of d/R increased near the
applied load ( ~ approaching zero) there is a definite cusp.
in the curve 0 The explanation for this phenomenon is the high
axial loads as compared to moments approaching zero in this
area o In fact, at ip = 0 there:is no moment, but there is an
ordinate on the curve because of the axial load at this pointo
Actually the interaction curve almost assumes the shape of the
axial load curve, having an ordinate at zero determined
completely by axial load aloneo
It will be observed that the interaction curves assume
the shape of the moment curve in all caseso Even the inter-
section of the curves with the zero axis are the same as the
crossing points of the moment curves for loadings 2 0 0 0 0 a~d
20100, shifting only slightly in loading case 2 0 2 00 (Figure
30104)0 The peak of the interaction curve does not necessarily
fall immediately at the peak of the corresponding moment curve,
but may be affected enough by the axial thrust to shift
towards the peak of the axial thrust curveo Also, it may be
observed in Figure 3 0 1 0 4 that there is a sharp discontinuity
I" . 0in the interaction curves at T = 30 0 This phenomenon is
due to the extreme influence of axial load, which has 'a tran -
sition from a negative to a positive value (see Figure 2.2010)
at this angle o
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Once the intel"action curves have been dra1m (Figures
30107, 3 0103, 30104), the analyst is ready to proceed to
design the frame o
30l~1 Systematic Procedure for Designing a Circular Frame with
a Constant Thickness Rectangular Section
For most practical designs a structure is normally
designed for more than one loading conditiono However, only
one loading may be treated at a time o Begining with the
interaction curve, Figure 30102, loading condition 2 00 00 will
first be dealt with as a precedento
The succeeding meth6d"is arbitrary and flexible, and is
proposed in such a ,manner that the analyst is given much freedom
of designo
", 10) Given the value of P and the radius of the circular
frame~,: the only tool necessary for a solution is the interaction
curve of moment and axial load for a specific loading conditiono
'(Take Figure 3 01 02 as an examp1e)0
2 0 ) First of all, determine the greatest dimension of
the ringo This is the greatest ordinate (plus or minus) on
the interaction curve o (Note: It i.s not necessary to pick
this point, any other would do just as wel1)0
The greatest dimension i.s obtained in the following
manner 0 (Refer to Figure 301 02)0
,ao) Assume that d/R at this position on the curve is a
certain value o As an example let dR ::: 0200 (point A Figure
NF
This corresponds,to a certain value of "if' 9 but
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For this example
bd O"y = 3 0 826P
Co) Assume a value for b o Just for purposes of illustration
/
let b = 1 0 0 (unity)o Then d can be found by
d =
3 0 826P
o-y
do) This d would be divided by"R" to see what the ratio
d/R is for the section chosen o
d
R =
3 0 826P
~R
Y
If this ratio is different from the selected d/R (eog" 00200),
'd
the process would be repeated by selecting a new value of R
and unde~going the previous stepso The method converges
quickly, and eventually the analyst has the correct ratio of,
d ,(
R corresponding to the applied loads, and the strength of the
material being used o
30) Once the parameter d/R is known for one point, the
analyst is ready to progress around the frame estimating the
. profile of the stiffness at various sections. Since one of the
primary suppositions was a constant thickness of ring section,
the depth of ring,"d", is the only variableo Furthermore, since
"d" is known for one place, an elementary computation determines
d at any other section of the ringo This is obvious from Figure'
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d0100 ..
180160o 2Q 40 60 80 100 120 140
Angle" in degrees.
FIGURE 3 0 105 Loading Condition Ring 1-2 0 0 00 Interaction Curves
Returning to th~ previous illustration, suppose it is
desired to find the depth of section at 90°0 From Figure
301 05, all that has to be done ~o obtain the depth at the
cross section 900 is to get the ratio of the dlR at the new
point with respect to the known dlR to equal the ratio of the
new bd crZp to that for the original bd~Po This may be expressed
in equation form as follows
-fiL =0200 CFJd
- NewR o ~ 00000 t!t 0000000 (30 1 0 5)
That is
bd(~y)Point ®
(f)Point @
=
bd(~Y)Point
(:)point ®
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A complete design would be acheived by determining the cor-
rect .1. (or bd <Sy ) at various sections. After the method asR P
,
outlined is completed, the results may be presented in the manner
shown in Figure 3 01 06' or as Sh01Vll in Figure 30107 0
d
\-
R
FIGURE 301 0 6 Method of Presenting Ring Stiffness
"""t-+--+--+-1---::l_~J
bd~P
FIGURE 3 0 107 Alternate Method
Note: The maximum point on the curve may arbitrarily be
assigned the value of unity so th~t all values of stiffnesS
would be related to the maximum value of d
To gain an overall picture of the method, it was decided
to go through an exampleD Subsequently, the succeeding problem
is proposed (S~e Figure 3 01 08)0
Pv = 30,000 Ib o
Ph = 40,000 Ib o
Pt@ 30 0= 30,000 Ib o
N:ote: All loads are limit
. loads and not theulti-
mate loading
R = 15 inches
./
:
O"'y= 40,000 psi. (24ST Bar AluminUm, according to the ANC-5)
"Strength of Metal Aircraft Elements"
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~~~===.~~~ .(Of such
dP I ,-.q.~.. I magni ~u.de
.4 ... . and d~rec-
V .' tion so as
I . to ensure, ~ebqur' ~umli~)' .~i' R = 15" ~ ...
Pv
FIGURE 3.1.8 Example Loading
Plastic Analysis
is not adaptable to
superposition of load-
ingo Consequently,
each loading must. be
analyzed individually.
It is assumed that
shear flows will be
such as to ensure
external equilibriumo
I
Commencing w~th the vertical load, Pv = 20,000 lbo,
assume a constant width of section = 080 in o The l maximum
ordinate on any of the interaction curves of Figure 3 0 1 0 2 is
located at an angle ~ = 60 0 (the ~aximum ordinate is shifted
from the crest of the moment curve because of the influence of
the axial thrust)o If this is the first position selected,
i
then a d/R = 020 is a good estimateo If (for a first trial)
d/R = 0250, then
bd o;y = 3 0 235 (From table 30101)
d = 30,000
40,000
3~235
08 = 3 0 04
or
d
R =
3 0 04
15 = 0202
Try a value of d/R between 0202 and 0250
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Try dR =: 0225
a-
bd -y
P --
d 30,000 3 050 3028 ino=: 40,000 =: ----a- =o ,
''';>
d 3 028 0219R =: 15 00 =:
The process is convergingo After a few trial and error
attempts v it was finally established that a dR = 0220 satisfies
the process most aptlyo
Now that a single stiffness value has been obtained, othe~
succeeding values may be obtained with the assistance of
expression 30106'
bd ay
---p other point
( d)
R other point 0000000000.(30106(a»
It is reasonable to presume that dR will be smaller at other
=: 0180 satisfies 30l06(a»dR
If t~e section at 900 is to be ascertained next~ it is
-}
/.
pointso
found that
3 0 50
or --:220 2 0 85=: 0180
If an exaggerated curve of the nature shown in Figure
30106 is plotted with a few random initial values tal{en from the
process above excellent accuracy may be obtalned by picking Qff
the remaining stiffnesseso
As the analyst proceeds around the ring; he obtains the
curve As Figure 3 01 08 0
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Th f t .. d f th h . t 1e same means 0 ascer a1.n1.ng R or e or1.zon a
load, Ph9 and the twisting moment Pt Rsin 30
0
may be employed
as outlined in the immediate preceding methodo The execution of
this procedure results in Figures 3 0 1.8 A 9 B:, Co
I-~ __ Loading condition A
1_~iLoadilg on~itiOl B
~
Given: "R = 15 cry = 40,000 psio
Ca s e 2 00 0I P IT= 30 9 000 1b 0
Cll-se 2,10 1 P h = 40, 00 lbo'
~ ~ I ~ ~,~ I~ ~ I~ ~ ..
v .." _ '0 '"' 0
.; +l,~ ,::;-+ i,."..~ I",,,, gn
1-"-" v
'.fT! ,~ I~_~·"" ,~~ ,,-P +1-','; ~
\.A ,.030
d ~i20 \.~~'-~_ ~~::..~ _. '-.... ,/ .....~
R 'lo,~~2~~~~z~~:~a
~7C -:::: ....t; "(';3~~;; ~~i; >: -,::~-.~:f.Y ::;:2:'Sic C>,'~:: ;;;:. "~':: 'i~, ,,",!_~'I"'t':o;, ~~:_'
~ 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
Angle in Degrees ,
FIGURE '30108 d/R ratio vSoAngle
The various stiffness curves resulting from the trial-
and error process is, shown in Figure 3'0108 0 The solution of th'e
example is shown in Figure 3 01 09 0
"
\
FIGURE 3 0 109 Ensuing Design
Note:
Shear flows' are
such that equi-
l 'b" I1. r1.um 1.8 en-
suredo
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It may be seen from Figure 3 0108 that the envelope of the
curves is the optimum designo Since an~Yhere outside this
envelope ample stiffness is supplied to sustain any of the
design loads? then it is believed that a frame designed by the
proposed method yields the most favorable bending stiffness.
The importance of this corollary can~ot be over emphasizedo
It is not possible to employ such a method in conjunction with
elastic analysis~ becuase each time, the stiffness is changed the
resulting solution is altered o Elastic analysis is a trial and
error procedure entirely dependent on the original assumed bend-
ing stiffnesso A solution to a plastic analysis is based on
the positions of the loads and geometry of the structureo It
does not presuppose any conformity of structural stiffness, nor
does it restrictiv~ly rely on the strength properties of a
materialo Thus? any method for designing a frame, such as
just was proposed, is plausible for a plastic solution~
3 0 2 0 0 Influence of Shear
Unfortunately the influence of shear can not be separated
in the same manner in which the influence of axial thrust was
formulated in the preceding sectiono
According to Miseijs stress theory (see page 113 of this
thesis) the principal stresses which result from combined axial
stress and shear stresses are
<'T ~22a::: -- - -,+"T2 - 2 4 o 0 0 0 0 0 '( 2 0 2 0 28)
'and the condition of yielding becomes
cr 2 + 3 ~ 2 :: cri. p •
=171=
If the axial stress is assumed zero t4~n 202~29 reduces to
.".,. c:r;
\, max := -=Y:=oP:::-:::.o(3 oo o.~ooo(302o1)
However~ the combination of high shear and high moment
can only occur where the moment gradient is high, that is, where
two hinges of opposite signs. approach each other o However,
yielding will be restricted in this vicinity, and the area may
go into strain-hardening, thus increasing the ultimate moment
capacityo Therefore, it is no~ antic~pated that shear will
have a significant effect on the actual maximum bendin'g strength,
and tests have shown this to be the case for the majority of
problemso The only exception to thi~ proposition is conceivable
in regions of constant shear where the shear web (or the area of
elastic stress distributio~) may be subjected to shearing
stresses near the yield value o Loading condition Ring IV,
20300~ may be cited as an example of this situationo
*3.3 0 0 Progressive Deformations under Varying Loads
The problem of progressive deformations under varying
loads may be divided into two separate categories, which are:
1.) Alternating Pl~sticity
20') Deflection Stability ("Shakedown")
10) The phenomenon of alternati"-lplasticity may be
considered best' from the illustration shown in Figure '3.301 0
The curves represent the moment curvature relationship for a
cantilever beam laden with a concentrated load at the free end.
It is customarily assured that the action of alternating plasticity
*See reference 5~ section 9 0 5
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induces a premature failure when the wall section (at the built-in
end) is subjected to repeated cycles of loads that induce further
,._::,~...\.. E
.( ~~.q.-=-~~
• ~L
Loading
FIGURE 3 03 01-Moment Curvature
Relation for a Cantilever
Beam
(a) yielding at each
successive cycleo
This condition assimi-
lates the elastic phe-
nomenon of fatigue
of the material, but
is actually a
plastic fat1igueo
Suppose that
the load P is fiist
applied d01Vnward,
and beyond the yield point of the material (position "a." of Figure
30301)0 Suppose 9 further, that the load is released and then
reversed to a negative value (position "b" of Figure 30301)0
The linear distance from "a." to "b" is represented by the dimen-
sion 6 Myo Further application of load in the reversed direction
causes more yielding but in an opposite sense. Eventually point
"d ll is reached corresponding to a negative value of moment -A
My. The complete cycle is realized by finishing the remaining
trajectory d - e - f - a~
As long as the load does not exceed a limiting value
corresponding to the moments at ("a" or "d" the struc,ture is still
capable of sustaining loads o Hence, the obvious conclusion is
that there exists' some range of P or M values for which a struc-
ture behaves elastically regardless of its previous loading historyo
-173- .
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The necessary condition to insure against the possibility
of failure due to alternating plasticity is
I(M. ) - (M,) ?..6 M_
1 max o 1 mino - _.~
where Mi denotes the moment values of any section "i" being
considered o
Hence 9 as long as the loads are increased in the same
proportion, they may be applied indefinitely as long as they do
not violate the alternating plasticity condition (equation 30301)0
20) Supppse now that the loads are not increased proportio~
atelyo Then~ the structure behaves differently, and the result
of this behavior is known as "progressive deformations due to
varying loads" or "shakedown"o
The quandary of progressive deformatio'nl!! under varying
loads has already been discussed in the introduction on pages
38 and 39 0 At that point in the discussion~ it was asserted
that progressive deformations under varying loads do not appear
to present a serious problemo Accordingly,for most structures
,
(and rings are included in this category) encountered in pr;actic~9
the difference between the true ultimate load considering the
effeot of repeated variable loading and the load based on simple
plastic theory is usually insignificanto On the other hand, the
analyst should be familiar with the problem such that. when it is
important, a solution can be made for the case in hand o
Essentially, the problem of shakedown is one which ar,ises
. when a s~ructure is subjected to several loads, each of which may
vary between certain prescribed maximum and min~mum limits regard-
less of the size of the other loads being appliedo Once the
I
structure has yielded at some point because the load has exceeded
the elastic limit value it is possible for the structure to
stabilize itself for further cycles of loading of residual stress 0
The load then would be stipported in a purely elastic manner. The
converse of this is also true o Above a given loading, deflections
will not stabilize but will ,rather increase at each cycle of
loading o
To illu-
laden with W loads
ed o As an instance
suppose a contin-
equal spans is
strate this phe-
3 03.2 was construc~
uous beam of two
nomenon, Figure2L + 1L5 5
120WL625
Moment Diagram
I
P = W1
Corresponding
I
3+2-L -L5 5
Loading 78
,,' 6'25WL
(b)
120
'625 WL
elastic diagram is
support
moment for the
load" the maximum
beyond the yield
loads are imposed
30302(a)0 If the
as shown in Figure
at the cen,ter
+
r
(0) Residual Moment Diagram
,
~1
. ~ L--i
(d) Second Loading
ill WL625
= 60
625 WL
(e) Second Ela.s'tic Moment Diagram
FIGURE 3 03 02 Shakedo1Vll Phenomenon
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in Figure 303o2(b)9 if the loads are withdrawn there is a
residual moment, Mr , induced at the center support because the load
has progressed beyond its elastic capacityo There is a respective
moment of 3/5 Mr at the locations of the W loads o To continue
the discussion, sup~ose that only one of the loads W is restored
as shown in (d)o Then its reshlting elastic moment diagram is
shown in Figure 303.2(e).
To satisfy the condition of shakedown (see Page 39) two
inequalities must be established o These are:
0000000000000(302)
1vhere the i denotes the section under considerationo
(Note the moments on the left hand side of the inequalities are
elastic moments) 0
For the problem at hand (see Figure 303.2), the inequalities
become equalities
._ M ~ (Me)
p 1 max = Mp - l14/625WL
= -M· + l20/625WL
P
m = M (Me) = M - l14/625WL3 p - 3 max p
Give the cqntinuous beam a virtual rotation Q at the left
-~~-L
hand end
FIGURE '3 03 0 3 Virtual Rotations of T1vo Span Beam
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Then
5 120 (3 ')(Mp-114/625WL) 2'" 8+( -Mp + 625 WL) - '2 e = 0
MMp = 01862 WL or We = 5038-yP
If shakedown is not considered the maximum moment obtained
is
pe '(-9..) L = 4 'M Q
5 P
M
= 6 0 67 -p
L
Thus, the structure can carry 19 0 5 percent less load. This
is a signifi~ant difference. 'However, it is noticed that the
structure is less stiff when only one load is imposed at a time,
since a load on the adjacent span would cause much smaller defleet-
ions and momentso This is not necessarily true for rings, since,
I
if only one 'load is imposed on a structure as contrasted to two
loads imposed at the same time, the structure is not significantly
, I
weaker (or the difference in moment diagram is not signi:f'icantly
I '
defferent) 0 '
For this reason an example problem of deflection stability
has not been considered o
1
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IV Conclusions and Recommendations
4 0 0 0 0 Recommended Systematic Procedure
It was stated on page 42 that the primary object of this
dissertation is to present a straight fonvard methodical pro~
cedure for analyzing continuous rings by means of a plasti,c
theoryo It is hoped that this ambition has been reaiized in
the preceding text o
It is believed that any circular ring may be analyzed
plastically by going through, step by step, the method pro-
posed in any of the rings analyzedo N~vertheless, the method
will be outlined, presently, to feature some of the highlights
encountered in the foregoing texto
If the analyst wishes to analyze a continuous circular
frame b~ the recommended method; he should employ this pro-
cedur'e 0 First of all, the magnitude of the applied loads ~nd
the manner in, which these loads are externally reacted must be
established before entering into a solutiono
10) Without a doubt, the first step in the procedure
is to determine the hinge pattern, or' the arrangement of
the points of maximum mom.ent around the ringo The whole crux
of the prol:Hem lies in the competency of the analyst to ascer-
tain the configuration of the hingeso Consequently, once a
'few: gene'ral rules are imbued in his mind, he is ready to
undertake any circular ring problem and arrive at a solution o
B~ definition maximum moments occur at the locations of
zero shear o Thus, a hinge may form in any of the following
placeso
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ao) at the position of a concentrated load. (This is not
necessarily a point of zero shear, but may be the place where
the shear translates 'from a negative to a positive valueo
b.) at equal angles to an axis of symmetry by virtue of
geometri~al symmetry and symmetry of loading.
c.) at an abrupt ch.ange of direction' of a member. (T4is
condition may be induced by geommetrical limitations, wherein
the inner mold line is fixed and a plastiri hinge would be com-
pelled to form at an abrupt change of stiffness. This cop.d":
ition assimilates the geometrical fixity of. the base of a
fixed-ended rigid framep)
Any other condition which fixes the'point of zero shear
is also a valid guide. Actually, the analyst should not be
discouraged if he has difficulty in ascertaining the loc-
,
ations of the hinges ai first. If all of the hinges
are left in terms of four generat unknowns, the ensuing sol-
ution could be maximized ,vith respect to each angle success-
ively to obtain the general solution. In such a case im~
plicit differentiation will prove to be more workable. Ob-
viously, symmetry and other conducive means help to simplify
the process.
20) Secondly, the next step requires a little inherent
ingenuity on tn~ part of the analyst. In order tp relate
the various distortions of the ring, some point or segment
of the frame must be fixed in space. A wise choice concern-
ing this quandary will save much time and avoid tedious,com-
plicated mathematical manipulations. Howbeit, if the analyst
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does not make a prudent choice the first time, the geometry
and mathematical work expressions bedome so involved that he is
obliged to give up this pursuit and start allover by fixing
another point or segment of the structure in space. Prudent
selections of structural fixity develop from experience, and
shouldn'ot dismay the analyst right away.
3 0 ) The structure is given a virtual (imaginary) rotation
at one of the hinges or the instantaneous center~ and the cor-
responding relationships between the virtual rotations of the
\. :
different segments of the ring are evaluatedo
40) Whether this next step is to be included in the pro-
I
cedure or not is 90nsidered the analyst's prerogative. The
next suggested step is to resolve the external shear flows
into their equivalent components, in order to expedite the
computation of the external work of the shear flow.' This
step is optional since some analysts may wish to deal with
..:.'; the shear flow directiy, that is, without breaking it up
into components. The selection of the center of the ririg
, ,
for this resolution is also arbitrary because any other poin't
,
may have been chosen just as wello
Step 40) could have been recommended to preceg,e step
2 o );however, it is felt that some time and effort is save!!"
if the ring is fixed first and then the compon'entsof the
shear flow are resolved afterwards. IIn this manner, some
of the components a~e eliminated because the shear components
on the fixed porti6n do no work.
50) Consistent with the imparted virtual rotations,
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true internal and external ,york is evaluated.
The internal work is simply the addition of the products
of the hinge moments and their corresponding virtual movements.
Note: The internal work performed by the individual virtual ro-
1
tations always adds, regardless of the direction of the rotations.
Therefore, the sign of the work performed by the internal plastic
hinge rotation is automatically defined.
The external work is ascertained by computing the work
done by all external forces and moments(i.e. P,X,Y,M) about
their individual instantaneous centers. The sign convention
is designated such that positive work is determined by the
sign of the moment of the components. In other words, positive
moment is that moment which assists the rotation of the failure
mode.
The execution of the principle of virtuals displacements
is accomplished by equating external to internal work. The re-
suIt is the expression for maximum moment, M , in terms of thep
loadP and the geometry of the ring.
6.) The exact solution of the problem is the determination
of the exact angles which furnish the maximum moment. These
angles are evaluated by maximizing the moment expression with
respect to each unknOlvn angl~ defining the locations of t~e
\
hinges.
7.) The last step in the procedure is to perform the plastic-
ity check. This consists of constructing the collapse mechanism
and then plotting the moment diagram from expressions derived
from internal forces and moments. If the condition M~ Mp is
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satisfiedi then this is the corrQct or ultimate solutiono
Thus, the compl~te procedure may be summarized in the seven
. .~ ..,..
following steps:
10) Determine the hinge patterno
20) Choose a point or segment of the structure to be
fixed in space o (Caution, a hinge can not be contained inside
the limits of the fixity)
3 0 ) Determine the relative virtual rot'ations\of the various
segments of the ringo
40) Resolve shear flows into their equivalent componentso
50) Apply the principle of virtual rotations
Wint = Wext
6 0 ) Maximize the resul~ing moment expr~ssiono
70) Perform the plasticity checko
Now, that the procedure has been presented, the primary pur-
pose of the thesis has been acheived o
401 0 0 Discussion of the Proposed Method in Conjunction with
Design Procedures
It. has alrea.dy been acknowledged on page 8 that the' problem
of ring analysis is not approached from the design aspect in this
thesiso Nevertheless, a design comparison would be an effective
manner in which to compare an elastic to a plastic solution of a
problemo
Since a plastic design has already been performed (see
Figure 30109) this would' be a convenient example for an elastic'
to plastic comparison. To acheive an elastic design some bending
rigidity, EI 9 must be assumedo In order to simplify the deter-
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mination of an elastic design~ assume that the ring has a constant
stiffness all of the way around the circleo Thus, the resulting
solution to the p~oblem would be of the nature of the eiastic curves
at the end of loadings 2.0 00, 2 01.0, and 2 0200 0 Superposition
of loading is compatible for an elastic solution, however, the
resulting design~ are most certainly not suitable for the
proposition of superpositiono Consequently, not only is the
ensuing design dependent on the maximum moment within the ring
'for a particular loading, but the final design is based upon the
maximum moment of the governing loading o
The governing loading appears to be condition 2 0200, and
the maximum moment for the elastic solution occurs at the
applied vertical loading. Referring .to Figure 3.1.9, the
prevailing loading is Pt = 30,000 lb. If the cross section is
to be designed consistent with this loading~ the ultimate.
moment and thrust combination occurs under the load just above
the hingeo Transferring the moment to the centerline of the
section M = 0264PR + 0152 ( ~) P
: .:.' . d
= ~15:i30,000) +~264(30,000~~:)+~15~ (30,000) 4
bd2
where z ="4
Let b=08 ino and cry = 40,000psi(24ST bar aluminum)
d = j 5700(d) + 594~000 + 11,400(d)40,000
d = 4 007 inches •••••••••••••·•••• 0-(40.101}
Note: Tbe above calculation assumes that the cross section
''',"
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,
at the applied load (and that section only) is fully pl~stic-
ized at failure o
The total wieght of the ring for the preceding computations
then becomes a simple calculation o
The volume is
2(15-20035)( 1T )(4007)( 0'8) = 266 cubic inches.
Since the material employed is aluminum, its total weight
is
An approximation to the weight of the ring of Figure 3 01.9
may be obtained by assuming straight lines between the kn01nl
depths of the designed frame at 100 intervals around the ring.
The volume is approximated
2(average depth)(average radius) ~~o (3 01416)(18)(08) =
2(2097)(13051)(30142)(.8) = 201.7 cubic inches
The total weight
Wp = 201.7 (.100 Ib/in
3) = 20 02 lb o
Percentage of weight saving
We ..Wp =2606-20 02 = 2406%
We 26 06
This truly is a remarkable saving in weight. It is
realized that the approximation of the illustration is crude, .
.because an elastic solution would actually be performed by a
, ,
trial and error proces~o First a constant bending rigidity, EI,
would be assumed, and a solution would be obtained. With this
trial stiffness another tria1 solution could be performed, re-
suIting in a new stiffness. The analyst could proceed with this
..~ ": ...
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method until he felt he had an optimum design, but it is
questionable if he will ever reach the plastic design.
It is noticed that no mention has been given the subject
'factor of safety' or 'margin of safety'. The reason for the
deliberate disregard of the subject is the variance between
the arbitrary factors or margins employed in different types of
industrial designingo Actually a factor of safety (or margin of
safety) is incorporated in the design by virtue of the fact
that the load and strength used was a limit load and yield
stress and not an ultimate loading or ultimate strength. Thus,
the factor of safety was really concealed in the comparison of
the two methods, being equal for each case. For an actual
I
design one would first increase his loads by the desired
margin of safety and then proceed to design the structure to fail
at this increased load.
4.2.0 The Effects of Stability on Plastic Analysis
Structural Stability is always a significant problem
whether designing elastically or plastically. It appears, however,
that the problem of buckling is more severe for plastic design,
and consequently, there are more extreme limitations placed on
the cross sectional shape than for conventional elastic design.
It was already asserted that continuous circular rings for
almost all practical cases are i~herently stable laterally,
since the ring is normally contained within a semi-monocoque type
structure. (Diversified examples would be, aircraft fuselages,
/
submarine shells, ship stiffening frames, penstocks for dams,
cylindrical tanks stiffened py intermitent frames, etc.)
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Therefore, the only form of stability which presents a problem
is the dilemma of local instability (commonly referred to as
crippling or local buckling). Notwithstanding, crippling by no
means i's a minor problem as may be interpreted from the subtleness
of the previous statement. As a matter of fact, much could be
presented in' ti-eatingthis:, subje~t,properly. A treatise of this
,
subject is not an intention of this thesis~ Thus, only a few
recommendations concerning crippiing will be advocatedo
Fundamentally, the question of local buckling reduces to
two considerations.
1. First, it must be determined how much rotation is
necessary to develop the assumed hinges.
2. Second, the geometric proportions or li~itations of
the cros~ sectional shape, which provide the ability of the shape
to attain this much rotation without inducing local flange
buckling, must be defined.
With respect to the first consideration, the essential
rotation capacities of the hinges varies with each particular
structure and each loading condition. In general, if the flange
can be strained to strain hardening before local buckling occurs,
the ~ectiort is ptoportioned satisfactorily for a plastic hinge
type action. This fact is based on the observation that most
I
typical cases require a rotation capacity less than €st/€'i'
The aptness of this course of action relies on the assumption that
material properties in the strain-hardening range are again
linear as in the elastic range.
Th~ second consideration demands much more involved eluci-
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dation than the ~revious solution for the first problem~ An
excellent reference on this subject is contained in reference 15
of section VI.. Mr .. Haaijer poi~ts o~t the fact that the structure
will attain its full ultimate load, only, if those parts where
yielding starts first, can undergo sufficiently large defo·rmation ..
At these locations th'e flanges of the section must then be able
to sustain strains considerably larger than the yield'st~ai~~
Accordingly, the flanges should be proporti~ned 'such that local
(plate) buckling does not occur before the ultimate load is
acheived.
The above statement implies that the correlation between
the increments of stresses and strains due to the deflection of
the plate out of its plane must peknown.The critical buckling
load may be predicted in good agreement with test results wtth-
in the elastic range, if the material is presumed to be isotropic
and homogeneous. A satisfactory transition curve between the
elastic limit and the yield point can be determined by applying
Bleich's semi-rational theory to an eff~ctive stress-strain
curve (see Bleich, F. "Buck~i~g Strength of Metal Structures",
McGraw-Hili, New Yor,k, 1950).
Rather than become too 1,involved' in the subject, it suffices
,Ii'
to state -that certain recommendations can be made at this time,
and the reader must seek information elsewhere. It was found for
WF structural shapes* of mild steel (ASTMA A-7) that if 6 cr'
the cri ti cal buckling strain, ts equal to Eo st' then b ~t 17
(for an outstanding flange) will provide sufficient hinge rotation
*See reference 5~ page 9.24
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capacity. bThus, a rec~mmended t' where t is the thickness and
b the 1~idth of the outstanding flange, of less than 17 is pro-
posed.
*4.3.0 Recommendation for Deflection Calculations
Although the subj ect of deflecticins has not been me!ntioned
before, the analyst may be very inte~ested in computing deflectioIlSo
Rather than go thr~ugh an actual calculation for a particular
, I
ring problem the equations will be presented and a proc~dure
will be outlined using as an example a fixed_ended beam.
F~fore any method of analysis may be formulated 'the fUQda-
mental assumpti~ns and conditions necessary for a s'implified.
solution must be specified. Therefore, the assumptions made
relative to determining defl'ections within the plastic range are
specified below.
a) 'Idealized moment-curvature r.elationship (see, page 9).
b) Each segment retains its flexual rigidity, EI, for the
whole length outside of yield areas between hinges.
,
c) Urilimited rotation is possible at hinge sections.
, i
It is obvious that deflections are dependent upon the
structural stiffness of the frame'regardless if elastic or
plastic deflections are preferred. 'rhus, a design must be
accomplIshed before applying the equations.
Just as there. are: several methods of solution for simple
plastic analysis, so there are various methods of computing
plastic deflections. As a matter of fact, most of the elastic
methods with appropriate modifications would be satisfactory for
* I,See reference, page 8.6
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,calculating plastic deflectionso For purposes of this thesis,
slope-deflection equations'will be used throughout~
In order to apply the proposition of slope, deflection a
sign convention must be established. If clockwise moment and
rotation are considered positive, the equation for slope at
end A~is expressed as (see Figure 4.3.1) .
• • • • • • • • • • • .. 0 .• ~ •.(.40,,3.0 1)
where the-no~en~lature is defined in Figure 4 0 3.1
1
, (+)
FIGURE 4.3.1 Definition of Slope Deflection Conventions\ .
An importantprinc~1l1e in connection with deflection
, *
computations will be, specified at this point 0
"Although 'kinks' format the other hinge sections, just
as ~he structure attains the computed ultimate load there is
. continuity at that section at which the last plastic hinge
formso" )
Note: Before any calculation may be determined, it must be
.j understood that certain information are now available which make
computations possible. The information is
*See reference 5, 'page 8 .. 3
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(a) the ultimate Joad and moment diagram from a plastic
analysis
(b) the slope-deflection equations (equation 4 0301)
(c) the principle of compatibility at the last hinge to
form (The cycle of hinge formation has already been discussed for
the various cases)'
-
The correct deflection at ultimate load is the maxtmum
value obtained when the last hinge is formedo If the elastic
solution ,is available, the last hinge wil~ always form at the
least value of the maximum moments of .,the elastic mOlllent diagramo
If the elastic solution is not, available, then the ~nalyst must
resort to a trial and error process to determine the last hingeo
(b) slope deflection
procedure, the re-
®
3
(a)
(c)
As an example, if the
structure shown in
Figure 4 0302 is to
be analyzed by a
suIting moment dia-
gram and mechanism
are shown in Figure
FIGURE 403o2·Example Deflection
" Study
The first trial
undertaken may be attempted at section <D 0
Trial a't hinge <D
From the slop~ deflection equa~jon
81 = 8~ +~l +~(M12 _ Mil)
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3 M
+-(-M + -2P)
3EI p.
o = 0 + 6 1
.1-
3
ML2~
54EI
", Trial at hinge ® ~~~~~il)
____~----~..-i32"-Mp
FIGURE 4 0 3 0 4 Free Body of Q) - ®
From the principle of continuity of the last hinge?
Trial at hinge ®.,
FIGURE 4 0 3 0 5 Free Body of ®- ®
. 693 _A + _ (M _l!23)
-'f3 3EI 32 2
2L
~.3 Mp
o = -2"L3 +3Ei( Mp-"2 )
3"
(This is the maximum deflection)
The last hinge forms at ® 0 All other trials yielded
smaller deflections and resulted ~n "neg~tive ki~ks" which are
!
impossible by comparison to the c'orrect trial o
Although the method needs refinements, this same trial and
error procedure may be employed in ring analysiso
",
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4.4.0.Limitations of Plastic Analysis.
In all sincerity, i~ is difficult to declare that simple
plastic. analysis has any more limitations than simple elastic
analysis for ring analysis. On the other hand~ one of the
drawbacks in the use of a plastic type analysis is the sizeable
deflections encountered in certain instances. It is believed
that, in the category of practical ring problems, deflections
will not govern design. This does not mean that deflections
should not be investigated. On the contrary, it is conceivable
that a study of deflections concerning a certain ring design may
reveal excessive deflections, which impose overloads on adjacent
structure. Furthermore', extreme rigidity may be a governing
factor, 1vhich compels the analyst to incorporate more stiffness
into the structure.
Another objection to plastic analysis, which should soon
be corrected; is the inadequacy of large scale structural tests.
Much concerning the subject of plastic analysis is yet to be
brought to light. Treatises si~ilar to this one only starts a
trend. Before plastic methods can be employed in ring analysis,
scaled model tests must be performed, and other problems investi-
gated.
This thesis only 'brushed over the surface' on many
subjects, SUC? as local stability, deflections, rotation capacity,
length of. hin~e, alternating plasticity and shake down, and
derivation of external loads. Hence, it is hoped that the pro-
posed arguments and methods of this thesis will be accepted and
further investigations made on the. subject of plastic analysis
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for stiffening ringso
4.5.0 Advantages of Simple Plastic Analysis over Elastic Analysis
One of the most promising advantages of simple plastic
analysis over a comparabl~ (that is for the same probl~m) elastic
analysis is its rational approach. It was mentioned on page 43
that just because a structure is adequate or useful does not
imply that it is efficiently designedo Many times in civil
engineering structures, where stiffness or rigidity and
deflections are controlling factors, economy and efficiency must
be sacrificed for weighto Although rigidity and deflections
maybe limiting factors in aircraft and submarine structures,
weight is a much more critical factor and a" moot point for these
type structures.
It is sincerely believed by many people that plastic
analysis assumes a more rational consideration of the problemo
Most of ail it approaches the problem from the failure or
collap~e mechanism point of view, whereas an elastfc analysis
approaches the objective by basing "failure" on an arbitrary
limiting stress. .. Because of this assumption, an elastic
analysis is incapable of predicting structural failure which
means that the 'real margin of safety is unknown. In other words
. elastic analysis is predicating usefullness on the basis of
limiting stresses, whereas plastic analysis bases it on acutal
load carrying capacityo
Another advantage of simple plastic analysis is the extreme
simplicity. Fortunately, it is ,easier, or at least as easy, to
apply as an elastic methodo
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Last but not least, the economy, straight forwardness and
. . ,
sometimes infallibility of plastic analysis make it superior to
elastic analyseso As an instance, ob~~rve the saving ip weight:
and also the certitude of the interaction curve procedure when the
two methods were contrasted in section 4.100. It is obvious,
that regardless of how many trial and errors are perforemd, an
elastic design could at best equal the'plastic designo
On the other hand, the author does not mean to imply to
repudiate elastic analysis because of the advent of plastic
analysis. On the contrary, a comprehensive background in elastic
analysis could ~e ~ very helpfull tool in grasping'the impIi-
cations and deduction of plastic analysis. As J.Ao Van Den
*Broek suggests, liThe entire mathematical theory of Ela'~ticity
is but a supplementary theory". Elastic analysis can be usefull
for deflection studies, shakedown investigations and the deter-
mination of hinge locations. Furthermore, it must be kept in
mind that there are limitations on plastic analysis just as
there are limitations on any form of analysis. This brings us to
the concluding remark that plastic analysis must be employed
discriminatelyo
*See reference 7
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VI NOMENCLATURE
residual moment
depth of cross section
plastic moment
cross sectiona.l a.rea. of a structural componeIit
and the next approxi-
- ~ --
- M
Y
first approximation
ta.ylor's series
second momemrt of area (~oment of inertia)
moment of inertia of ela.stic pa.rt of cross-section
i
cross:"sectionmoment of inertia of plastic part of
sha.pe factor
difference to
mation to the
I
Youn~'s modulus of elasticity
strain-hardening modulus = ~~.,
st.
,
dim~nsl'ondefined in'hinge pa.ttern geometry. (loading'
case 2~3.0)
,
moment at which the yield point is reached in flexure
distance between hinges for deflection ca.lculations
moment (Ma. = internal moment at some random section)
I l'
dimensi6n ,defined ~n hinge pattern geometry (loading
ca..es 20000, 203~0, 700.0)
,
dimension defined in hinge pattern geometrY (loa.ding
oase~ 200.0, 203.0, 70060)
wfdth of flange or recta.ngular cross sedt~~~
dimension defined in hinge 'pa.ttern geom~try (loading
c~8e8200o~, 2;300~ 70000)
distance from the neutral axis to the extreme fibre
length of plastic hinge
I
. length of spa.n
c =
D =
d =
E =
E
at .-
f =
h =
I =
Ie =::
I p =
L .-
6,L =
:('
..
t =
M =
Mp =
Mr
My =
A =
=
B =
b =
C =
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p
=
Pu :::
P :::y
q =
%t =
qn =
R =
S =
Sa. =
Se ,
t =
t e =
V =
Wext =
W'fnt =
X
=
x =
x :::0
y
=
y =
Z Sl
Ze ,...
Zp =
oc
=
externa.lly a.pplied concentrated load
ultimate load corresponding to failure
external l~a.d corresponding to yield stress level
external shear flow around ,the ring
dimensionless coefficient for moment in the inter-action
curve
dimensionless coefficient for normal load in the
inter-action curve
radius of circular ring
elastic section mod~lus
internal shear at some random section of the ring
section modulus of elastic part ~f cross-section
flange thicknesl9
effective skin thickness of semi-monocoque structure
vertical shear on'a beam
external work due to a virtual displacement
internal work due to a virtual displacement
redundancies of an indeterminate frame
vertical component of external s~ear flow
roots to the fUnction F = f(x)
first appr9ximation to the x roots
horizontal cOmponent of external shear flow
dis~ance from the neutral axis to a random point in
the dross section
plastic section modulus, z = Mp
plastic modulus of elastic portion-of a cross section
iplastic modulus of plastic portion of a cross section
angle with respect to the vertic,al axis of symmetry
designating the angular distance to the lower hinges
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I,.
A."f" = angle with respect to the vertical axis of symmetry
designating the angular distance to the upper hinges
/'
ii
6
. =
l =
=
absolute deflection
vertical deflection
strain
e I', =St.
€~ ·,'t=
~,
cs ;-II =
,j,
8 =
=
f =
1t =
~ =
=
C>UI'\=
e::ty{ ==
1; =
¢ =
=
=
critical buckling strain
strain at strain-hardening
strain corresponding to first attainment of yield
stress levels
specific angle with respect to the vertical axis of
symmetry denoting the angular distance to a concentrated
load
virtual angle change
slope deflection angle
radius of curvature of a bent structural component
Greek letter to, denote the absolute value 3.1416
angle with respect to the bottom point of the circular
ring at the vertical axis designating the angular
distance to a random section "a"
normal stress
ultimate t'ensile strength of a'material
yield stress level
shear stress
rotation per unit l,ength, or average unite rotation,
curvature of moment-curvature (M-,,) re lati onship'
curvature corresponding to first yield in flexure
angle with respect to the- bottom point of the circular
ring at the vertical axis designating the angular
distance to a random section "it"
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VII. APPENDIX - Limiting Cases
7 00 00 Loading Condition-Ring V-Opposing Radial Forces
Probably the simplest loading condition that comes to mind
)
is the case of a circular ring with two radial forces imposed
upon it, (the limiting case of Ring 1)0
M
Note: There are no external
sh~ars applied to the ringe
That is,' the ring equilibrium
is maintained by opposing forcoo.
p.
FIGURE70000-Loadi~gCondition V
P
FIGURE 7eO o O(b)
As outlined in the procedure of section 40000, the first
step in the method is to determine the location of the hinges
around the ring o Because- of the simplicity of this loading~
they are fairly obvious o According to the rules for determining
the hinge locations, (page 49), two hinges are constrained to
form at the concentrated loads o The remaining two hinge
positions may be deduced rby coris~dering rule (b) on the same
page o The analyst knows that four hinges are necessary to create
ia failure mechanism, and also, <~hat two of the hinges are defined
by location of the concentrated loads o Hence, the other two
hinges must form between these two and symmetrically about the
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vertical axis. The remaining two hinge positions are ultimately
established by virtue of the fact that both the upper half and
lower half are identically (or symmetrically) loaded. Consequently,
symmetry of loadi'ng and symmetry of geometry place the hinges
half way between the two radial forces.
It is feasible to readily select hinge <D (or ®) of
Figure 7.0.1 as the point ~f fixity in space rather than pick
® or ®. Since either choice of CD or ® yields the same
collapse configuration, point Q)will be selected and the following
geometry results.
p
C-------'----'-t
/
A
,
FIGURE 7.0.1 Hinge Pattern
Referring to Figure 7.0.-1, if point <D is fixed in space,
the ring assumes the same fai'lure made as ring I on page
-201-
Because of geometrical ,symmetry point ® is restrained to move
/
vertically down an amount equal to the distance C times the
\
virtJlal rotation eo Working with the left half of the ring,~the
,
Igeometry is resolved by observing the simple geometrical propor-
\
tions of Figure 7~0.2o
~.
I "
e
c= 2R -------1
FIGURE 700 02
Virtual Rotation Relations
R
R
'The instantaneous
center of rotation of
segment ® -@ is ascer-
tained by noting that
point aD is restricted to
move vertically down.
Thus, segment ® -(]) is
constrained to rotate about
a point horizontally
opposite hinge @o Since
segment CD:c® is re-
strained to rotate about
the fixed point' <D, its
radius of rotation is con~
strueted through plastic hinges <D and ® 0 Where the two
radius's intersect is the instantaneous center of rotation.
The dimensions A, B, and C are found very simply by re-
ferring to Figure 7.0 0 2.
A = 2R sin 450
, 0
B =A 2R sin 45
C = 2R
••• eo •• 0 ••••••••• ., 0 ••••• 000.0. e'. (700 0 1)
, \
., •••• 0.00 •• 0.0.00000(04)0.00 •• GO. (7,.002)
. i
•• 0 0 • 0 0 0 • ~ • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 ., o. 0 0 • 0 • • 0 •• ( 7 0 0 ., 3f)
. . I
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If the structure is 'given a virtual of 9 about the in-
stantaneous center then.the following trigonometric relations
between the angular rotations ensueo
. If 9LC• = S,
then,
I
2R sin 45 0 SI.Co
2R sin 45° = 9
7 0 0.1 Application of Principle of Virtual Displacements
The internal work is merely the sum of all of the virtual
rotations at each hinge multiplied by their respective moment
capacities.
The evaluation of the external work is even easiero
From Figure 7 0 0 0 2
e C P
2 = 92R P =2 PRe 0 •••••• 0 •••••• 0 •• (7.009)
Equating equations 7 00 08 to 7.D09,
4Mp e = PRS
Since the exact location of all hinges were knoWn prior to
determining the value of ~, the problem is completely solved, and
all that remains is'to perform the plasticity checkd
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If the collapse mechanism is constructed as illustrated in
Figure 70003 9 a qua~ter section of the ring can be isolated from
the remainde~ of the structure. (Figure 70003(b»
t
p.
\
R
~~...,~a+<
P
7.0 03 Collapse Mechanism
/-
,/
/
/
/
/
p
-d--'~~
p
~
7.0.3(b) Segrertation of
One Quarter of ihe Ring
T~e complete solution of the plasticity check is accom-
plished by determining the internal forces in terms Qf the
general angle ep •
0.0 ••• (700011)
0••••• (700012)
PR PIt
= 4: '~ 2" sinlf
r
I
substituted into equations 700011 g
o '
If values of qJ' for every 5 are
From Figure 7 000~~,
Ma = Mp - ~ Rsin Cf'
P
2
--
FIGURE 700 04
.....
./
./
/
lL
·.• L ,f :.R818
\ NT 1---,---...."...::+--- P
"a Na = -2 sin ~!tcos ~ S
/
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OPPOSING RADIAL P FQRCES ON A TANGENTIALLY SUPPORTED CIRCULAR RING
TABLE 7.0,,1
lcomparisot1'6T Plastic to 'E1astic Moment, Shear and Axial Load Coefficients
Angle Plastic Elastic Plastic Elastic Plastic Elastic
From Moment Moment* Axial Load Axial Shear ,Shear *
Vertica Coeff" Coeffo Coeff ". Load " Coeffo Coeff"
-, Coeff,,*
0° .25000 031831 0 0 050000 050000
5° 020642 027473 ,,04358 ,,04358 049809 049809
100 0163175 0231485 0086825 ,,086825 049240 049240
150 012059 ,,18890 012941 ,,12941 .48296 ,,48296
20° 007899 014730 .17101 017101 ' .46984 046984,
25° 003869 010700 ,,21131 ,,21131 .45315 ,,45315
30° .. 0 .06831 • 25090 025000 .43301 .43301
35° "..,,03679 003152 028679 028679 i 040957040957
40° -,,071395, -,,003085 ,,321395 032139 ,,38302 038302 -,
45° -0103555 -0035245 ,,353555 ,,35355 035355 035355
500 -013302 -.06471 .38S02 ,,38302 .32139 032139
55 0 -.159575 -.091265 .409575 .409575 028679 ,,28679
60° -.183015 - .114705 .433015 .433015 025000 025000
65° -,,203155 -.134845 ,,453155 0453155 .21131 ,,21131
"
70° -.219845 -.151535 .469845 0469845 .17101 017101
75°
,
-0232965 -.164655 ,,482965 .482965 012941 012941
80° -0242405 -0174095 .492405 ,,492405 .08682 .08682
85° -.248095 -.179785 0498095 ,,49809 .04358 .04358
90° -0~250000 -.18169 .500000 .50000 0 0
*Va1ues obtained from Equations of Reference 2, Table 3, Case V
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FIGURE 7.0.7 SHEAR CURV
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..,1
.. Co
7.0.12, and 7.0.13, table 7 00 01 and graphs, Figures 7.0 0 5, 700.6,
and 7.0.7 evolve.
It is interesting to note that the shear and axial load
curves are coincident for both the plastic and the elastic
solutions, whereas the moment curves show a distinct variation be-
tween the two solutions. Furthermore, because the moment
distribution is the only variable of the three functio~sp it may
again be emphasized that the plastic solution shows a much
better distribution of moment.
The consideration which may confuse the analyst is not so
much the fact that the point of maximum moment does not shift
towards the concentration of the load (as in Ring I), but the
fact that there actually is a variation in the moment curve at
all. Normally if the maximum moments of an elastic solution are
located completely symmetrical about the ring, and of equal moment
the plastic solution yields the same solution as an elastic
analysis. In other words, when a solution yields a completely
symmetrical hinge pattern, as the load is increased beyond the
yield load there is no difference in the moment diagram.. In fact,
I
the next loading condition, Ring VI, section 7.1.0, illustrates
, i
this very fact. However, for condition V the reason the moment
curve augments at the point of maximum moment is because there are
no external shears on the ring to influence the distribution of
moment above the- Yield point. Thus, as!the radial loads reach
the yield load, Py,hingesform simultaneously at (Dand ®-~­
When the radial loads are increased,above Py ' the po~nts of
maximum moment do not shift away from ® and @because there are
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I •
no external shears to develop such a shifto Nevertheless~ there
is an increase of moment at these points and the magnitude of
moment does increase o At a certain value of radial load the
moment at @and @)reaches the full plastic moment .value si-
multaneously, and the structure collapses o
-210-
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LIMITING CASE
7 01.0 Loading Condition-Ring VI-Tangential ~vist PR on a
Tangentially Supported Circular Ring.
This ring loading may be considered the limiting case of
either Ring II, section 2.1.0, or Ring III, section 2.2.0 0
P
q =1Tii'
P
2
7.1.0 External Loading
Ring VI Tangential ~ist
7.1.0(b) Isolating
Bottom Half of Ring
Proceeding as before, the determination of the composition of
.;,?'
the hinge pattern is the f~rst step in the investigation. The
arrangement of the hinge~,in this case, is easily obtainable.
If the ring is split into two portions (see Figure 7.100(b»,
it may be discernible that the ring appears ve'ry similar to the
addition of Figures 2.0.1 and 2.0.3. The hinge pattern for Ring
II ~ symmetrical about the vertical axis (horizontal axis in
Figure 7.100) .. Here, too, the hinge pattern is symmetrical about
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the axes of symmetry, where 0' and' are equal for this
limiting loading condition. Hence, only one variable angle
need be considered as seen in Figure 7.1.1 •
panel mechanism for a rect-
. It appears that the best
mechanism sinmlating the side-
~ failure mode resembling' a
this particular instance,
angular rigid frame. For
symmetrical hinge patterns is
selection of ring fixity for
FIGURE 7'0101 Hinge Pattern sway panel mechanism of a rec-
tangular rigid frame. Re-
ferring to Figure 701 0 2, it
is perceivable that segment
<D -® must hinge about point
CD which fixes its instant-
neous radius through points
<D and(]) 0 The same reason-
ing is evident from Figure
701 0 2 for hinges @and@
Thus if segment <D -® is
given a virtual rotation a,
the· segment (~f"-'@must also
FIGURE ~.lo2 Assumed Failure
Mode
revolve through the same angle.
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The interjection of the expedient resolui{~n of ring
shears,. at this point, is efficient., Figure:i,ij,L 3 illustrates
the resolution of the shear forces into an axial load, moment,
FIGURE 70103(b)
dY
.-l
'pdF=- d<p
. 1T"
dX = P sin cp ~ ~IT
,
and shear components about the center of the ring.,
FIGURE 701.,3(a) Resolution
of Shear Flows
PdM =". Rd<P ••••• (17.1.3)
Commencing the procedure as performed in previous examples,
the componen!.ts are evaluated from the following integrals
upper, limit
lower limit
•••• (7 .,! 104)
upper limit
0.0.(7.,105)
lower limit
Between hinges <D and ®
x J;;. .intl d</l = ; [-coa cPJ
y =};. coa 'I' d rp = ~ [ain ,,]
J [ ].upper, limitM = ~ d<p= ~ . ~ lower limit"FIGURE701 04Sign
Convention
x =,}tcoa ~'!+« = ~ [~coa(~ + o<)+coa('; - "'j = ~ ain'"
1-«' .
y l - 2= 0 (From observation)
Ml-2=~ [ 4p ll+:'~ (2~)
. Ju- oc
. 2-
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There is no rotation of segment ® -® and
there will be no work done during a vir-
tual displacement
Between hinges ®-@
p[ ~ ¥:-ocX2 - 3=- -cos1T ..
"",_TI'
...... ~
integrations in Figures 7 0 1 0 4
y2-3~ ~ Ein<pJ~~[ain(~-d.)-ain(ex-~} ~ coad
"2-
M2-3=: ~[ «) J:-_O(11 This moment does no work for the
_ X2 - 3 does no work
~
Between hinges@ and @
X3 - 4=:[-C08 ~O(~'1Pfcoa(",-~)+C08- (Ol+ ~ ~ = - ;:', sind
-Gl+c<)
y3-4=: 0 (From observation)
o<-1t
3 - 4 I)R [ ] 2 PR r: 11" iT rl
M =:"iT" f() = rr[2 +0+ 2+J =
-(~-+ e()
Summarizing the results of the
same reason
(a),(b:),and (c), the work done by the shear flow components and
the applied load may be visualized o
........ --- ---
"'-
"-
"-
- --
/-
-/
,/
--
(a) Com~onents on Segment
l!J-®
(b) Com~onents on Segment
®-@
Note: The failure deformation is deliberately assumed in the
wrong direction in order to note the change in the sign of the
solution for Mpo
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'"
//., T
".. -1' ."
..... - 2RsinOC8
--
I
I
/
---.......
" ,
\
\
\
" ' \
M3- 4 2PR,=-0(\
(c) Components on Segment
i®-@)
FIGURE 7 0 1 0 4 Summary
(d) Work done by th~ Applied
Loads
of Shear Flow Components
It is apparent that, if segment (!)- ® it:} given a virtual
rotation of 8 about point G), the segment ®- @also rotates
through a corresponding angle 8 and segment ®' -® just
tratislates verticallyo He~ce, the hirige rotations at each
! , .
, .fIf}>0
hinge may be stated as below.
81 = Q . :'1.,i>::.:';
82 = 8
.~' ','. . :,:' .. ' ".;'~'~': .... ;. -
94
=
=
6
8
7 0 1.1 Derivation of External and Internal Work Expressions
The inte~nal work is simply the sum of the rotation of
each'hinge times the magnit~de of its 'corresponding maximum
moment, or
= ~9
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The external work is obtained by summing the products of
the external forces and their corresponding differential or
virtual movements o Expression 7 0 1.8 follows as a result of
this summation. Referring to Figures 7.104(a), (b), (c), (d)
4Mp=-P(2RsinOC) a_xl - 2e (Rcoa C()+yl..,2e (Rain Qt) +Ml-2e+y2-3~ (2RsinO()
+x3- 4e (Rcoa ce) +y3-4e (Rsin <X) +M3- 4e
4Mp= -2PRsinCX-(RCoS<X)~ sin~(RainO()(e)+ 21] .+
(2I1aiOCX)E:;rcoa ~(llcoao({.~ai01-(lIaiI10<)6 + 2;:
. ( 2coso< cosO( cos )+ 4~ 0(AMp = 2PRsl.n 0( -1+ 1t' - It" - -,r- "
2PR [20( . :1
Mp =-r .!'" - Sl.n o<.J
Mp =;~~O:-lT Sin~ •••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••• _:0.'- •• (70109)
T~e complete solution to the problem is attaine~ by
solving for the unknown angle a. This is accomplished by
differentiating the maximum moment (Mp ) expression with respect
to OC 0
Thus,
dMp
dOc = 0
2 lr cos oc = 0
2
cos 0( = lr
<:X = 06366 rad.
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The angle which satisfies equation 7 01.10 is
ell == 50 0 27'
Thus, when this value of' ex is substituted into expression
701.9,
y
p =
PR
2 (1076126' - 1T' sin 50
0 27')
= ----.:P::.;:R=------,
6 0 283185 (0661379)
7 ~,1.2 :Plastidty Check
\
shape or posi tion'o
structure to its origina.1
-. . ,
the ma~imum moments,Yp ,
is a1wa.ys such as to
restore the deformed. I
Note: The direction of
--
Figure 701 0
Failure Configuration
The completeness of the plasticity check is insured when
the moment curve is plotted and the limitation M~ U is
, - "p
satisfiedo In order to satisfy this latter condition, . Figures
.
70105 and 7 0106 were constructed, and the result~ng expressions
701012, 701.13, 701014, develop.
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FIGURE 7'0106
,
I
/
/
.. V=;3l83P /
/
./
~~.,..._- ..E..
o 2
.3856P
M=.'1456PR
=.1053PR
P
Ma = P';:' ~ (1- cos ~ ) - ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 00 • • • 0••• ( 7~ 1. 12)
!>Ia. =~ - ~ sin~cos't'+[~f<l-cos '" )+.al8a~ sin'"
Nia =:~Cos~+sin~(~3l83"'TT-l~ =; cos<e .••••••••• 0'00(701.13)
Sa. =~ - ~sin~sin"'- tal8a... P-(l-COS"'~ ~oS'l'
•••••••••••••,•••••••• ; ••••••••• ~ ( 7 • 1.14)
An elastic solution to this problem can be obtained by
referring to the equations of reference 2, Table 4, Case no. X,
or by superimposing t~e loading condit.ion':'Ring II-of section
2.1.0 upon itself wit4 the tangential loads 1800 aparto If
either one of the suggested methods are used, it will be
discovered that both the elastic and the plastic analys~s yi~ld
identical solutions.
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TANGENTIAI.TWI~T PRONA TANGENTI4Ll-y SUP~RTED CIRCtJMRRING
TABLE 7.1.1'
J
,
Comparison of Plastic to :Elastic Moment, ,Sllear and Axial ,Load Coefficients
. .... .-.
" ..
",
, .
*,Angle. plastic ;JUastic* ,:Plastic Elastic ,flastic ,Elastic'
From Moment ,Moment Shear Shear Axia1Load Axia1~c;)ad
Vertical Coeff. 'Coeff. Coeff. ,Coef£~ 'I, ',: _,_,Col!!ff~,.Coeff.,'
I.
0 0 0 -.,31834 -0.31~34 .50000 .50000
, -.'"
..
I
5 -.02587 ,.' -.02587 -~27.475:, '!"'.27475· .49810 .49810
I
~O -.04796 -.04796 -.~3150 ~.• ?3150 .49240 .49240
15 -.06629 -.06629 ,- ..18891 -.18891 .48297 .48297
20 - .08095 -.08095 -.14731 -.14731 .46985 046985
/
25 -.09204 -.09204 -.10701 -.10701 .45316 .45316
30 - .09968 -.09968 ':" .06831/ -.06831 .43302 .43302
"
35 - .10402 -.10402 -.03152 -003152 .40958 .40958,
..
\
39 ,32" - .10525 -.10525 0 0
,
.38559 038559
40 -.10524 - .10524 .00308 .00308 ' .38302 I .38302
,45
-.10355 -.10355 .03524 .03524 I .35356 .35356
50 - .09917
-.09917 .06471,:, .06471 : .32140 .32140
55 -.09234\ :-.09234 ' .09127' .09127 .28679 .28679
:
60 "':'.08333 ~, "008333 .1-1471 011471 .25000 025000
,
65 - .07242
-007242 .13485 .13485 .21131 021131
70 - .05989
-005989 .15155 015155 .17101 .17101
75 - .04607
-.04607 .16467 ' .16467: .12941 .12941
80 -.01580
-001580 .17411 .17411 .06683 .08683
-
85 -.01580
-.01580 .17980 .17980 .04358 '004358
90 0 0 .18170 018170 ,0 0
I
l
; '~•.
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*See reference 2,Ta.b1e IV',ease No. X for ela.stic equations
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SHEAR CURVE
,,'
If values of qJ oevery 5 are substituted in to the equations
(701 012, 701013, and 701014) for i~:ernal moment~ and forces,
the substitution renders the table 70100 and grap'~s Figures 7.107,.
!
70108, 701 r9 0 I
The reason this ring loading was selected fdr presentation
)
was asserted on page 209 un,der the discussion for Ring Vo It was
decided to present one loading condition where there is no re-
distribution of moment, so that the reader will not be perplexed
if s~ch a case arises o If the reader refers to the moment curve,
Figure 701.7, it is noticed that the moment·function i~ pe~iodic
resembling a sine curve with its crest shifted a few degreeso
That is why the values of table 7 0 100 only cover a quadrant,
being repititious for the succeeding quandrantso Al t four hinges
are reached at the same time, and it is obvious fro~ the elastic
solution that all of the maximum moments are of the same magnitudeo
Furthermore·, when the yield load is attained, since the maximum
moments are the same at e~ch hinge, the structure experiences
the hinging action but there is no redistribution of moment o In-
stead the structure just keeps on yielding, and nothtng other
than the plastification of the cross-section is merited by a
plastic solution as contrasted to an elastic solution.
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· ..~ 70200 Loading Condition-Ring Vrpr-Moment Applied Externally at a
Single Point
The,purpose of this section is nat to complement the rest of
the text, but merely to establish the fact that three plastic hinges
around a circular ring can not generate a failure modeo Referring
to Figure 70200, it
,
can be seen from the
FIGURE 702 0 0
o 109Mo
Note:
See page
225 for
moment ploto
VII
moment diagram, super-
imposed on the ring~'
that there are ,only
three points of maxi-
mum momento Thus,
/
!
there could be just
three p()ss~ble piastic
hinge locationso There
is no feasible manner!'
in which a ring load-
ed in this manner could
fail as a' kinematic mechanismo
I
Hence, plastic analysis offers no
beneficial redistribution of moments o
The manner in which the ring fails is evidently going to be a
local failureo As the road is magnified the three points of maxi-
/.
mum moment just progressively increase in magnitude until there is
a failure of local buckling or some other stability type failure~
Perhaps the collapse of adjacent structure due to excessive deforma~
tions would constitute a failure in this case o
This case concludes the study of the different possible fail-
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-MOM-ENT APPLIED,-i~)(TE-RNALLY AT A SINGLE POINT
MOMEf'.lLCOEFFICIENTS,VS. ANGLECf'(F~M VERTICAL>
FIGURE 7.2.1 ELASTIC MOMENT CURVE
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ure mechanisms o Loading 7 0 0.0 was chosen to illustrate the fact
that a ring loading can induce a kinematic mechanism without shift~
ing the plastic hinges and yet benefit by a redistribution of momento
Ring Loading 701 0 0 was chosen to point out the possibility of
creating a failure mechanism without a redistribution in moment o
Thus, no advantage is acheived by analyzing plastically since both
elastic and plastic methods yield the same solutiono This~ case,
Loading 70200, was selected to establish the fact that three points
of possible hinges cannot possibly produce a kinematic failureo
Lastly, Case IV, Loading 2 0 3 0 0, 1~as selected to emphasize the
possible necessity of more than four hinges to create a kinematic
mechanism o
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